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Ik weet helemaal niet meer hoe ik aan het volgend vraagstuk moet beginnen – kun je me
helpen ?
Piet vertrekt om 10 uur en rijdt met gemiddelde snelheid van 8km per uur, Jan vertrekt om
10.15 uur en rijdt met gemiddelde snelheid van 12km per uur tot hij Piet tegenkomt.
Wanneer komen ze mekaar tegen, hoever en hoe lang hebben zowel Jan als Piet dan gereden.
Ik loop gewoon vast in mijn eigen gedachten
I do not know how to start with the following problem – can you help me?
Piet departures at 10 o’clock and rides with an average speed of 8 km per hour, Jan
departures at 10.15 and rides with an average speed of 12 km per hour until he meets Piet.
When do they meet each other, how far and for how long did they ride.
I am just stuck.
(Question sent by student to the
Freudenthal Institute)

Chapter 1
Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction
1 Background of the PhD study
Much of the early research on mathematical problem solving has drawn on the seminal
 ! %&')*+        ;%& pointed out
that besides knowledge of the subject-matter, problem solving requires the application of
  <      =           > ; '@Q;
Early attempts to teach problem solving focused on heuristic training (Kantowski, 1977;
Schoenfeld<')Y)< <     <'))*[ <'))\;]  
studies focused on problem solving behavior and investigated problem solving expertise in
order to figure out what instruction is necessary for successful problem solving (Schoenfeld
^_ <')`\[ <')Y)[ <" <^{ <')`@;|   } 
placed emphasis on the role of metacognitive skills and on beliefs related to problem
      <   < ^ ~ < ')`)[  < ')`\[ ')`@; |l these
perspectives in researching problem solving were gradually integrated in a framework
including domain-specific knowledge, heuristic strategies, metacognitive skills and
affective components (De Corte, Greer, & Verschaffel, 1996; Schoenfeld, 1985; 1))\;
After the first period of intense interest starting in the mid-1970s, research on problem solving
fell into decline in the mid-'))Q <\QQY;"   <    
of documents for integrating problem solving into the primary school mathematics curriculum
and beyond (Arcavi & Friedlander, 2007; Kilpatrick, Swafford, & Findell, 2001; NCTM,
\QQQ;_ <           <
order to support teachers fulfilling this g  < \QQ+; |    <   
emphasized the role of technology tools for enhancing students’ problem solving performance
 <\QQQ[_^<\QQ@   need to be well evidenced by more
empirical studies (Kilpa ! ;<\QQ';
The PhD study described in this thesis focuses on problem solving in primary school with the
use of new technological tools. The study emerged from the first phase of the POPO project
%  ] %  ]   was set up in 2004 to investigate problem
solving by high-achieving Dutch primary school students. The initial findings of the POPO
project concerning students from grade 4 yielded some unexpected results (Van den Heuvel% ^ < \QQ*; $  their high scores on a general mathematics test, the
students encountered difficulties in solving challenging non-routine contextual number
problems. These complex problems required more than just carrying out calculations. The
students had to develop a good understanding of how the numbers in the problems were
related. Another observed shortcoming in the performance was related to the students’
counterproductive attitudes. For instance, students were not inclined to use their scrap paper
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to write down in-between answers or make a sketch of the problem situation, which could
have helped them to solve the problems. Moreover, very often students did not even attempt
to solve the problems and when they did, they did not persist in pursuing a solution.
Low results in problem solving were also reported by the Programme for International Student
|  %|; | *Q ]$-countries, Dutch 15-year-old students were ranked
fourth in mathematics, but     ]$<\QQ*;  !
that, among all OECD-countries, the difference between scores for mathematics and problem
solving was the largest in the Netherlands (PISA-NL- <\QQ;
Therefore, the purpose of this PhD study was to gain more knowledge about the problem
solving ability of primary school students in the Netherlands. In particular, the study was
designed to enrich our understanding of students’ problem solving performance and
strategies, their opportunities to learn problem solving, and characterize possibilities to
enhance their performance on problem solving.

2 What is meant by problem solving?
One could not agree more that the primary goal of mathematics education should be to
make students independent problem solvers. However, the definition of problem solving
and its role in school mathematics are much less unequivocal. Although this perspective
was noted by various researchers as early as the beginning of the 1990s (Lester, 1994;
 < '))\<    – almost two decades later – problem solving is still an
ambiguous concept and researchers are still concerned with similar issues. Probably, its
complex and multifaceted character has made it difficult to provide adequate definitions of
problem solving, set clear goals for educational practice, and achieve a clear understanding
of how to support the development of problem solving.
Very often the terms ‘problem’ and ‘non-routine problem’ are used interchangeably in
opposition to what is commonly called a ‘routine problem’. Routine problems – usually
one- or two-step problems – require the reproduction and application of a fixed solution
procedure, whereas non-routine problems require productive thinking and can be
approached in more or less sophisticated ways.
In several definitions of problem solving, the non-straightforward character of the solution
procedure is underlined. For example, Kan !')YY     !    
an individual when his immediate knowledge is not adequate to solve it, or when he does
not have an algorithm at his disposal that leads straightforwardly to the solution. Similarly,
 ')`+ d that a problem is a task the individual wants to complete, and for
which he or she does not have access to a straightforward means of solution.
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Problem solving is also seen as a high-level skill; it is considered to be the heart of
mathematics (Halmos, ')`Q;|     <       
  !       ;!')Y
distinction between relational (i.e., knowing both what to do and why    
understanding (i.e., rules without reasons;  < _       ')`Y
    !     
!            ;  < <
Henningsen, an   \QQQ           !   -level
and low-level demands. The former category of tasks requires engagement with conceptual
ideas and complex thinking, whereas the latter includes memorization and algorithmic tasks
unrelated to the underlying meaning. However, the two types of knowledge do not develop
independently; students’ conceptual understanding influences the procedures they apply
and vice versa (Rittle-^| <')));
Problem solving is considered a complex activity that requires much more than a simple
        ;   \QQ\           
mathematical areas have to be linked, which is an action that extends beyond knowledge.
    ~ \QQ@ ed that problem solving is a function of several
interdependent factors such as knowledge acquisition and utilization, control, beliefs,
affects, and various representational modes.
A broader definition of problem solving is given by Lesh and Zawojewski (\QQY 
emphasized that problem solving is a goal-directed activity that entails interpreting a
situation mathematically, which means modeling. For them problem solving is a complex
activity that exceeds the realm of school mathematics and “involves iterative cycles of
 <  <        >;Y\`;

3 Problem solving in the present study
A characteristic of problem solving as investigated in this study is that it refers to nonroutine puzzle-like problems. Solving these problems is a cognitive activity that requires an
insightful approach to the problem situation and strategic thinking. It entails more than a
direct application of an algorithm, formula or procedure. The solution process often
requires many steps back and forth until the student is able to unravel the complexity of the
problem situation. Furthermore, the students have to be aware of how the numbers or
quantities relate to one another in order to find a way to the solution (O’Brien & Moss,
\QQY; _owever, we need to be aware of the subjectivity that lies in this definition of
   <    ')`+< ; Y*     =        
between the individual and the task that makes a task a problem for that person”.
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More specifically, the non-routine problems in this study contain interrelated variables and
can be solved by means of an algebraic procedure. However, when primary school students
encounter such problems they can only apply informal, context-connected solutions and
employ various problem solving strategies, such as systematically trying out possible
solutions or trial-and-error. Yet, students’ informal strategies and notation when solving
such problems can provide important entry points for developing algebraic reasoning. For
the sake of conciseness we call these problems early algebra problems. In our study the
terms “non-routine puzzle-like problems” and “early algebra problems” are used
interchangeably.
The purpose of this study is, thus, to investigate Dutch primary school students’
competence in solving problems with interrelated variables. In addition, we aim to examine
students’ opportunities to learn problem solving within the current curriculum and to
provide them with support in solving problems.

4 Structure of the thesis
The PhD thesis comprises a series of articles each addressing a different perspective of this
study on problem solving by Dutch primary school students. Table 1 illustrates the structure
of the thesis and shows which research question is answered in each chapter.
Table 1
Structure of thesis
Chapter
1

Introduction

2

Research Question 1
How able are Dutch primary school students in solving non-routine
puzzle-like problems?

3

Research Question 2
To what degree do textbooks offer students opportunities to learn
solving non-routine puzzle-like problems?

4
5
6

Research Question 3
How can we support students in solving non-routine puzzle-like
problems?

7
8

Conclusion
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Chapter 2 focuses on the analysis of data stemming from the first phase of the POPO
project. This chapter mainly addresses the first research question:
How able are the Dutch primary school students in non-routine problem solving?
a. How do students perform in non-routine problem solving?
b. Which strategies do students apply in non-routine problem solving?
The data collected in the first phase of the POPO project gave us an initial glimpse in the
difficulties that Dutch students encounter in problem solving. In order to investigate
strategy use in non-routine problem solving, the responses to three non-routine problems
from the data set collected in the first phase of the POPO project were further analyzed. The
responses were examined with respect to the strategies that students applied and their
flexibility in strategy use.
Chapter 3 reports on the textbook analysis and addresses the second research question:
To what degree do textbooks offer students opportunities to learn non-routine
problem solving?
The input from mathematics textbooks is an important factor in realizing students’
opportunities to learn problem solving. The analysis of the content of textbooks can,
therefore, provide insights into students’ low performance in problem solving. To this end,
a mathematical problem solving framework was developed to determine the amount and the
cognitive demand of problem solving tasks in the textbook series for grade 4.
After finding that non-routine problems raised serious obstacles even for high-achieving
students, we wondered what kind of learning environment could support students in solving
early algebra problems. Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 deal with the third research question:
How can we support students in non-routine problem solving?
Chapter 4 reports on a dynamic computer game, called Hit the target that was employed to
support learning by offering students opportunities to experiment, produce and reflect on
their solutions. The chapter addresses the following research questions:
Which problem solving strategies do fourth-grade students deploy in the ‘Hit the
target’ environment?
Does this ICT environment support students’ problem solving performance?
Chapter 5 describes a study in which we further examined issues that came up in the
aforementioned study by including more students and offering them an online environment.
The resulting large-scale study focused on the role of feedback and more particularly, the
computer-generated feedback and how it is related to students’ solving processes. The
chapter addresses the following research questions:
How can feedback resulting from playing an online game at home support students’
solving processes in early algebra problems?
How do solving processes differ from situations where no feedback is available?
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Chapter 6 examines the effects of working in the online environment on students’
performance in problem solving. In particular, it compares the performance of the students
that participated in different experimental conditions. Moreover, it investigates the role of
prior mathematical performance, gender, and effort put into working online on students’
posttest problem solving performance. In particular, the following research questions are
addressed:
Does an intervention including an online game enhance students’ performance in
early algebra?
What is the effect of the effort indicators of the online work on the achieved
performance in early algebra problem solving?
Do boys and girls differ in their achieved performance in early algebra as a result of
the intervention and is gender related to the effort indicators?
Chapter 7 zooms in on the strategies that students in grades 4, 5, and 6 applied while
working online and the relationships between strategy use and performance in early algebra
problems. In particular, we seek to answer the following research questions:
How do fourth to sixth graders utilize an interactive online environment including a
dynamic game to solve early algebra problems?
Is students’ work in this environment related to their performance in a written test on
early algebra problem solving?
Chapter 8 synthesizes the gains from the series of studies on problem solving carried out in
this PhD study and discusses what lessons can be drawn from the findings of these studies
for making Dutch arithmetic education more mathematical, in order to provide students
with more opportunities for developing mathematical reasoning and to prepare them for
learning algebra in secondary school.
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Exploring strategy use and strategy flexibility in non-routine problem
solving by primary school high achievers in mathematics
1 Introduction
Problem solving is considered the most significant cognitive activity in everyday and
professional environments (Jonassen, \QQQ;|        
problem solving process is strategic behavior (Polya, 1957; Schoenfeld, '))\; |  
important characteristic of problem solving is that people are able to work in a flexible way
and can modify their behavior according to changing situations and conditions. In fact, a
person’s flexibility determines to a large degree how well he or she can cope with a new
  ; | $  \QQ* <     !     
refined concepts that are better adjusted to the special features of the environment and
produce more creative and appropriate solutions to problems.
What is true for solving problems in general also applies to mathematical problem solving.
Numerous studies in mathematics education (e.g., Pape & Wang 2003; Verschaffel et al.,
')))         problems. A well-documented
finding is that success in solving a mathematical problem is positively related to the
students’ use of problem solving strategies (Cai, 2003; Kantowski, ')YY;  
education, though, students continuously face new situations and new problems (Stanic &
Kilpatrick, ')``<  }       !       <  
also to be flexible (e.g., Baroody, 2003; Silver, '))Y; {       
situation and what applies to one problem, will not necessarily fit another situation or be
appropriate for another problem. As a result, in the mathematics education community
considerable research has been devoted to studies on strategy flexibility. However, most of
these studies focused on children’s strategies related to arithmetic concepts and skills (e.g.,
Baroody 2003; Beishuizen, Van Putten, &  "! '))Y;      
devoted to the study of flexibility in using heuristic strategies in mathematical non-routine
problem solving (e.g., Kaizer & Shore, '))+<        ;
More information is needed to understand how flexibility in using heuristic strategies
occurs in non-routine problem solving and how it is associated with performance.
This paper aims to give insight into the strategy use and strategy flexibility of high
achievers in primary school mathematics in non-routine problem solving. The theoretical
value of our study lies in that it may contribute to the formation of an operational definition of
strategy flexibility in non-routine problems, as it proposes and explores two distinct aspects of
strategy flexibility in students’ problem solving behavior: strategy flexibility between
different problems and within a problem. Furthermore, the study may clarify the interrelations
of strategy use and strategy flexibility within problems and across problems with problem
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solving success. From a practical point of view, knowledge about the above may contribute to
the interpretations of individual differences in problem solving and provide suggestions on
how to support student development in solving non-routine problems.
In our study, we interpret and use the terms ‘non-routine problem’ and ‘problem’
interchangeably, on the basis of Schoenfeld')`@     <  <
unfamiliar situation for which an individual does not know how to carry out its solution. In
other words, he or she is unable to solve the situation comfortably using routine or familiar
procedures (Carlson & Bloom, \QQ+;   <           
     <   '))\   
;')))<   <!    < !;

2 Theoretical framework
2.1 Flexibility
The term ‘flexibility’ has been extensively used by researchers in the field of cognitive and
developmental psychology (Demetriou, 2004; Krems, '))+    <   
mathematics education (Krutetskii, 1976; Verschaffel, Luwel, Torbeyns, & Van Dooren, in
 <   ;
|   $  \QQ*         }           
introduced by a person in the concepts and mental operations he or she already possesses.
K '))+     =         
  !     > ; \Q\; "        
educational value of recognizing and promoting flexibility in children’s self-constructed
strategies and have developed and implemented instructional materials and interventions
planned for the improvement of such flexibility (e.g., Freudenthal, 1991; Torbeyns,
Desmedt, Ghesquière, & Verschaffel,  ;
A term that is closely related to flexibility is ‘adaptivity’. An in-depth analysis by Verschaffel
et al.              <      
‘flexibility’ is primarily used to refer to using multiple strategies and switching between them,
whereas the term ‘adaptivity’ emphasizes the ability to consciously or unconsciously select
and use the most appropriate approach for solving a certain mathematical item or problem, by
a particular person, in a given socio-cultural context. In the present study, which we see as the
start of a program to investigate flexibility and adaptivity in non-routine problem solving, we
focus on flexibility in strategy use.
In the light of the above, we consider strategy flexibility as the behavior of switching
strategies during the solution of a problem, i.e. intra-task strategy flexibility, or between
problems, i.e. inter-task strategy flexibility. This is a broad operational definition of
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flexibility, which includes different patterns of changing strategies. It is noteworthy that, in
this definition, we do not connect strategy flexibility with the appropriateness of the
problem solving strategies. Connecting strategy appropriateness with strategy adaptivity in
problem solving would be an interesting topic to investigate. However, this is not our focus
in the present study.
2.2 Mathematical problem solving
2.2.1 What counts as a problem?
A (non-         <  
reach a required situation, but does not know a direct way of accessing or fulfilling his or her
goal. A central issue is the problem solver’s ignorance with respect to a solution method
(Mayer, ')`+;                    ine
calculations, non-routine problems do not have a straightforward solution, but require creative
thinking and the application of a certain heuristic strategy to understand the problem situation
and find a way to solve the problem (Pantziara, Gagatsis & Elia,  ;   < routine problems are considered more complicated and difficult than routine problems.
However, Polya observed that, although routine problems can be used to fulfill particular
didactical functions of teaching students to apply a certain procedure or a definition correctly,
only through the careful use of non-routine problems can students develop their problem
solving ability (Stanic & Kilpatrick, ')``;
In our study, we concentrate on non-routine problems which involve interrelated variables
and require the understanding that a change in one variable affects the other variables. Since
the participants in this study – fourth graders – do not have any algebraic tools at their
disposal, they cannot apply a routine algebraic method, but have to confront these tasks by a
heuristic or problem solving strategy, such as trial-and-error or systematic listing of possible
solutions. A more detailed description of the problems is given in the Methods section.
2.2.2 Strategy use in problem solving
Problem solving strategies constitute a fundamental aspect of mathematical thinking
(Schoenfeld, '))\; %                   
was positively related to performance on problem solving tests, but the effects were only
marginal (Kantowski, ')YY;                 
evidence for the use of heuristic strategies as a means to enhance problem solving.
Specifically, the problem solvers’ ability to try possible solution approaches and to assess
the likely outcome of each one has been found to play an important role to their efficient
decision making and problem solving success (Carlson & Bloom, \QQ+;| " \QQ`         er trainees, the strategies used
had a dominant and decisive role in determining success on a problem.
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Several mathematical problem solving strategies can be introduced in primary or middle
school mathematics teaching, such as: guess-check-revise, draw a picture, act out the
problem, use objects, choose an operation, solve a simpler problem, make a table, look for a
pattern, make an organized list, write an equation, use logical reasoning, work backward
(Charles, Lester, & O’Daffer, '))\;
Although many students do not spontaneously use valuable heuristic strategies when
dealing with unfamiliar complex problems (De Bock, Verschaffel, & Janssens, 1998;
Schoenfeld, '))\<                  
students are capable o   !      ;;<
Cai 2003; Follmer, \QQQ;"  <   ;')))     
instruction addressed to fifth- grade students contributed to the improvement of their ability
to solve mathematical application problems and to use problem solving strategies.
  \QQQ          <      -routine
problems had a positive impact on students’ use of cognitive strategies and their awareness
of how they solved the problems.
        <       }    
strategies. Metacognitive strategies involve self-regulatory actions, such as decomposing
the problem, monitoring the solution process, evaluating and verifying results (Schoenfeld,
1992; Verschaffel et al., ')));              
solving success (Schoenfeld, 1992; Carlson & Bloom, \QQ+;_ <    
have shown that students display deficiencies in applying these strategies in their solution
efforts (Schoenfeld, ')`+['))\;
2.3 Strategy flexibility and problem solving
Strategy flexibility appears to be strongly interconnected with problem solving activities
and performance. On the one hand, from a developmental perspective, developing and
excelling in problem solving is to a considerable extent a function of increase of flexibility.
On the other hand, from a differential point of view, individual differences at the same age
level result from variations in flexibility, which enables the individual to carry out strategy
alternations on the basis of the requirements of particular problems (Demetriou, \QQ*;
Given that problem solving performance is improved when task requirements and problem
solving methods are coordinated (Krems, '))+<       
contribute to success.
"   ~  '))'           
persevered on the use of a particular problem      
         }   < 
was not essential. Flexibility, however, especially characterizes competent students (Shore
& Kanevsky, '))@;~  '))+         
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between mathematically competent and less competent 11th-grade students on
mathematical non-        ~  !')Y !;
A distinction was made between verbal-logical methods, visual strategies and trial-anderror procedures. Across the problems, students employed different strategies. Competent
students switched primarily between verbal-logical and visual methods, whereas less
competent students alternated equally between verbal-logical and visual strategies, or
between verbal-logical methods and trial-and-error.
Flexibility can be activated not only across problems, but also within a problem. Krems
'))+              ant for flexible strategy use in
solving a problem is modifying strategies. A flexible problem solver can modify strategies
to correspond with alterations in resources and task requirements and can use several
different techniques to find an answer. With development, thinkers become more competent
in observing each of the components of a problem separately and reconstruct their structure
                       $ ,
\QQ*;|  !dge of the problem’s components (mental representation of
        <   
and use strategies, determine the most efficient solution path for the intended goal or model
and flexibly determine alternative solutions (Baroody, 2003; Demetriou, \QQ*;~ 
  '))+                     
when the students experience difficulties with a problem or at any stage of the problem
solving  ; <" !\QQ+     grade students were not capable of reflecting on the appropriateness of the strategy they had
chosen, or display any inclination to use an alternative strategy, even when the initial
strategy was not working. Furthermore, students were unwilling to attempt to confirm the
appropriateness of the answer using an alternative method.

3 Research questions and predictions
The present study aims to contribute to our understanding of strategy use and strategy
flexibility in non-routine problem solving. Our research questions, which refer to primary
school high achievers in mathematics, are distinguished into two thematic groups. The first
group of questions is concerned with strategy use, while the second group refers to strategy
flexibility. For each question, a prediction has been formulated on the basis of the
theoretical background presented above and the setting of the study.
3.1 Strategy use
Question 1: To what extent do the students apply strategies to solve non-routine problems?
Prediction 1: We expect that only a small number of students will use strategies to solve nonroutine problems. Previous research has shown that many students do not spontaneously use
heuristic strategies to tackle unfamiliar complex problems (De Bock et al., 1998; Schoenfeld,
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'))\;               <      <
since the current Dutch textbooks in mathematics include only a small set of non-routine
problems (Kolovou, Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, & Bakker,  ;
Question 2: What is the relation between strategy use and answer success?
Prediction 2: $ \QQY   <           
correct solution, they significantly strengthen the potential of providing one. Some possible
strategies that could be used in solving the problems of this study are: Trial-and-error,
systematic listing of possible solutions, calculating extreme values. These strategies vary in
their cognitive demands, thus the use of each one of them may have a different effect on
problem solving success. The trial-and-error strategy, for example, is a strategy without
high cognitive demands, which is commonly used in mathematics classrooms and in
   ;   '))'     -and-error as an intuitive strategy that
everyone can use. In applying the trial-and-error strategy, one has to try possible solutions
and compare the results with the intended results. If a match does not occur, then one has to
try other solutions by adopting the processes used according to the requirements of the task.
Students may be more skilful and experienced in this strategy than in the more
sophisticated and less familiar ones. Thus, we expect that the trial-and-error strategy is
more likely to lead to success than the other strategies.
3.2 Strategy flexibility
Question 3: To what degree does inter-task strategy flexibility occur among the students?
Prediction 3: We anticipate that only a few of the students will demonstrate strong intertask strategy flexibility, that is, modify strategies in every problem situation. To be able to
show inter-task strategy flexibility, one should have a rich repertoire of strategies. Thus, we
ascribe prediction 3 to the Dutch mathematics curriculum, which does not substantially
contribute to the development of students’ repertoire of heuristics (Kolovou et al.,  
that would enable them to flexibly use a variety of strategies.
Question 4: To what degree does intra-task strategy flexibility occur among the students?
Prediction 4: As a person’s mental representation of the problem becomes more complete and
interconnected, he or she can more easily invent and use strategies, determine the most
efficient solution path for the anticipated goal and flexibly establish alternative solutions
  \QQ@[ $  \QQ*;                
(non-                   " 
')`+; < !     $          ences with non        ~   ;   <            
participants who will make a solution attempt for a problem, will use mainly one strategy and
fail to consider alternatives even if they encounter difficulties in the problem solving process.
In other words, we anticipate that students will rarely demonstrate intra-task strategy
flexibility when solving the problems.
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Question 5: Are there any differences between students who show inter-task flexibility and
students who use a single strategy across the problems in their problem solving performance?
|  $ \QQ*      
are closely related to variations in flexibility, which enables the individual to alternate
between strategies on the basis of the requirements of particular problems. On the basis of
the above, we formulated the following prediction:
Prediction 5: We expect that students who flexibly switch strategies across problems will
outperform students who persevere with the same strategy.
Question 6: Are there any differences between students who show intra-task flexibility and
students who use a single strategy within problems in their problem solving performance?
Prediction 6: We anticipate that students who use different strategies when solving a
problem will exhibit greater problem solving performance than students who use a single
strategy within problems. The above prediction is based on a previous research finding that
the solvers’ ability to try different solution strategies for a problem contributes to their
efficient decision making and problem solving success (Carlson & \QQ+;

4 Methods
4.1 Participants
A total of 152 high-  )Y ++ n grade 4 (9-'Q  
from 22 different schools in the Netherlands were examined. The students belonged to the
top 25% ability range in mathematics, and were selected by their teachers on the basis of
their mathematics score. In most cases this was the students’ mathematics score on the
CITO Student Monitoring Test. In some cases the so-called DLE score was used. In the
data preparation, the CITO scores were converted into DLE scores1.
4.2 Tasks
Three non-routine problems were given to the students2. Instructions involved an explicit
request for showing the solution strategy. The three tasks were:
1. Angela is 15 years now and Johan is 3 years. In how many years will Angela be
twice as old as Johan? (Age problem)
2. Liam has tokens of value 5 and 10 only. In total he has 18 tokens. The total value
of these tokens is 150. How many tokens of value 5 does Liam have? (Coins problem)
3. In a quiz you get two points for each correct answer. If a question is not answered
or the answer is wrong, one point is subtracted from your score. The quiz contains 10
questions. Tina received 8 points in total. How many questions did Tina answer
correctly? (Quiz problem)
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A major characteristic of these problems is that they do not have a straightforward solution,
but require a good understanding and modeling of the situation, that is, recognizing how
different variables covariate. It is evident that a person who knows elementary algebra
might use this knowledge to find the answer to the problems. The third problem, for
example, could be tackled by solving the equation
. But, as fourth
graders have not yet learned such techniques, they have to coordinate several pieces of
information and use other strategies, such as systematic listing of possible solutions or trialand-error, to solve the problems. These features make the tasks non-routine problems for
the students. On the other hand, despite their complexity, the problems are accessible, as
they involve small numbers and do not entail difficult calculations.
4.3 Procedure
As only about a quarter of each fourth-grade class participated in the study, the tasks were
administered to these students either by their teacher or by another member of the educational
staff of the school. These tasks were administered in the middle of the school year, during
regular school hours in a quiet place at school. Students were given enough time to finish all
three tasks. The teachers were instructed that students must work on their own and no
assistance could be given to them. Students were not allowed to use a calculator and were
instructed that if they needed to do a calculation, they could use the test sheet.
4.4 Strategy analysis and scoring
As already noted, students were asked to write down their solution process for the problems.
For the analysis of the students’ responses, a coding scheme was formulated3 for each
problem. After the student work on the three problems was coded, we asked a judge to do a
second coding on the responses of twenty randomly chosen students for one problem, which
involved 400 dichotomous codes4. The interrater reliability was measured with Cohen’s
Kappa (.`@      ;
In the present study we concentrate on the codification and analysis of the strategies which
were visible on the students’ test sheets. The strategies that we identified in students’ test
sheets for the three problems, their explanation and variables’ names are presented in Table
1. Examples of these strategies are illustrated in Section 5.2.4.
As for the correctness of the answers, each correct answer on a problem was scored as 1,
and each wrong or no answer as 0. An answer was assessed as correct when the accurate
numerical result was written on the test sheet.
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Repeated
information
from the
problem
formulation.

Explanation:
The response
involves…

Extr
Use of extreme
values, e.g. in
the coins
problem the
students start
with calculating
the value of 18
5-cent coins, or
18 10-cent
coins, or
calculate how
many 5-cent
coins or 10-cent
coins are in
€1,50.

A systematic
listing strategy
which entails at
least three
elements
(including the
 ;
step size is stable
 'and the
“movement” of
the list goes in
one direction.

Two or more trials
and the last one is
the given answer.
The steps are not of
the same size each
time and the
“movements” of the
trials do not need to
go in one direction.

Calculating-anextreme

Sys

Systematic listing

TE

Trial-and-error

This strategy is applied only in the coins problem.

Rep

Variable name

a

Repeating
information

Category

Table 1
Coding scheme for the strategies across the three problems
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A kind of proof
of the result or a
check of the
calculation.
Students explain
that the given
answer is correct
(according to
;

PoC

Proof-or-check
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The assumption
that there were 9
10-cent coins
and 9 5-cent
coins, i.e.
halving the total
number of coins
or the total
amount of
money.

Half

Halving the
number of coins
or valuea
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5 Results
The results are organized into two subsections, which correspond to the two thematic
groups within the research questions. That is, we will first present our findings about
strategy use and then we will turn to strategy flexibility within and across problems.
5.1 Strategy use
5.1.1 Students’ strategies
The non-routine problems turned out to be difficult for the majority of students despite their
high general mathematical ability as measured by the CITO Student Monitoring Test and
 $   ; ] @+        '+\ \@           
  < '    *Q           @Q    \Q
succeeded in the quiz problem. The relatively lower success rates at the age and the quiz
problem are probably due to their higher complexity in comparison to the coins problem.
The two problems required the understanding and coordination of some additional data
components and relations. The age problem entailed understanding the same change in time
for both children’s ages, while the quiz problem involved the coordination of two variables
which changed in two different directions, one increasing and another decreasing.
Table 2 shows the percentages of the students who used each of the five strategies per
problem and the strategy of halving the total number of coins or the total amount of money
in the coins problem. Although repeating information helps students confirm that they use
the data given, only a small number of students repeated the problems’ information
components. The quiz problem appears to elicit this strategy     'Q, probably
because of its high complexity and longer statement. The calculating-an-extreme strategy
was hardly used (1-Y; " e commonly used strategies were – what we have called –
proof-or-check (15-@\< -and-  %'`<%\'<%@Y   
%''+<%\@<%@'';|    ategy’ in the coins problem, it was used
     @; <          
the test sheets. These findings provide evidence to prediction 1 suggesting that only a small
number of the students could spontaneously apply strategies to tackle the problems.
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Table 2
Students’ strategy distribution for each problem
Strategy

Age
problem

Coins
problem

Quiz
problem

fa
(n = '+\

%

f
(n = '+\

%

f
(n = '+\

%

Repeat

7

5

4

3

15

10

Trial-and-error

12

8

24

16

10

7

Extreme

2

1

7

5

10

7

Systematic listing

22

15

5

3

16

11

Proof-or-check

22

15

36

24

49

32

Halving coins /value

–

–

4

3

–

–

a

       +;\;\+;\;*

5.1.2 Successfulness of students’ strategies
To determine the strategies that can be considered successful in the solution of the three
problems, we performed the implicative statistical method using a computer software called
C.H.I.C. (Classification Hiérarchique, Implicative et Cohésitiv Bodin, Coutourier and
Gras, \QQQ;            
(Elia, Panaoura, Gagatsis, Gravvani, & Spyrou, 2008; Gras, Suzuki, Guillet, & Spagnolo,
\QQ`<     ions such as: “If we observe the variable
a in a subject, then in general we observe the variable b in the same subject.” The
underlying principle of the implicative analysis is based on the quasi-implication: “If a is
true then b is more or less true.” The implicative diagram represents graphically the
network of the quasi-implicative relations among the variables of the study. Figure 1 shows
            '  
success on the three problems.
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Notes
Q1asc, Q2asc and Q3asc refer to students’ success on the three problems respectively.
 The numbers 1, 2 and 3 next to the variable names correspond to the three problems
respectively.
 !      the strength of the implications, whose estimated
probabilities are 99%, 95% and 90% respectively.

Fig. 1

Implicative diagram of strategies and correct answers to the problems

Three groups of implications were found, each of which links the variables of a different
problem. First, systematic listing and trial-and-error strategy appear to be crucial for
solving the age problem. Second, success on the coins problem is found to be a function of
using primarily the strategy of giving a proof of the result or checking the calculation, and
secondly the trial-and-error process. Students who used the strategy of calculating an
extreme in the coins problem employed also the trial-and-error process in their solution.
Third, using trial-and-error is the major strategy that leads to success in the quiz problem.
An important process feature of successful students in the quiz problem is their effort to
prove or check their answer. A noteworthy commonality among the three groups of
implications is the link between the trial-and-error process and the problem’s solution,
indicating that using the trial-and-error strategy implied success in all three problems.
The implicative analysis provided evidence for prediction 2 suggesting that the trial-anderror strategy would have a strong potential to lead to success. Specifically, it is the only
strategy that led the students to a correct solution for all three problems. Thus, students used
the trial-and-error strategy more widely and competently in the problems, independent of
the situation or the numbers involved. In the age problem, systematic listing was equally
successful. In the coins problem explaining and checking the correctness of a given solution
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was found to be more successful than trial-and-error. A hypothetical explanation might be
that students mentally used a strategy, such as trial-and-error or systematic listing, and
reached an answer, which they just checked in the end, without writing down their strategy.
5.2 Strategy flexibility
5.2.1 Inter-task strategy flexibility
Having three problems in total means that there are three different pairs of problems (1-2, 1-3,
and 2-@       ;|   
strategies between each set of two problems was considered to occur if the strategy or the
strategies used were not the same between the problems. It should be noted here that this
method of analyzing inter-task flexibility does not take into account the effects the order of
the problems may have on students’ strategies. This is a methodological limitation of our
study that should not be disregarded when discussing inter-task strategy flexibility.
|     +'    @*    inter-task strategy flexibility. Most of these
students (n = \Y<'`changed strategies in only one pair of problems, while they did not
                     '. An equal proportion of
              \n = '\<`  
pro      @ n = '\< `  ;  }     
strategy alternations are shown in Table 3. These findings lend support to prediction 3 which
suggests that only a small number of students would display high levels of inter-task strategy
flexibility, that is, change strategies in every problem situation. A larger number of students,
though, had a low score in inter-task strategy flexibility. It is also noteworthy that only 11
  Y       use of a single strategy across the problems.
Table 3
Distribution of students’ inter-task strategy flexibility scores
Score of changes in strategy use over the
three problem pairs

f (n¡'+\

%

Non-applicable
0
1
2
3

90a
11
27
12
12

59
7
18
8
8

a

These students did not exhibit strategy use in more than one problem.

5.2.2 Intra-task strategy flexibility
Regarding the intra-task strategy flexibility<@  \*     
       ;  < \`    '`   -task strategy
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    <  +     '
three problems. Table 4 shows the frequencies and percentages of students who used a
              ;|    
three problems. Only a small number of students, i.e. 6, 18 and 21, switched between two
or three strategies, in each of the three problems respectively. A single strategy was
employed by a considerably larger number of students in each problem, while the vast
majority of the students did not apply or did not report on strategies, as shown in their test
sheets. These findings verify prediction 4 stating that intra-task flexibility would be rarely
detected in students’ solutions.
Table 4
Distribution of Students’ Intra-task Strategy Flexibility Scores per Problem
Age problem

Coins problem

Quiz problem

Number of
strategies

f (n¡'+\

%

f (n¡'+\

%

f (n¡'+\

%

0

93

61

92

61

75

49

1

53

35

42

28

56

37

2

6

4

16

11

19

13

3

–

–

2

1

2

1

5.2.3 Inter-task strategy flexibility and success
To explore the differences between students who showed inter-task strategy flexibility and
students who used a single strategy across the problems on their problem solving performance
we used the t-criterion for independent samples. The results provided evidence for prediction
5, since students who switched strategies across the problems ( x = 1.35, SD = .82, n = +'
performed significantly better in problem solving (t = 2.70, p < .Q'     
persevered with the same strategy across the problems ( x = 0.64, SD = 0.67, n = ''.
Moving a step forward, we examined whether students’ performance varied as a function of
the inter-task strategy flexibility score. As illustrated in Table 5, using analysis of variance
|]|                    -task strategy
flexibility as the independent variable showed that problem solving performance was
generally higher when the inter-task strategy flexibility was higher.
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Table 5
Students’ Mean Performance and Standard Deviation in Problem Solving per Inter-task
Strategy Flexibility Score
Score of inter-task strategy
flexibility

x

SD

n

0
1
2
3

0.64
1.15
1.58
1.58

0.67
0.79
0.67
1.00

11
27
12
12

Post hoc analysis showed that there were statistically significant differences among the mean
              Q
             \       @     ;
Students who exhibited high scores of flexibility, that is 2 or 3, performed equally well.
5.2.4 Intra-task strategy flexibility and success
To explore the differences between students who showed intra-task strategy flexibility and
students who used a single strategy within the problems on their problem solving
performance we used the t-criterion for independent samples. The results showed that the
difference in performance between students who used various strategies ( x = 1.17, SD =
0.85, n = @and students who used a single strategy ( x = 0. 95, SD = 0.78, n = Y@within
problems was not significant (t = 1.36, p = .'`;}   
from prediction 6, that is, students who use different strategies would outperform students
who use only one strategy in the solution of a problem. This is an interesting finding which
motivated us to carry out a qualitative analysis of the responses of the students who showed
intra-task strategy flexibility.
The purpose of the qualitative analysis is to understand why the intra-task flexibility did not
support the students in finding the correct answer. For this analysis we selected the quiz
   *;\<              
problems when multiple strategies were used. More specifically, out of the 21 students who
applied more than one strategy only six came up with the correct answer.
Table 6 shows all the combinations of strategies that were used by the students in the quiz
problem. The first thing that stands out is that repeating is the most frequently used
strategy. In total, we found that the repeat strategy was applied ten times in combination
with other strategies, which is the highest frequency among all problems, as already noted
in Table 2. This probably reflects that the students had difficulties in grasping or keeping in
mind the complex data structure of the problem.
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Table 6
Distribution of the Applied Strategy Combinations in the Quiz problem and Correctness of
the Answers
Applied strategy combinations

All (correct and incorrect answer

Correct answer

F

f

Rep, PoC

7

–

Extr, Sys

4

2

TE, PoC

3

2

Extr, PoC

2

1

Rep, Sys

2

–

Sys, Extr

1

–

Extr, TE, PoC

1

–

Rep, TE, PoC

1

1

Total

21

6

In seven cases the repeat strategy was followed directly by proof-or-check. In all these
cases the students came up with an incorrect solution. This is remarkable because proof-orcheck either on its own or in combination with other strategies is mostly connected with
finding the correct outcome. Figures 2 and 3 show two examples of students who combined
the repeat strategy with the proof-or-check strategy.
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Fig. 2

Example of a combination of repeat strategy with proof-or-check strategy

Fig. 3

Example of a combination of repeat strategy with proof-or-check strategy

These examples make clear that when the students repeated the problem information they
did it in an incomplete, fragmented way. As a consequence, the students applied the proofor-check strategy without taking into account all the problem information, therefore their
results were incorrect. Specifically, the student whose work is shown in Figure 2
completely disregarded the incorrectly answered quiz questions, while the student in Figure
3 assumed that for a correct answer only one point is added to the score. Therefore, this
student found that there were nine correct answers and one incorrect answer.
Among the students’ responses, eight test sheets showed the use of the extreme strategy.
Four times the extreme strategy was followed by a few systematic trials until an answer was
found. The students that applied this combination of strategies in the quiz problem,
assumed firstly that all ten answers were correct, resulting in a score of 20 points. Using the
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ten correct questions as a starting point, the students made a double list with the number of
correct questions and the total points. Each step was usually one correct question less, until
the score of eight points was attained. What can go wrong in this process though, is that the
student may focus only on the points of the correct answers and disregard the penalty points
for wrongly answered questions. Figures 4 and 5 depict the work of students who used the
combination of extreme strategy and systematic listing strategy. The student in Figure 4
found the correct answer to the problem, while the student in Figure 5 came up with an
incorrect answer.

Fig. 4

Example of a combination of extreme strategy with systematic listing strategy

Fig. 5

Example of a combination of extreme strategy with systematic listing strategy
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6 Discussion
The present study examined strategy use and strategy flexibility of high mathematical
achievers in grade four when solving non-routine problems, which involved the covariation of different variables. The relationships of strategy use and flexibility with success
on these problems were also investigated.
The use of heuristic strategies in students’ solutions was poor, despite students’ high
mathematical competence. This result is in line with previous studies’ findings suggesting
that heuristics are rarely used by students when confronted with unfamiliar complex
  $! ;'))`[ '))\[   ;<'))); 
place of non-routine problems in the Dutch mathematics textbooks could offer an
      ~ ;< ;
However, strategy use in this study was assessed on the basis of what was visible on the
work space of the students’ test sheets. Since only about half of the students made use of
the work space when solving the problems, another explanation could be that students had
difficulties in writing down their thinking. The tendency not to write down one’s reasoning
is a general attitude, as other studies showed similar results in different mathematical tasks
$  ;<\QQY; <             
paper, because solving the problems mentally indicates a higher level of mathematics.
Moreover, students probably have not learned to organize the data and write down the
solution steps to support their thought process. This is especially true for high achievers
who are not accustomed to use scrap paper when they deal with tasks during regular
mathematics class work (Doorman et al., 2QQY;
Furthermore, our study provided us with some new insights concerning the successfulness of
strategies. Findings showed that the trial-and-error strategy, although not very advanced, was
the most broadly successful strategy. An explanation that can be given is that when students
are not explicitly taught any heuristic strategies, trial-and-error may be the only strategy they
can use, as it does not entail high cognitive demands and it is widely used in a variety of
mathematical and everyday situations. Thus, students are more experienced and competent in
using this strategy rather than other strategies. Systematic listing of possible solutions and
proving or checking the answers were the other two strategies that had the potential to lead to
success in some problems. It could be interesting for future studies to examine if the pattern
between heuristic strategies and problem solving success changes when students receive
systematic strategy training in non-routine problem solving.
One of the most important contributions of this study is the introduction and exploration of
a new operational conceptualization of strategy flexibility in non-routine problem solving.
Two distinct aspects of strategy flexibility were identified and examined: intra-task strategy
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flexibility and inter-task strategy flexibility. Students were not very often found to show
traces of strategy flexibility either between or within the problems. This can be attributed to
the problems’ novelty and complexity, which may have hindered the flexible change of
strategies by the students.
In concern to inter-task strategy flexibility, however, the number of students who changed
strategies across the problems was larger than the number of students who persevered with
the same strategy. This finding lends support to previous studies’ findings which
distinguished between solvers who extended or persevered with the use of a particular
strategy and solvers who varied their strategy more frequently (Martinsen & Kaufmann,
'))';                          
mathematical competence (Shore & Kanevsky, '))@;
As regards intra-task strategy flexibility, the majority of the students who made a solution
attempt, used mainly one strategy and failed to consider any alternative or complementary
  ;             "   ! \QQ+ 
provided evidence for students’ lack of any inclination to try an alternative strategy even
when frustrated by their weakness to proceed in their solution. This inflexible behavior can
be seen as an indication of students’ deficiency to reflect on the appropriateness or
adequateness of their initially chosen strategy and to use an alternate or complementary
strategy that could lead to the correct answer.
The results of the present study showed that students who displayed inter-task strategy
flexibility were more successful problem solvers than students who persevered with the same
strategy between the problems. Furthermore, higher scores on problem solving performance
were found with higher inter-task strategy flexibility. A possible explanation is that students
who displayed inter-task strategy flexibility did not only possess more strategies, but could
understand the rationale of these strategies, and therefore flexibly modify the procedures so
that they were successfully used in different contexts (Baroody, \QQ@;     
practical implication for the teaching of non-routine problem solving in primary school. When
solving different non-routine problems, even of a similar structure, it could be useful and
                   ;
Yet more research is needed to find didactical methods to develop inter-task strategy
flexibility in non-routine problems and to explore the impact of these types of instruction on
problem solving performance.
Surprisingly, students who changed strategies within the problems were equally successful
with the students who applied only one strategy for the solution of the problems. This
finding suggests that intra-task strategy flexibility did not support the students in reaching a
correct answer. A qualitative analysis of the intra-task strategy flexibility showed that
comprehending the problem situation intervened with the solution strategies and therefore
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influenced the correctness of the answer. Specifically, when the students ignored or altered
a part of the problem information, no matter how flexible they were in strategy use, they
were not able to reach the correct answer. This means that knowledge and flexible use of
multiple strategies could not lead to success unless sufficient understanding of the problem
was achieved. This finding is in accord  " ')`+      
complete mental representation of a problem is essential for a successful solution. A
practical implication for problem solving instruction that may be deduced is that teachers
could provide support to their students, so that they can master skills of sense making and
organizing the information given in a non-routine problem, before rushing them to make
decisions about the problem solving strategies.
Despite the fact that this study gives evidence for a number of conclusions, we need to
emphasize that it is only an initial attempt towards the exploration of strategy flexibility in
non-routine problem solving. Thus, further research is necessary before we can draw more
firm and generalizable conclusions. First, the study included only three non-routine
problems of a specific kind. If we want to have more evidence for students’ strategy use
and flexibility in non-routine problem solving, we need to investigate these aspects of
behavior with various types of non-routine problems. A second issue of discussion is the
limited number of students involved and their specific characteristics (fourth-grade high
     ;            
more students should be involved in the data collection. Future research could also
investigate whether these findings about strategy use and flexibility vary with age, ability,
and setting, by examining students of different grades, mathematical abilities, and
educational systems. A final issue that needs further deliberation is how to measure
students’ strategy use and flexibility. In our study we focused on what was visible on
students’ test sheets. Students’ inner thinking was not analyzed. In future studies more
qualitative techniques could be used to collect data about students’ cognitive processes,
especially when alternating or maintaining strategies within or across problems.

Notes
1. ]          $        $   th
standardized tests for different subjects and grade levels. One of the CITO Tests is the
Student Monitoring Tests for Mathematics. The DLE Test (Didactic Age Equivalent
        instrument published by Eduforce that teachers can use to measure
their students’ development in a particular subject.
2. The original versions of these problems have been developed for the World Class Tests.
In 2004, Peter Pool and John Trelfall from the Assessment and Evaluation Unit, School
of Education, University of Leeds who were involved in the development of these
problems asked us to pilot them in the Netherlands.
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3. The coding scheme was developed by two of the authors, Marja van den Heuvel-Panhuizen
and Angeliki Kolovou, and our Freudenthal Institute colleague Arthur Bakker.
4. This control coding was done by Conny Bodin-Baarends who was involved in the data
collection, but did not participate in the development of the coding scheme.
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Chapter 3

Non-routine problem solving tasks in primary school mathematics
textbooks – a needle in a haystack
1 Introduction
1.1 Background of the study and its research question
%       _<')`Q  
role in mathematics education. The significance of problem solving is evident in many
curricula and educational policy documents (Stacey, 2005; and see the Special Issue of ZDM
– The International Journal on Mathematics Education edited by Törner, Schoenfeld, and
< \QQY; "  <                in research
literature (Lesh & Zawojewski, 2007; Lester & Kehle, 2003; Schoenfeld, 1985; Törner et al.,
\QQY; As a consequence, problem solving is one of the key competences assessed in
international assessments studies, such as TIMSS and PISA, which compare students’
   $<" <^]<\QQ;
For the Netherlands, the PISA findings on problem solving were rather disappointing.
Dutch 15-year-old students scored relatively low on real-life problem solving, which in the
PISA study covers a wide range of disciplines including mathematics, science, literature,
and social studies. The students in the Netherlands were placed twelfth of 40 OECDcountries for problem solving, while for mathematics in general, they obtained the fourth
position. It is also noteworthy that of all OECD-countries, the difference in scores between
mathematics in general and problem solving is the largest in the Netherlands (HKPISA
Centre, 2006; PISA-NL- <\QQ;
These PISA findings are more or less in agreement with the results from the Dutch POPO
%  %              
the mathematical problem solving performance of Dutch primary school students. The first
study carried out in this project investigated the problem solving competences and
strategies of the 25% best achievers in mathematics in grade 4 (Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen,
!! <~<^<   ;!%|<      
in this study as solving non-routine puzzle-like numerical problems. Preliminary results of
the POPO study already revealed that the students have considerable difficulties with nonroutine problem solving tasks that require higher-order mathematical thinking (Van den
Heuvel-%^<\QQ*[$  ;<\QQY;
In the present study, we attempted to uncover a possible reason for Dutch students’ poor
performance in problem solving by investigating to what degree the students get the chance to
learn problem solving. We explored this so- =     > _< ')Y 
analyzing how much mathematical problem solving Dutch textbooks series provide to
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teachers and, consequently, to students. The guiding research question for our study was:
What proportion of the number-related tasks in textbooks documents can be qualified as
problem solving tasks that require higher-order thinking? In the aforementioned POPO study,
student data were collected from the middle of grade 4, therefore we carried out the textbook
analysis on the textbook series documents that are used in the first half year of grade 4.
1.2 Determining role of textbooks in the Netherlands
In the Netherlands, textbook series are published by commercial publishers and a school
team can freely decide which textbook series to purchase and use. The textbook authors are
free to determine the content and the layout of the textbooks, and are even free in choosing
a particular underlying teaching principle. The only requirement for textbooks is that they
are in agreement with the core goals published by the Dutch Ministry of Education. Should
a textbook series not meet this criterion, the school inspectorate would give schools the
advice not to use it. However, the core goals are rather limited in their description and leave
much space for different interpretations. Consequently, there is much free space in
interpreting these goals. Therefore, textbook series can differ greatly in how they translate
these goals into teaching-learning activities and in how they are structured in different kind
of documents. As a consequence, by including particular mathematical content and
activities and excluding others, textbooks can influence students’ opportunity to learn.
Another reason why textbook series affect to a great extent what is taught in Dutch
classrooms is that Dutch teachers use their textbook series as a daily guide for organizing
their teaching, both with respect to the teaching content and the teaching methods (Van den
Heuvel-Panhuizen & Wijer< \QQ+; |        |    
 | %%]Janssen, Van der Schoot, & Hemker, \QQ+< 
teachers reported that they follow the textbook and only rarely deviate from it.
The determining role of Dutch textbooks is also clear if we think of the innovation in
mathematics education that has taken place in the Netherlands since the beginning of the
1970s and that had its breakthrough in the mid 1980s. This reform is largely attributed to
the implementation of the new reform-based textbook series (De Jong, 1986; Van den
Heuvel-%<\QQQ;
In sum, we may say that there are enough reasons to look at the Dutch textbooks series
when we want to understand why Dutch students have poor results in problem solving. Yet,
the determining role of Dutch textbooks on what is taught is not the only reason for this low
performance.
1.3 Growing international interest in textbooks
Worldwide, over the last decades, school mathematics textbooks and curriculum materials
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have received a growing interest. More and more, they have been found to be important
factors in influencing the teaching of mathematics and the output of that teaching
(Braslavsky & Halil, 2006; Cueto, Ramírez, & León, 2006; Doyle, 1988; Nicol & Crespo,
2006; Schmidt, McKnight, Valverde, Houang, & Wiley, 1997; Stein, Schwan, Henningsen,
^  < \QQQ;     <        "      
"     ;< '))Y              des
and textbooks of the 50 participating countries.
For the Dutch curriculum guides and textbooks, these findings of TIMSS (Schmidt et al.,
'))Y       ;        %  '           focus was on procedural skills. Problem solving was almost absent.
Later, these results were confirmed by the national analyses of the TIMSS data. These showed
that, by the end of grade 4, more than half of the time has been invested on numbers and only
1@  <  "^$ !<\QQ*;_ <
at the same time the Dutch students in Population 1 showed high mathematics achievement
   " " ^ $ !< \QQ*[     ;< '))Y; 
aforementioned facts – high general mathematics scores, low scores on problem solving, and
mathematics textbook series with limited attention paid to problem solving – combined with
the determining role that Dutch textbooks have in primary school mathematics education
brought us to analyze more deeply what the textbooks offer students in terms of tasks that ask
for mathematical problem solving.
Before we describe how the textbook analysis was carried out and what results we got
from it, we continue with two literature reviews that guided the setup of our analysis. In
order to obtain knowledge about how textbooks can contribute to students’ ability for
mathematical problem solving, we first needed to have a better image of what we mean
by problem solving. Based on our experiences in the POPO project our focus is on nonroutine, puzzle-like tasks that imply higher-order understanding and application of
higher-order skills. At the primary school level, this distinction touches on the difference
between plain arithmetic and mathematics. In other words, the tasks we had in mind were
tasks where mathematics comes into numerical problem solving. The first literature
review deals with this issue. The second review elaborates the concept of opportunity to
learn and the ways in which this can be assessed.

2 Literature review
2.1 Problem solving
In the previous section we briefly explained how we interpreted problem solving in this study.
Here we embed this interpretation in the existing research literature about problem solving. It
will become clear that problem solving is not an unequivocal concept (Törner et al., 200Y;
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Some authors call every task a problem and use the definition of problem solving as the
process from the givens to the goal in which the goal is finding the right and often the one
 " <'));      <  ving is seen as doing
calculations with numbers that are presented either as bare numbers or in a context. The
second, in particular, is often called problem solving, although it might be just solving
rather straightforward word problems.
2.1.1 Non-routine character
Other interpretations of problem solving are more plausible. Many researchers have
emphasized that in problem solving the path from the givens to the solution is not a
straightforward one. Such an interpretation is reflected in TIMSS and PISA. For example,
PISA 2003 focuses mainly on real-life problem solving covering a wide range of
disciplines. The PISA researchers used the following definition of problem solving:
“Problem-Solving is an individual’s capacity to use cognitive processes to confront and
resolve real, cross-disciplinary situations where the solution path is not immediately
obvious and where the literacy domains or curricular areas that might be applicable are not
within a single domain of mathematics, science or reading” (OECD, 200@< ; '+; 
TIMSS 2003, problem solving is included in the cognitive domain of reasoning. Here,
much attention is given to the non-routine character of the problems. “Non-routine
problems are problems that are very likely to be unfamiliar to students. They make
cognitive demands over and above those needed for solution of routine problems, even
when the knowledge and the skills required for their solution have been learned” (Mullis et
;< \QQ@< ; @\;        <       the counterpart of
solving routine problems aimed at getting practice in particular methods or techniques and
in problem settings that are more familiar to students.
Although at first glance the non-routine characteristic of problem solving problems may
appear obvious, it is not clear-cut. The difficulty is that a non-routine task may itself become
 ; |   ¥   \QQ< ; '\              
problem largely “depends on the person who is dealing with the situation>;  ;\QQQ
also mentioned prior knowledge and experiences as important factors when deciding what
tasks can count as tasks for problem solving. Furthermore, we should be aware of the fact that
tasks can have both routine and non-routine aspects (Mamona-$^$<\QQ+;
2.1.2 Genuine problems for students
What is essential in the case of real problem solving is that the problems are genuine
        ;       ~ ! ')YY< ; '@     =¦§
individual is faced with a problem when he encounters a question he cannot answer or a
situation he is unable to resolve using the knowledge immediately available to him. [.…] A
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problem differs from an exercise in that the problem solver does not have an algorithm that,
when applied, will certainly lead to a solution.”
2.1.3 Interpreting the problem situation
When the problem on which the students have to work is really a problem for them – in the
sense that it is not clear in advance which calculation has to be carried out – the solution
process often requires many steps back and forth until the student is able to unravel the
complexity of the problem situation. Furthermore, students have to be aware of how the
given numbers or quantities relate to one another in order to find a way to the solution
] ^"<\QQY;         
    ¥! \QQY            ; 
emphasized that problem solving is a goal-directed activity that “requires a more productive
way of thinking about the given situation […] The problem solver needs to engage in a
process of interpreting the situation, which in mathematics means modeling” (; Y`\;
Similar thoughts were expressed by Kilpatrick, Swafford, and Findell \QQ'   
that the problem solving competence involves the construction of mental models.
2.1.4 Higher-order thinking
The aforementioned interpretation of problem solving, in which the problems are true
problems and the solution strategy is not immediately clear at the moment that the problem
is presented, is in line with our interpretation. We want to focus on problem solving as a
cognitive activity that requires both an insightful approach to the problem situation and
strategic thinking. In other words, there is something more involved in non-routine
mathematical problem solving than carrying out a calculation in an appropriate way. Our
point of view implies that problem solving is a complex activity that requires higher-order
thinking and goes beyond procedural skills.
Several authors have elaborated the distinction between higher and lower types of cognitive
    ;"     <!')Y<;\   
and instrumental understanding in which relational understanding is “knowing both what to
do and why”, whereas instrumental understanding is “rules without reasons”. While
instrumental understanding suggests memorizing an increasing number of procedures,
relational understanding involves building conceptual structures. In a similar way, Stein et
;\QQQ   !|      ! -level and
higher-level demands. The first category includes memorization tasks and algorithmic tasks
unrelated to the underlying meaning, whereas the second requires engagement with
conceptual ideas and complex, non-algorithmic thinking. Doing mathematics as a highlevel cognitive demand includes tasks where there is no pathway suggested by the task and
where the focus is on looking for the underlying mathematical structure. Although problem
solving is located more on the side of the high-< ')`   
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problem solving involves elements of both sides. Moreover, as stated   ;\QQQ<
the cognitive demands of a task can change during a lesson. A task that starts out as
challenging might not induce the high-level thinking and reasoning that was intended as the
students actually go about working on it. However, according to them, in any case it is clear
that challenging tasks appear to be a prerequisite to elicit high-level thinking.
2.1.5 To conclude this review on problem solving
In sum, we can say that although the interpretations differ, there is consensus that genuine
problem solving refers to a higher cognitive ability in which a straightforward solution is not
available and that mostly requires analyzing and modeling the problem situation. In order to
be a true problem for students, it should not be a routine problem. On the other hand, the
review makes it clear that the distinction between tasks with a low-level demand and a highlevel demand is not fixed; the developmental level and experience of the students also
determine whether a task is a true task for problem solving.
2.2 Opportunity to learn
In this section, we review relevant research literature related to procedures and methods
that have been used for assessing what mathematical content is taught. The findings of this
review are used for developing our textbook analysis instrument.
Many studies have shown that there is a strong correlation between the content that is taught
and the achievements of the students (Leimu, 1992; Floden, 2002; Haggarty & Pepin, 2002;
¨  <\QQ+[  ;<\QQ;Whether primary school students are able to solve nonroutine mathematical problems will therefore largely depend on whether they have been
taught to solve these kinds of problems. The generative concept behind the correlation
between what is taught and what is learned is the so- =     > ] ;
|  \QQ\  }    ]  _   
     "   ";    ] =   
not ... students have had the opportunity to study a particular topic or learn how to solve a
particular type of problem presented by the test” (Husen, 1967, pp. 162-'@;
Although OTL seems to be a clear-cut concept, there are several reasons it is not. According
to     ; '))Y                     -called the
potential educational experiences. Moreover, cross-national comparisons of textbooks,
teachers’ mediation and students’ access to the textbooks have shown that students get
         _ ^%<\QQ\;_ <=
opportunity to learn is a necessary prerequisite for learning, but a learning opportunity is no
guarantee of students really learning” (Törnroos, 2005, p. @\+;
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Despite the complexity of the concept, several ways of measuring OTL have been
developed. Roughly speaking they include using teacher reports, document analysis, and
classroom observations.
2.2.1 Questionnaires
The first measurements of OTL were based on questionnaires in which teachers had to
indicate whether particular mathematical topics or kinds of problems were taught to students.
Such questionnaires were used in the international comparative studies FIMS, SIMS and
TIMSS, which were carried out by the International Association for the Evaluation of
 | |<\QQ\;|      
'))\;_  ]       -by-item judgment
concerning exposure to a topic, or teaching of the knowledge and principles necessary for
solving a problem, as it applied to the group of students in question. These OTL ratings
included emphasis placed by teachers on particular contents and expected student success in
those contents. A similar approach was applied in the Dutch version of TIMSS 2003
"^$ !<\QQ*< ]      "  
items fit the implemented curriculum. They selected 31 TIMSS test items and asked 129
teachers whether they would include these items in a test that would contain everything their
         ;_ <      '))\
approach of OTL was that he also asked students whether they had had an opportunity to
learn the contents required for a correct solution of the test items.
2.2.2 Curriculum and textbook analysis
Another approach applied in TIMSS was looking at what content is offered in curricula and
– in connection with this – in textbook series.   ;'))Y<;*  
as “a kind of underlying ‘skeleton’ that gives characteristic shape and direction to
mathematics instruction in educational systems around the world” and that provides “a
basic outline of planned and sequenced educational opportunities.”
|  !   ]   ¨  \QQ+  
examined whether the test items of TIMSS fit the curriculum. Each of the 162 test items for
mathematics was judged on the question of whether the textbook contained adequate material
to enable the student to answer the item correctly. A scale from 0 to 2 was used, where the
 ! Q}    \ }   ;Q<'<
2 were used to describe the opportunities to learn offered by the textbooks.
The method of curriculum and textbook analysis developed in TIMSS (Schmidt et al.,
'))Y           !
earlier IEA studies. The basis for this analysis was a mathematics framework containing
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content areas, performance expectations, and discipline perspectives. This last term refers
to what kind of ideas textbooks reflect about mathematics.
Apart from having a framework to classify what is in the curriculum and the textbook, a
very crucial thing is that one first defines the unit of analysis. According to Schmidt et al.
'))Y<            
smaller units of analysis on which more detailed analyses could take place. In textbooks,
the most fundamental unit type was a lesson. Subsequently these units were subdivided into
smaller blocks, containing narrative blocks, graphic blocks, exercise and question sets,
suggested activities, and worked mathematical examples. After a document had been
divided into units and blocks, each block was described by assigning codes based on
relevant aspects of the mathematics framework.
A more fine-grained approach in defining the unit of analysis was used by Stein et al.
\QQQ  ;\QQ;    !      
in a workbook or a student’s notebook. By a task, they meant every question that requires
an answer from a student.
2.2.3 Classroom observations
More recently, direct observations of classrooms have been implemented to overcome some
of the limitations of the approaches used in the aforementioned studies. For example,
questionnaires are rather economical and simple for the purpose of large-scale
administration and statistical analysis; however, it is difficult for teachers to describe
     }  _   ;<\QQ@;   <
textbook analysis captures the influence of the written curriculum on learning, but “the
influence of curriculum materials on student learning […] cannot be understood without
examining the curriculum as designed by teachers and as enacted in the classroom” (Stein,
 <^ <\QQY<;@\';
Therefore, the TIMSS 1999 video study _     ;< \QQ@ as a supplement to the
TIMSS 1999 student assessment has sampled eighth-grade mathematics lessons from six
countries where students performed better than their peers in the United States on the
TIMSS 1995 mathematics assessments. The TIMSS 1999 video study expanded on the
earlier TIMSS 1995 video study which included only one country, Japan. In total, 638
          '))+      
analyzed in order to describe and compare teaching practices among countries. In
particular, the TIMSS 1999 video study examined the structure and the mathematical
content of the lessons, and specific instructional practices, all shaping students’ learning
opportunities. Furthermore, questionnaire items for teachers and students were designed to
help understand and interpret the videotaped lessons.
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Several codes were developed and applied to the video data regarding different aspects of
teaching. “[The] coding of [the] classroom lessons was based on segmenting the lesson into
meaningful chunks. This requires identifying a unit of classroom practice that can be
identified reliably so that its beginning and end points can be marked” (Stigler, Gallimore,
^_  <\QQQ<;)\; "'))) <     e the
primary unit of analysis. Each mathematical problem was coded as addressing a specific
topic and a scheme for coding procedural complexity was developed; problems were sorted
 <  < _   ;<\QQ@; , they examined
whether problems required reasoning and the mathematical relationships between the
problems were coded.
Classroom observations were also used in a study about OTL in Chicago’s public schools
 <'))`;"  <  ressed the issue of how teachers make use
of school time to create learning opportunities for their students, because “the amount and
quality of time available for instruction directly shapes school outcomes and student
achievement” (p. @; $     years of school and classroom observations from
fifteen schools were coded as a series of activities segments. The observation framework
included instructional and non-instructional activities, such as activities linked to academic
and non-academic learning, classroom management, transition time, and so on.
Furthermore, interviews with teachers and administrators were used as an additional source
of information. Subsequently, these data were used to calculate the hours of instruction
typically delivered to the students by Chicago’s public schools.
2.2.4 To conclude this review on opportunity to learn
Generally spoken, three different methods have been used to measure OTL. These methods
differ not only in their focus of analysis but also in costs, time, and the reliability of the
collected data. Each method has its advantages and limitations. However, the review made
clear that all three approaches require a framework for analyzing the content that is taught,
and a unit of analysis. Despite the complexity of the learning processes which makes it not
      !   ª   } ª      
         <    _      \QQY< ; @Y)<
“opportunity to learn can be a powerful concept that, if traced carefully through to its
implications, provides a useful guide to both explain the effects of particular kinds of
teaching on particular kinds of learning”. In agreement with Hiebert and Grouws we think
that opportunity to learn is “more nuanced and complex than simply exposure to subject
matter” (p. 379; _ < !              !
play in the Netherlands, we decided to do a textbook analysis to investigate whether Dutch
students encounter problem solving tasks that require higher-order thinking.
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3 Method
3.1 Analyzed textbooks
In the textbook analysis that we carried out, we included the textbook documents of the first
half year of grade 4 for the six main textbook series that are currently used in Dutch
primary schools: Pluspunt, De Wereld in Getallen, Rekenrijk, Talrijk, Wis en Reken, and
Alles Telt;  |    | %%]Janssen
et al., \QQ+    *Q  $     
textbooks series Pluspunt. Nearly 20% were using De Wereld in Getallen and 15% were
using Rekenrijk. Other textbook series were used by less than 5% of the schools. The
textbook series analyzed are the same as those that were used in the schools participating in
the earlier mentioned POPO study (Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, Bakker, Kolovou, & Elia,
         -achieving students.
The six textbook series cover the grades 1 to 6 and also include documents for kindergarten
classes, which are part of primary school in the Netherlands. Most of the textbook series
consist of a two-  ! ;;    ! |  < dditional documents
such as workbooks and books with master pages meant for repetition or enrichment, and a
teacher guide that explains how to use the textbooks series.
 '        * $ = > hat
were included in the analysis (for every textbook series, the first document in the list is the
 !;          !
analysis.
Table 1
Textbook series documents included in the textbook analysis
Textbook series
${  {
Arithmetic book 6A
Arithmetic workbook 6, Worksheets 1-14
Total
 !
Arithmetic book D1
Workbook D1, D2
Master copies book D, Series 1-4
Total

Number
of units

Number
of pages

Page size

391
20
411

168
16
184

\'Q«\)Y|*
\'Q«\)Y|*

329
152
273
754

120
90
128
338

210×220 mm
210×220 mm
\'Q«\)Y|*
(Table 1 continues
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Textbook series
! !
Student book 6A
Workbook 6A
Master copies book 6A
Total
% %%
Lesson book 6, Block 1-6
Workbook 6, Block 1-6
Book with assignments 6, Block 1-6
Extra book 6, Block 1-6
Total
{!{
Math book 6.1
Workbook 6.1
Master copies book 6, Block 1-9
Miscellaneous book 6.1
Total
| |
Student book 6A
Workbook 6, Block 1-3
Master copies book 6, Block 1-3
Total

(Table 1 continued
Page size

Number
of units

Number
of pages

475
102
211
788

144
35
56
235

218×227 mm
218×227 mm
\'Q«\)Y|*

150
58
152
109
469

145
24
97
97
363

238×220 mm
\'Q«\)Y|*
238×220 mm
238×220 mm

165
143
29
102
439

100
101
28
78
307

160×230 mm
160×230 mm
\'Q«\)Y|*
160×230 mm

538
109
133
780

115
31
52
198

197×284 mm
\'Q«\)Y|*
\'Q«\)Y|*

3.2 Textbook analysis instrument
The development of the textbook analysis instrument required in the first place that we
identified what we consider the unit of analysis. Secondly, we had to define more precisely
what we mean by problem solving tasks.
3.2.1 Unit of analysis
Since each textbook series differs with regard to the format and the number of the pages, we
needed to determine a unit of analysis that fits all the six textbook series. This means that we
had to decide how small or how large a unit should be. To avoid extremely large counts, we
       '   !   ;
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Fig. 1

De Wereld in Getallen, Arithmetic book 6A, p.87

Fig. 2

Rekenrijk, Student book 6A, p. 48
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Fig. 3

Talrijk, Arithmetic book 6A, p. 1

3.2.2 Categories of problem solving tasks
The next step in the design of the textbook analysis instrument was the development of a
framework of categories of problem solving tasks to classify the units. To develop a clearcut definition of problem solving tasks, we needed several rounds. In the first round, we
just marked the units that contain tasks that can be considered as non-routine mathematical
problems. That means that we were looking for tasks that place a greater cognitive demand
on students than tasks that merely require basic computational skills. Since we found
extremely few of such genuine non-routine puzzle-like tasks in the textbooks, we decided
to make an extra category for what we called “gray-area tasks”. Next, we explain our
categories more precisely.
The puzzle-like tasks include problems that do not have a straightforward solution, but that
require creative thinking, for example, splitting a number into three or four successive
numbers. Since fourth-graders do not have any algebraic tools at their disposal, they cannot
apply a routine algebraic procedure, but have to tackle such tasks by a problem solving
strategy, such as trial-and-error, or systematic listing of possible solutions.
The tasks that fall into the gray-area category are not really puzzles and are not really
straightforward either, but can trigger strategic thinking and stimulate non-routine
approaches. In other words, such gray-area tasks can provoke and prepare the development
of problem solving strategies. Examples of gray-area tasks are problems in which the
students have to investigate all possible combinations in which one can throw two dice,
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problems in which they have to search for a pattern in a series of numbers, and problems
like the second task of the three following measurement tasks. These three tasks differ
noticeably in cognitive demand and illustrate the difference between straightforward tasks,
gray-area tasks, and puzzle-like tasks.
1. You have a soup cup (300 ml). How can you use it to measure 2100 ml of water?
2. You have a soup cup (300 ml), a mug (200 ml) and a glass (250 ml). Show different
ways in which you can use these containers to measure 1500 ml of water.
3. You have a 5-liter and a 3-liter jug. How can you take 4 liters of water out of the
big bowl using two jugs? You may pour water back into the bowl.
The first task requires the plain application of an algorithm to find that 7 cups make up
2100 ml. The second task can be solved by combining containers that make up the
required quantity. Actually, this problem is an example of an “own-construction
problem.” This means that the students can explore the different ways to reach 1500 ml.
However, in case all possible solutions are required, one has to construct a model and
tackle the problem systematically. The third task, that is taken from Alles Telt, Student
! | ; @Y<                  ;  
requires building a model of the situation in which one has to find a sequence of steps to
set apart an amount of 4 liters of water.
As the next step in developing the textbook analysis tool, we subdivided the two problem
solving categories (puzzle-like and gray-  !    ;-like
tasks were partitioned in context problems and bare number problems. In both sub-categories,
the “equations” form a main group. These problems – such as “Fill in the numbers: …  … =
3200. The first number must be the double of the second number” (Rekenrijk, Master copies
book 6A<;@– describe relationships between two or more variables or between quantities.
When using algebra, these problems can be solved by means of equations with unknowns.
Other sub-categories that have been distinguished are the “switch problems” (within the
         = >         
  ;  -category, for example, includes tasks in which grids have to be filled
with numbers in such a way that horizontally and vertically the totals are the same. The earlier
discussed tasks in which a 5-liter and a 3-liter jug have to be used to get 4 liters of water, is an
example of a “switch problem” because a quantity of water has to be transferred back and
forth between the containers. Another example that can be considered a switch problem is the
famous Towers of Hanoi problem.
The category of gray-area tasks is subdivided in tasks about numbers and operations,
patterns, and combinatorics. The first sub-category includes non-algorithmic tasks with
numbers, for example, making number sentences out of a given number of numbers and
reasoning about calculation chains. To avoid getting too many sub-categories the gray-area
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tasks are not subdivided into context problems and bare number problems. The subcategories include both kinds of problems.
The appendix shows the complete framework of problem solving tasks that we developed.
It contains examples of tasks for each of the two categories (puzzle-like and gray-area
!   -categories taken from the six analyzed textbook series.
3.2.3 Coding procedure
The framework of problem solving tasks served as the guideline for coding the units in the
six textbook series. First, for each textbook series the total number of units was determined,
then each of the units was classified according to the categories and subcategories included
in the framework. If a unit neither fit the puzzle-like tasks nor the gray-area tasks no
classification was given. In case a unit consisted of a sequence of tasks that included both
of the two main categories (puzzle-like and gray-   <   ry was
coded. Moreover, if the tasks of a unit belonged to more than one sub-category (for
example, within the category of puzzle-like problems the unit can contain context problems
      <    evalent sub-category was coded.
The final coding was done by the first two authors. This was followed by a reliability check
by the third author who was not involved in the development of the framework of problem
solving tasks. The reliability check was based on a second coding of a part of the main
books of the three textbook series. (De Wereld in Getallen, Arithmetic book 6A; Pluspunt,
Lesson book 6; and Alles Telt, Student book 6A;    
problems. This second coding was 96% in agreement with the coding of the first two
raters.*
After the coding procedure was completed, for each textbook series in total and for each of
the documents that belong to a textbook series, the absolute frequencies of all the categories
were determined. Then, the relative frequencies were calculated reflecting what percentage
of the total number of units belonged to a particular category.

4 Results
The most important results from the textbook analysis are that the textbooks differ in many
aspects and that the majority of the number tasks included in the textbook series are
straightforward problems and do not really require problem solving. Before we deal with
this main result, we discuss some other differences between the textbook series that were
revealed by our analysis.
Table 1 shows that the textbook series differ greatly in size. All the figures in this table
belong to the textbook materials that are meant for half a year of teaching in grade 4. The
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first striking thing to note is that the textbook series do not have the same number of
documents. De Wereld in Getallen consists of two books, while Pluspunt and Wis en Reken
involve four books. The other three textbook series contain three books. The number of
pages is also quite different. De Wereld in Getallen, Alles Telt, and Rekenrijk have
approximately 200 pages, while Pluspunt, Talrijk, and Wis en Reken have more than 300
pages. We also found differences in the number of units. Wis en Reken, De Wereld in
Getallen, and Pluspunt have between 400 and 500 units while Alles Telt, Talrijk, and
Rekenrijk have almost twice that number. Several factors can explain this difference. Apart
from differences in the number of books and the number and format of pages, the units in
the textbook series do not look alike. De Wereld in Getallen has fewer units than Rekenrijk,
but as can be seen in Figures 1 and 2, the units in the first textbook series contain more
tasks than the second. Because of the difference in the number of units we only compared
the presence of problem solving tasks in each of the six textbooks in relation to the total
number of units in the textbook series.
The results from the coding show that the percentages of puzzle-like tasks – the tasks that
require genuine problem solving – vary between the textbook series, but are extremely low
(see Table 2  *;  \;*@ Q;De Wereld in Getallen contains
the highest percentage – 2.43% of the total units include puzzle-like problems tasks.
Rekenrijk follows with 1.40%, whereas Talrijk and Alles Telt include less than 1% puzzle! !Q;Q;YY  ;  ! <Pluspunt and Wis en Reken
do not contain any puzzle-like tasks at all. In these two textbook series all problem solving
tasks belong to the gray-area category.
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0
10
43
24
3
16
53
411

Context problems

Bare number problems

Gray-area tasks

Numbers and operations

Patterns

Combinatorics

Total problem solving tasks

Total units

^ percentage of the total number of units

10

Puzzle-like tasks

Problem solving tasks

13^

81

19

De Wereld
in Getallen
N
%

754

101

10

2

84

96

5

0

5

13^

95

5

469

41

16

0

25

41

0

0

0

9^

100

0

%

N

N
%

Pluspunt

Talrijk

788

65

13

1

40

54

5

6

11

N

8^

83

17

%

Rekenrijk

Table 2
Units in Dutch mathematics textbook series that contain problem solving tasks
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439

25

3

0

22

25

0

0

0

6^

100

0

Wis en
Reken
N
%

780

41

2

16

17

35

0

6

6

N

5^

85

15

%

Alles Telt

3641

326

60

22

212

294

20

12

32

N

Total

62

9^

8^

1^
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If we take the whole category of problem solving tasks (that means puzzle-like problems
and gray-  !  }   ! ;  ! De Wereld
in Getallen and Talrijk hold the highest percentage of problem solving tasks – both 13%,
whereas the other textbook series contain less than 10% problem solving tasks. Alles Telt
includes the smallest percentage – just 5%.

Fig. 4

Percentages of problem solving tasks (puzzle-like tasks and gray-  ! 
textbook series

The results revealed that problem solving and – in particular – puzzle-like tasks have a
marginal place in the six textbook series. Moreover, we found that the problem solving tasks
(gray-area tasks and puzzle-! !                    
     !  +;  ! < problem solving
tasks are primarily included in the main book, while in other textbook series they are spread
out over all documents. For example, in De Wereld in Getallen 96% of the problem solving
tasks is in the main book, the Arithmetic book. This is different, for example, for Pluspunt
where the Book with assignments and the Extra book contain more problem solving tasks
\)@Y    Lesson book \\  !;  
the textbook series, a relatively large part of the problem solving tasks are in the Master
copies books: in Talrijk 43% and in Rekenrijk 46%. Having the problem solving tasks in these
               
will get the opportunity to work on these tasks. The same is true for the problem solving tasks
that are in the main book of Talrijk; mostly these tasks are denoted by a special symbol which
means that the tasks are meant for the better students.
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Fig. 5

Percentages of problem solving tasks (puzzle-like tasks and gray-  ! 
textbook series per document

When we zoomed in on the special group of puzzle-!      
again that the textbook series differ in how these problems are distributed over the documents.
Here, again De Wereld in Getallen stands out. This textbook series does not only have the
largest proportion of puzzle-like problems, but also has these problems all in the main book,
which probably gives the largest chance to students to work on these problems. Rekenrijk, on
the contrary, has 64% of the puzzle-like problems in the Master copies book. This means that
more than half of the puzzle-like tasks of Rekenrijk are to be found outside the main book. In
Talrijk 40% of the puzzle-like tasks is also included in the Master copies book. To sum up,
not only is the number of puzzle-like tasks in the Dutch textbook series very small, but these
tasks are often not included in the main book either. In fact, one has to wonder whether the
majority of Dutch students encounter any puzzle-like tasks at all.
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Fig. 6

Percentages of puzzle-like tasks per textbook series per document

5 Discussion
The disappointing performance of Dutch students in problem solving led us to scrutinize the
main mathematics textbook series for grade 4. The percentages of problem solving tasks that
we found in the six textbook series involved in our study – by which we covered the textbook
series used by about 85% of the schools – were correspondingly disappointing. In the
textbook series with the highest proportion of puzzle-like tasks, the percentage of these tasks
was slightly over 2%. Even when we expanded the strict category of puzzle-like tasks with
the gray-area tasks, the highest percentage found was 13%.
Because our study was aimed at investigating what textbooks have to offer to the students, we
excluded additional materials that are not part of a textbook series. This might be a limitation
of our study in cases where teachers do not stick to their textbook series documents, but also
use additional instructional materials. According to the PPON report (Janssen et al., \QQ+ 
is true for a large number of teachers. About two thirds of the teachers reported that they are
using additional material for students who need extra support in mathematics. However, the
question asked in the PPON study was clearly about additional material for practicing number
operations. Therefore, it is not likely that these additional materials contain many puzzle-like
problems. Consequently, we will not be far beside the truth when we say that, from the
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perspective of what is offered to students, non-routine problem solving tasks are rather scarce
in Dutch primary school mathematics education.
Another limitation of our study is that we left out of our analysis how teachers interpret
what is in the textbooks. According to Gilbert (as cited i_ ^%<\QQ\
never conclude with confidence that what results from an analysis of a text is similarly
realized in classrooms. Therefore, Gilbert emphasized that textbooks should be analyzed
both in terms of their content and structure, and in terms of their use in classrooms. Earlier,
!   ! '))@< ; \+\<     =      ! <   
necessary to consider teachers’ thought and action and their relationships, teachers’ work
within and across subjects, and the full context of teachers’ conditions of work”.
In our study, we restricted ourselves to analyzing the six textbook series with respect to the
presence of problem solving tasks. Taking into account that genuine problem solving – that
prepares for algebraic thinking – is not included in the Dutch core goals and is not assessed
in the CITO End of Primary School test and the tests of the CITO Monitoring System, we
think that the results of our textbook analysis reflect to a large degree what is happening in
classrooms. In other words, we can assume that non-routine problem solving gets almost no
attention in Dutch primary schools. This, however, contrasts sharply with theoretical and
societal claims of the importance of problem solving.
Although our study addressed the situation in the Netherlands, discrepancies between the
intended curriculum and the curriculum that is reflected in the textbook series can also be
present in other countries, as was, for example, recently revealed by an Australian study on
   $^<\QQ`; |  <   
what degree proportional reasoning was promoted by mathematics textbooks, and – similar
to our study – the researchers found a predominance of calculation procedures with
relatively few tasks to support conceptual understanding.
Disclosing possible inconsistencies between what we value as important to teach our
students and the instructional materials we use to reach these educational goals, is of crucial
importance to improve our teaching. Like Dole and Shield (2008<;@@   !
analysis as “a potential means to raise awareness of instruction in key topics within the
school mathematics curriculum” and consequently as a vital tool for educational progress.
To realize this potential, further research is needed in this research domain of textbook
analysis, which unfortunately and erroneously has a somewhat outmoded and moldy image,
but from which we can learn so much.
________
* After we published this article in the Mediterranean Journal for Research in Mathematics
Education, we computed the Cohen’s kappa to get a more robust measure of the interrater
reliability of coding of the tasks in the textbooks. We found a Cohen’s kappa of .94.
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Appendix
Puzzle-like tasks and gray-area tasks
PUZZLE-LIKE TASKS
Context problems
Equations
How many three- and four-wheeled buggies are there in the shop if the
total number of wheels is 125? Can you find different possibilities?
(Alles Telt, Student book 6A, p. 36
There is €23400 in a suitcase. How many €200 and €500 banknotes are
there if the €200 banknotes are twice as many as the €500 banknotes?
(Alles Telt, Student book 6A, p. 38

Joris cycles from Utrecht to Leeuwarden. On his way he sees this sign.
How many kilometers is it from Utrecht to Leeuwarden?
Some hours later Joris sees this sign. How much more must he cycle?
(Alles Telt, Student book 6A, p. 51

(Rekenrijk, Master copies book 6A, p. 1
Switch
problems

How can you take exactly 4 liters water out of the bowl using a 5 liter- and
a 3 liter-jug? You can pour water back to the bowl.
(Alles Telt, Student book 6A, p. 37

Bare number problems
Equations
Fill in the numbers. The first number must be the double of the second
number: ………  ……….. = 3200
(Rekenrijk, Master copies book 6A, p. 3
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Three times the same number.
(De Wereld in Getallen, Arithmetic book 6A, p. 36 
²
difference(-
number a
1
2
13
3
(Rekenrijk, Master copies book 6A, p. 15

number b
5

Find 3 successive numbers that make up the result.
……. + …… + ……. = 270
(Talrijk, Arithmetic book D1, p. 12
Magic
frames

Use each of the numbers 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 two times.
In every small square there is only one number. In the middle of the
squares there is the sum of the rows and the columns.
(De Wereld in Getallen, Arithmetic book 6A, p. 67
GRAY-AREA TASKS
Numbers and operations

Make two groups of numbers that have an equal value.
(De Wereld in Getallen, Arithmetic book 6A, p. 37
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(Pluspunt, Workbook 6, p. 15
Try the calculation chain with three different numbers. What strikes you?
Explain. Think of a calculation chain yourself.
start Æ think a number Æ add 6 Æ multiply by 2 Æ subtract 12 Æ half the
numberÆ done
(Rekenrijk, Student book 6A, p. 140
When Jelmer had spent the half of the half of his money, he had the half of
€150 left. How much money did he have at the beginning?
(Rekenrijk, Master copies book 6A, p. 38
Find the numbers that are equally distant from 7500:
9750, 6950, 7950, 7050, 6925, 8075, 4050, 10950, 8050, 5250
less than 7500
…………..

more than 7500
…………..

difference with 7500
……………

(Rekenrijk, Master copies book 6A, p. 15
Lodewijk has to pay €56, 55. He pays with three notes of 20 euro and some
extra coins and gets back €5. How much money has he paid in total?
(Rekenrijk, Master copies book 6A, p. 11

Find the path with the correct product.
(Talrijk, Master copies book D, p. 7
Cross out 3 digits so that you get the biggest 4-digit number: 9150362
(Talrijk, Master copies book D, p. 110
Do sums. Use 150, 20, 5, +, , = and make 120, 280, 165, 275.
(Wis en Reken, Math book 6.1, p. 30
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Patterns
How many blocks from each color do you need for a tower with three
floors? Fill in the table.
floors

red

blue

yellow

1
2
…

1
2
…

0
1
…

0
0
…

(Alles Telt, Student book 6A, p. 45
Fill in the number line:
112 – 119 – 152 – … – … – … - 232 – … – … – …
(De Wereld in Getallen, Arithmetic book 6A, p. 102
Combinatorics

Francis and Leo throw darts. In each turn they throw 3 darts. In the first turn
Francis got 86 points. How did he throw the darts? Are there different ways?
(Alles Telt, Student book 6A, p. 62

Pay the exact amount. Try it in at least five ways. Draw the money.
(De Wereld in Getallen, Arithmetic book 6A, p. 59
3 1 6 8
Use all digits. How many different numbers can you make?
(Pluspunt, Lesson book 6, p. 43
How do you pack 68 eggs in boxes of 4, 6, and 10 eggs?
Search for different ways.
(Pluspunt, Lesson book 6, p. 47
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In every maze find 6 different routes and results.
(Pluspunt, Extra book 6, p. 21
Joop sold sausages (€1, +Q<´\< Y+  ´'<
\+   ´``Q;_<  
sell? Are different answers possible?
(Rekenrijk, Student book 6A, p. 14
Take a pack of cards and remove all the jokers and the cards between 2 and
6. You want two cards of the same color. How many cards do you have to
pull at the most?
(Rekenrijk, Master copies book 6A, p. 14
Use two dice. In what ways can you throw 4, 7, and 10?
(Rekenrijk, Master copies book 6A, p. 16
Draw all the possible sketches of a building that consists of 4 stones.
(Talrijk, Arithmetic book D1, p. 26
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Chapter 4

An ICT environment to assess and support students’ mathematical
problem solving performance in non-routine puzzle-like word problems
1 Introduction
Problem solving is a major goal of mathematics education and an activity that can be seen as
the essence of mathematical thinking (Halmos, 1980; NCTM, 2QQQ;{    !
in problem solving typically defined as non-  ~ !<')YY<      
students tend to find mathematical problem solving challenging and that teachers have
difficulties preparing students for it. Despite the growing body of research literature in the
  ^¥!<\QQY<   ^~<\QQ@< <')`+<   
that we do not know about how students attempt to tackle mathematical problems and how to
support students in solving non-routine problems.
In order to get a better understanding of Dutch primary school students’ competences in
mathematical problem solving, the POPO study started in 2004. In this study, 152 fourthgrade students who were high achievers in mathematics were administered a paper-andpencil test on non-routine problem solving. In a few items, students were asked to show
their solutions strategies. The results were disappointing. Students did not show a high
performance in problem solving, despite their high mathematics ability (Van den Heuvel%<!! <~<^<   ;|      
the scrap paper gave us important information about their solution strategies, we were left
with questions about their solution processes. Moreover, after recognizing that even very
able students have difficulties with solving the problems, we wondered what kind of
learning environment could help students to improve their problem solving performance.
The POPO study thus yielded a series of questions. To answer these questions we started
the iPOPO study which – in accordance with the two main questions that emerged from the
POPO study – implied a dual research goal.
First, the iPOPO study aimed at gaining a deeper understanding of the primary school
students’ problem solving processes, and, second, it explored how their problem solving
skills can be improved. For this dual goal of assessing and teaching, the study employed
ICT both as a tool to support students’ learning by offering them opportunities to produce
solutions, experiment and reflect on solutions, and as a tool to monitor and assess the
students’ problem solving processes. In particular, we designed a dynamic applet called Hit
the target, which is based on one of the paper-and-pencil items used in the POPO study.
Like several of these items, it requires students to deal with multiple, interrelated variables
simultaneously and thus prepares for algebraic thinking.
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This paper focuses on the following two research questions: Which problem solving
strategies do fourth-grade students deploy in this Hit the target environment? Does this ICT
environment support the students’ problem solving performance?

2 Theoretical background
2.1 Mathematical problem solving
The term “problem solving” is used for solving a variety of mathematical problems,
ranging from real-life problems to puzzle-like problems. Our focus is on the latter. We
consider problem solving as a cognitive activity that entails strategic thinking, and that
includes more than just carrying out calculations. An episode of problem solving may be
             $| < ^ ¥< '));    
solving, the solution process often requires several steps. First the students have to unravel
the problem situation. Subsequently, they have to find a way to solve the problem by
seeking patterns, trying out possibilities systematically, trying special cases, and so on.
While doing this they have to coordinate relevant mathematical knowledge, organize the
different steps to arrive at a solution and record their thinking. In sum, in our view problem
solving is a complex activity that requires higher order thinking and goes beyond standard
  ! ;<~ !<')YY;
An example of a mathematical problem used in the POPO study is shown in Figure 1.
Someone who knows elementary algebra might use this knowledge to find the answer to
this problem by, for example, solving the equation
. Fourth-grade
students, however, have not yet learned such techniques, but can still use other strategies
such as systematic listing of possible solutions or trial and error. Grappling with such
problems might be a worthwhile experiential base for learning algebra in secondary school
(cf., Van Amero<\QQ\;
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Fig. 1

Problem used in the POPO Study

Within the complexity that characterizes problem solving activity, D’Amore and Zan
'))                    <   
subject who solves the task; the task; and the environment in which the subject solves the
task. This study primarily focuses on the third variable, referring to the conditions, which
may help a subject to improve his problem solving abilities.
The research questions stated in Section 1 address two different aspects that are closely
related: monitoring learning and supporting that learning. We have chosen to use ICT for
both of these aspects, because –    '))`  –  '   
students with an environment for      \ can offer the possibility of
tracing the students’ work.
2.2 ICT as a tool for supporting mathematical problem solving
A considerable body of research literature has shown that computers can support children in
developing higher-order mathematical thinking (Suppes, 1966; Papert, 1980; Clements &
"  <'))@[  ^  <'))[ <\QQQ[ <\QQ\;   <
for example, is a rich environment that elicits reflection on mathematics and one’s own
problem sol <\QQQ;        }  
for learning through exploration and creative problem solving. It can also help students make
the transition from arithmetic to algebraic reasoning, and emphasize conceptual thinking and
problem solving. According to the Principles and Standards of the National Council of
    "   "< \QQQ    -making, reflection,
reasoning, and problem solving.
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Among the unique contributions of computers is that they also provide students with an
              !  < \QQQ;   <
 !              ! "< \QQQ;
Computer-assisted feedback is one of the most effective forms of feedback because “it
helps students in building cues and information regarding erroneous hypotheses”; thus it
can “lead to the development of more effective and efficient strategies for processing and
understanding” (Hattie & Timperley, 2007, p. 'Q\; "   <   -based
applications can have significant effects on what children learn because of “the computer’s
capacity for simulation, dynamically linked notations, and interactivity” (Rochelle, Pea,
Hoadley, G <^"<\QQQ<;`;
This learning effect can be enhanced by peer interaction. Pair and group work with
computer software can make students more skilful at solving problems, because they are
stimulated to articulate and explain their strategies a {  ^$<\QQ*;
Provided there is a classroom culture in which students are willing to provide explanations,
justifications, and arguments to each other, we can expect better learning.
2.3 ICT as a window onto students’ problem solving
Several researchers have emphasized that technology-rich environments allow us to track
the processes students use in problem solving   ^% !<\QQ\; 
       !  < \QQQ       window onto
mathematical meaning under construction (Hoyles & Noss, 2003;      
computer environments to provide insight into students’ cognitive processes makes them a
fruitful setting for research on how this learning takes place.
Because software enables us to record every command students make within an ICT
environment, such registration software allows us to assess their problem solving strategies
in more precise ways than can paper-and-pencil tasks. Therefore, computer-based tasks as
opposed to conventional paper-and-pencil means have received growing interest in the
research literature for the purposes of better assessment (Clements 1998; Pellegrino,
Chudowsky, & Glaser, 2001; Bennet & Persky, 2002; Burkhardt & Pead, 2003; Threlfall,
Pool, Homer, & Swinnerton, 2007; Van den Heuvel-%<\QQY;
Where early-generation software just mimicked the paper-and-pencil tasks, recent research
shows that suitable tasks in rich ICT environments can also bring about higher-order problem
solving. For example,  % !\QQ\   -rich environments
tap important emerging skills. They offer us the opportunity to describe performance with
something more than a single summary score. Furthermore, a series of studies indicated that
the use of ICT facilitates the assessment of creative and critical thinking by providing rich
      _ ^$! !<\QQ@;
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By stimulating peer interaction we also expect that students will articulate more clearly
their thinking than when working individually. Thus, student collaboration has a twofold
role: it helps them shape and broaden their mathematical understandings and it offers
researchers and teachers a nicely bounded setting in order to observe collaboration and peer
in   "  ^   <\QQY;

3 Method
3.1 Research design and subjects
The part of the iPOPO study described in this paper is a small-scale quasi-experiment
following a pretest-posttest control group design. In total, 24 fourth-graders from two schools
in Utrecht participated in the study. In each school, 12 students who belonged to the A level
according the Mid Grade 4 CITO test – in other words to the 25% best students according to a
national norm – were involved. Actually, the range of the scores that correspond to level A of
the Mid Grade 4 CITO test is between 102 and 151 points. In both schools, the average
mathematics CITO score of the class was A and the average “formation weight” of the class
and the school was 1. This means that the students were of Dutch parentage and came from
families in which the parents had at least secondary education. First, of each school six
students were selected for the experimental group. Later on, the group of students was
extended with six students to be in the control group. These students also belonged to the A
level, but unfortunately their average score was lower than that of the experimental group.
The teacher obviously selected the more able students first.
An ICT environment was especially developed for this study to function as a treatment for
the experimental group. Before and after the treatment, a test was administered as pretest
and posttest. The control group did the test also two times, but did not get the treatment in
between. The quasi-experiment was carried out in March-April 2008. The complete
experiment took about four weeks: in the first week the students did the test, in the second
week the experimental group worked in the ICT environment and in the fourth week the
students did again the test.
3.2 Pretest and posttest
The test that was used as pre-test and posttest was a paper-and-pencil test consisting of
three non-routine puzzle-!   <  ® '<|<;
The problems are of the same type and require that the students deal with interrelated
variables. The test sheets contain a work area on which the students had to show how they
found the answers. The students’ responses were coded according to a framework that was
developed in our earlier POPO study. The framework covers different response
characteristics including whether the students gave specific strategy information, how they
represented that strategy and what kind of problem solving strategies they applied.
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3.3 Applet used as treatment
The treatment consisted of a Java applet called Hit the target.1 It is a simulation of an arrow
shooting game. The screen shows a target board, a score board featuring the number of
gained points, and the number of hit and missed arrows, a frame that contains the rules for
gaining or loosing points, and an area in which the number of arrows to be shot can be
filled in. A hit means that the arrow hits the yellow circle in the middle of the target board;
then the arrow becomes green. A miss means that the arrow hits the gray area of the board;
in that case, the arrow becomes red.

Fig. 2

Screen view of applet in the computer-shooting mode

The applet has two modes of shooting: a player shoots arrows by him or herself or lets the
     \;   <    
arrows to the bow and then draw and unbend the bow. The computer can do the shooting if
the player selects the computer-shooting mode and fills in the number of arrows to be shot.
Regarding the rules for gaining points there are also two modes: the player determines the
rules or the computer does this. The maximum number of arrows is 150 and the maximum
number of points the player can get by one shot is 1000.
As the player shoots arrows or lets the computer do so, the total score on the scoreboard
changes according to the number of arrows shot and the rules of the game. The player can
actually see on the scoreboard how the score and the number of hits and misses change
during the shooting. The player can also remove arrows from the target board, which is
again followed by a change in the total score. When the player wants to start a new
shooting round, he or she must click on the reset button. The player can change the
shooting mode or the rules of the game at any time during the game.
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The aim of the applet is that the students obtain experience in working with variables and
          @[     
other variables. For example, if the rules of the game are changed, then the number of
arrows should be also changed to keep the total points constant.

Fig. 3

Variables involved

The 12 students of the experimental group worked for about 30 minutes in pairs with the
applet. The pairs were chosen by the researcher in such a way that all of them would have
about the same average CITO score and consisted of a boy and a girl. The dialogue between
the students and their actions on the applet were recorded by Camtasia software, which
captures the screen views and the sound in a video file. Scrap paper was also available to the
students. Before the students started working, it was explained to them that they should work
together, use the mouse in turns, explain their thinking to each other, and justify their ideas.
The work with the applet started with five minutes of free playing in which the students could
explore the applet. Then, they had to follow a pre-defined scenario containing a number of
      }  ';    } |were
about the arrows while the rules of the game and the gained points were known. In the third
} <consisted of two parts, the rules of the game were unknown.
Table 1
Questions in the pre-defined scenario
Arrows
A. How many hits and misses?
B. How many hits and misses?
15 hits and 15 misses

Rules
Hit +3 points, miss –1 point
Hit +3 points, miss +1 point
C1. What are the rules?
C2. Are other rules possible to
get the result 15 hits-15 misses15 points?

Gained points
15 points
15 points
15 points
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The directed activities were meant to assure that all the students had all the necessary
experiences with the applet. During these activities, the students carried out a number of
assignments in order to become familiar with the various features of the applet: the playershooting mode, the computer-shooting mode, the rules of the game, and the total score.
First, the students had to shoot one arrow, followed by shooting two arrows and then a few
more, in order to get five arrows on the target board. Their attention was then drawn to the
scoreboard; they had five hits and zero misses and their total score was zero since the rules
of the game had been initially set to zero. After that, the rules were changed so that a hit
meant that three points were added. Then, the students had to shoot again five arrows in
both shooting modes, each resulting in a total score of 15 points. Afterward, the rule was
changed again. A miss then meant that one point had to be subtracted. At this point,
Question A was asked, followed by Questions B and C.

4 Results
4.1 The students’ problem solving strategies in the ICT environment
All pairs were successful in answering the Questions A, B, and C. The solutions were found
based on discussions and sharing ideas. In all cases, explanations were provided and the
talk between the students stimulated the generation of hypotheses and solutions. However,
some students provided more elaborate explanations and suggested more successful
problem solving strategies than others.
In order to identify the problem solving strategies the students applied, we analyzed all
dialogues between the students. In this paper, however, we will only discuss our findings
with respect to Questions C1 and C2, which triggered the richest dialogues.
Characteristic for Question C is that the number of hits and misses, and the number of
points were given, but that the students had to find the rules. All pairs were able to answer
Questions C1 and C2, and most of them could generalize to all possible solutions (“It is
  ><        ; 
2 and 3 show which strategies the pairs used when solving Questions C1 and C2. Each pair
of students is denoted with a Roman numeral. Pairs I, II, and III belong to school A, while
Pairs IV, V, and VI belong to school B.
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Table 2
Problem solving strategies when solving C1
Strategy

1a

Directly testing a correct solution
(+2 ' ²'²Q
2a Testing incorrect canceling-out
solution (+1 '
2b       
3
Adapting the rules of the game
until a correct solution is reached
Number of trials

Pairs
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
Average CITO score per pair
111 111 114 110 111 107
1*
1
1
1
1
1
2

2
1

1

1

2

1

3

* The numbers in the cell indicate the order in which the strategies were applied

{ ® ' \<         
a correct solution. Pair VI found the correct solution in the third trial. The most interesting
strategy came from Pair IV. This pair found the correct solution in the second trial. The pair
started with a canceling-out solution (+1 '              
changed the solution to get 15 points in total.
Table 3 shows that having found a correct solution in C1 did not mean that the students had
            ='+ -15 misses15 points”. Even after finding the correct solution rule and generating a series of correct
solutions, some students tested wrong solutions again (we could call this the “bouncing
  >; %                     [ 
difference between the number of points added for every hit and the number of points
        '<   ference between the number
of hit-points and miss-points should be 15 points. The highest level of solution was
demonstrated by Pair VI, who recognized that the difference between the points added and
the points subtracted should be 15 (and that explains why the difference between the
number of points added for every hit and the number of points subtracted for every miss –
or vice versa –  ';|      % ;
These students just used the correct solution to C1 in the reverse way to get the required
result of 15 points in total.
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Table 3
Problem solving strategies when solving C2
Strategy

Pairs
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
Average CITO score per pair
111 111 114 110 111 107
2

4a

Repeating the correct solution to C1

4b

Reversing the correct solution to C1
to find another correct solution
(1 +2 or Q²'µ²Q²'

1*

1/3

5a

Generating a correct solution rule
     
      
between the number of points added
for every hit and the number of
points subtracted for every miss (or
 '

2

4

5b

Generating a correct solution rule
based on understanding that the
difference between hit-points and
miss-points is 15
Generating a general correct
solution rule (“the difference of 1
also applies to 16-16-'>

5c

6

1

4

1

8

6

Testing more correct solutions from
a correct solution rule

3

2b

      

4

7

Generating an incorrect solution rule
(keeping ratio 2:1 or using rule
+even number    
   

7
2

2

1/3/5

2
1/3/5

2/4

* The numbers in the cell indicate the order in which the strategies were applied

Besides strategies that directly or indirectly lead to a correct solution or rule, some other
                 *;         
ignored information given in the problem description. It is noteworthy that during
subsequent attempts to answer Question C2, some students insisted on keeping the rules
constant and changing the number of hits and misses in order to get a total of 15 points.
Pair V, for example, changed the problem information (15 hits and 1+  
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C2 with trying out the solution 1 hit is 15 point added and 1 miss is 15 points subtracted.
The total score then became zero; subsequently, they set the number of hits to 30 and the
number of misses to 15, which resulted into a high score. Even though at that point the
researcher repeated the correct problem information, the students ignored it persistently. In
their third attempt, they changed the number of hits and misses to 1 and 0 respectively and
the total score became 15 instead of the reverse (15 hits and 15 misses resulting in 15
 ; ]         }        
information and tried out the solution +4 2 with 15 hits and 15 misses. However, the total
score was 30 points and they suggested doubling the number of misses to 30 so that the
number of total points would be halved. This is clearly an example of a wrong adaptation.
Another example is from Pair VI. After having +3 and 1 as the rule of the game, resulting
in a total of 30 points, the students change the number of hits into 10 in order to get 15
points as the result but forgetting that the number of hits should be 15.
Table 4
Other characteristics of the solution processes
Characteristics
I
Altering or ignoring
information
Exploring large numbers
(¶ 'QQQ

II

C1
Pairs
III IV
X

V

VI
X

I
X

II

C2
Pairs
III IV

X

X

X

V
X

VI

X

X

Another characteristic of the solution processes was testing rules including large numbers.
Four of the six pairs tried out numbers bigger than 1000. These explorations took place
when answering the second part of Question C. The students found working with large
numbers quite amusing, since they then could get a large amount of total points. That the
students worked with numbers larger than 1000 was quite remarkable, because it was not
possible to fill in numbers of this size in the applet. Consequently, the students had to work
out the results mentally. It is also worth noting that some students understood that one
could go on         %  ;         
!           <             %  ;
Furthermore, most of the students used whole numbers and no one used negative numbers.
<   %  '·    <    
does not have the possibility to test solutions with fractions or decimals.
Observing the students while working on the applet revealed that the students demonstrated
different levels of problem solving activity. For example, there were students that checked
the correctness of their hypotheses by mental calculation, while others just tried out rules
with the help of the applet. None of them questioned the infallibility of the applet; when
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they used the applet after they had found out that a rule was wrong, they did this to make
sure that they were really wrong. Furthermore, the students showed differences in the more
or less general way in which they expressed their findings. One of the students articulated
    =           
by a miss” also applies to other triads such as 16 hits-16 misses-16 points and in general to
all triads of equal numbers.
To conclude this section about the ICT environment, we must say that observing the
students while working with the applet gave us quite a good opportunity to get closer to the
students’ problem solving processes.
4.2 Does the ICT environment support the students’ problem solving performance?
In this section, we discuss the results from the pretest and the posttest in the experimental
and control group. Figure 4 shows the average number of correct answers per student in
both groups in school A and school B.

Fig. 4

Average number of correct answers per student in the pre and the posttest in both
groups

Fig. 5

Average CITO score of the experimental and control group
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As can been seen in Figure 4, if the group of students is taken as a whole, the experimental
group gained slightly from the treatment. However, we have too few data to give a reliable
answer to the research question. Only 12 students from school A and 12 students from school
B were involved in this study and among these schools, the results were quite different. Only
in school A, there was a considerable improvement in the scores of the posttest. Another issue
                  @;';   
schools, the control group scored lower than the experimental group. This mismatch was
more evident in school A. A plausible explanation for these differences could be that although
all students had an A score in mathematics, the average CITO scores of the experimental
        | +;
In fact, the differences between the average CITO score of the experimental and control
group in each school, presented in Figure 5, are similar to the differences between the
average scores of these groups in the paper-and-pencil test. In school A, the control group
has a lower CITO score than the experimental group. The same holds for school B, but the
difference there is smaller than in school A.

5 Discussion
We started this study with two questions that emerged from the earlier POPO study. To
investigate these questions, we set up, as a start, a small-scale study in which an ICT
environment played a crucial role. The dialogues between the students and their actions
when working in the ICT environment gave us a first answer to the first research question.
The collected data provided us with a detailed picture of students’ problem solving and
revealed some interesting processes, for example, the bouncing effect and the making of
wrong adaptations.
Our second question is difficult to answer. The sample size, and the number of the test
items were not sufficient to get reliable results and the time we had at our disposal was not
enough to gather and analyze more data. Moreover, the time that the experimental group
worked in the ICT environment was rather limited to expect an effect. Despite these
shortcomings, we decided to carry out a small-scale study in order to try out the test items
and the ICT environment with a small group of students first.
 <     <        
or reject our conjecture that having experience with interrelated variables in a dynamic,
interactive ICT environment leads to an improvement in problem solving performance. For
this reason, we will extend our study to larger groups of students, involving students of
higher grades and different mathematical ability levels. Moreover, to see more of an effect
we will enlarge the working in the ICT environment substantially. In addition, we will
extend the study by analyzing the students’ problem solving strategies when solving paper-
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and-pencil problems. Our experiences from the present study will serve as a basis for doing
this future research.

Note
1. The applet is programmed by Huub Nilwik.
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Chapter 5

Online game-generated feedback as a way to support early algebraic
reasoning
1 Introduction
Developing algebraic reasoning is an important goal in mathematics education (Katz,
\QQY;|         science and a subject
that allows further access to technical professions. In fact it is seen as a gateway to later
achievement. Despite the fact that algebra comprises a substantial part of the mathematics
curriculum in secondary school, many students encounter considerable problems in learning
 ;   <  }   < ')`*            
(Malisani & < \QQ)                
beginning algebra students.
While some researchers have attributed these obstacles to a cognitive gap between
arithmetic and algebra (Herscovics & !<'))*<       
              ~ < \QQY;        
focus in mathematics curricula is on developing arithmetic and computational fluency,
which in secondary school is followed by an isolated and superficial procedural approach to
 ~ <\QQY;    <      dents a
continuing learning pathway. Therefore, several researchers (Kaput, 2007; Smith &
< \QQY                    
curriculum. Introducing algebraic reasoning in the early grades prepares students for
algebra courses in middle and high school and is essential for accomplishing coherence,
 <   ~ <\QQY;
In the Netherlands, early algebra is not included in the key goals of the primary school
mathematics curricula, and students hardly ever deal with (non-      
offer them an entry point in learning algebra. Previous research has shown that the
mathematics textbook series contain only a small percentage of non-routine tasks (Kolovou,
Van den Heuvel-Panuizen, & Bakker, \QQ);} <  no surprise that even the
more able Dutch primary school students encounter difficulties in solving non-routine
problems (Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen & Bodin- < \QQ*;      
reported in the PISA study. Although Dutch students attain high scores in mathematics,
their performance in problem solving is significantly lower (PISA-NL- < \QQ;
Naturally, this situation raises much concern and needs improvement.
The POPO project was set up to investigate ways to improve the problem solving
competence of primary school students and to offer them opportunities to prepare for the
learning of algebra in secondary school. The focus of this project is on non-routine
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contextual number problems with interrelated values. These problems can be solved by
setting up and solving equations with unknowns. In contrast with secondary school students
who have the option of applying formal algebra, primary school students may solve these
problems through informal algebraic reasoning. To offer students opportunities to gain
experiences with this kind of reasoning, we provided them with an online computer game.
The students played the game at home and got instant feedback on the outcome of their
actions. In this article we describe how the game-generated feedback supported students’
learning in solving early algebra problems.

2 Teaching algebra in the elementary grades
The introduction of algebra into the elementary grades has been approached from various,
often overlapping perspectives, such as generalizing arithmetic, introducing variables and
covariation in word problems, and focusing on functions. For example, Carraher and
 \QQY                   
particular numbers and measures, and towards reasoning about relations among sets of
numbers and measures. In line with these definitions of early algebra, students should be
engaged “in specially designed activities, so that they can begin to note, articulate, and
represent the general patterns they see among variables” (Schliemann et al., 2003, p.128.
Notably, rich problem contexts pose the challenge of generating abstract knowledge about
mathematical objects and structure from experience and reasoning in specific situations
(Carraher & <\QQY;
Information and communication           
that can play a crucial role in the development of early algebraic reasoning. Researchers have
            < \QQQ    
(Sutherland & <'))@           ;
As such, computer software makes the transition from arithmetic to algebraic reasoning
  <\QQQ; <      
attention to the potential of computer games to enhance students’ mathematical learning (Lee
& <\QQ);          
meaningful and relevant contexts, which makes the learning environment more powerful.
Notwithstanding the potential of computer games, research that reports on the use of games
for the learning of (early  ; <    
;|   !\QQ*<<
that students’ abilities in solving problems involving spatial sense and algebraic reasoning
improved by playing games. Another study carried out by Figueira-Sampaio, dos Santos, and
Carrijo \QQ)        – consisting of a virtual
balance – for solving first degree equations. The study showed that the use of the tool
enhanced students’ motivation, involvement, cooperation, discussion, and reflection.
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3 The role of feedback
Feedback is considered to have a very powerful effect on learning and achievement
(Bransford, Brow, & Cocking, 2000; Hattie &  < \QQY; {     
feedback can differ, but it is generally understood as the information provided by an agent
  < < !<  < < regarding some aspects of one’s performance
(Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Kluger & $<'));         
that it allows the comparison and evaluation of one’s actual performance relative to a
standard of performance (Kluger & DeNisi, 199;   <   \QQ`
feedback can include two types of information, namely verification and elaboration.
                      
(showing the result of a student’s act<     ;  
elaboration, the feedback includes, among other things, discussing particular errors,
providing worked examples, or giving guidance.
Hattie and   \QQY            !      
which the feedback is directed. For example, feedback at the level of the task can be
powerful, especially when it gives students information about erroneous hypotheses, but it
relies heavily on the students’ ability to interpret the information. Other forms of effective
feedback are feedback about the processing of the task and feedback about self-regulation;
the latter form of feedback is related – among other things – to the students’ ability to create
internal feedback and to self-assess, which both characterise the more effective learners.
Internal feedback, which is generated as learners monitor their engagement in tasks, affects
the way externally provided feedback is perceived and utilised (Butler & {< '))+;
Since self-regulation plays a fundamental role in problem solving, feedback that influences
students’ self-regulation might be essential for successful problem solving.
However, the effects of feedback on performance are by no means straightforward. Kluger
and DeNisi (19)           < 
nature of the feedback cues (e.g., whether they are positive or negative, what the content is,
   }<the !    ;;< < <and situational
   ;;<   ;    <           
feedback effects has been emphasised (Butler & {<'))+;

4 Computer-assisted feedback
As technologies change rapidly, new opportunities for providing and using feedback for
   ;       ; \QQQ         
contribute in establishing effective learning environments. Offering opportunities for
feedback is one of these ways. In particular, technology provides increasing opportunities for
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learners to receive feedback from tutoring systems, teachers, and peers, to reflect on their own
learning processes, and to revise and improve their understanding and reasoning.
Regarding problem solving, several studies (Bottino, Ferlino, Ott, & Tavella, 2007; Clements,
\QQQ[   _ < \QQ             -assisted
feedback. For example, feedback can support the students in error comprehension and allows
              ;<\QQY   <
technology tools can provide feedback for reflection, so that students can take more control of
their problem solving (Lee & _ < \QQ;      !     
feedback in which students’ problem solving is guided by hints and prompts (Lee &
_ < \QQ;             \QQ`   
verification feedback and elaboration feedback.
Actually, a similar distinction      '))`; _    
 !                   !   
generated from an unintelligent tutoring system (unI; |       
response with the performance of an expert. Nathan calls this type of feedback knowledgebased. The diagnosis of the students’ problem solving and suggestions for improvement are
presented directly to the students. On the contrary, a unITS just shows the consequences of
students’ actions and the students have to interpret this information. Therefore, this type of
feedback, called situation-based feedback, requires that the students use their own
knowledge and perform self-assessment and error detection. The students then debug their
solutions until an acceptable solution is found. Experimental results showed that students
who had worked in unITS that incorporate the situation-based type of feedback performed
significantly higher in solving algebra story problems.
In general, the role of computer feedback to support students’ learning has been
investigated when the computer was used in school. Little research has been done in a
setting – for instance, at home – where no teacher is present to guide students’ learning
processes. As a consequence, hardly anything is known about how students regulate their
problem solving processes based only on the feedback they receive from a computer.

5 Research design
5.1 Research question
The present study addressed the following research question: Can feedback resulting from
playing an online game at home contribute to students’ ability in solving early algebra
problems?
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5.2 Method
To answer these research questions, we first collected data with a paper-and-pencil test on
early algebra consisting of seven non-routine contextual number problems with interrelated
values. During and after doing this test, students received no feedback, neither on their
answers, nor on their problem solving processes. After one week, each of the students got a
unique account and a password in order to log in to an online environment and play with a
computer game. They also got a set of problems to solve with the aid of the computer game
at home. Because we wanted to create a situation similar to regular home computer use, the
students could decide themselves whether or not they went online and how they played the
game. While playing the game, the students were automatically informed about the
consequences of their actions and their activities were recorded by special monitoring
software. After four weeks the paper-and-pencil test was administered again.
5.2.1 Participants
Five grade 6 classes from five schools in a big city in the Netherlands participated in the
study. Of the 123 students who were invited to go to the online environment, 96 students (46
+Q ;  '';` SD ¡;++   
mathematical ability as measured by the CITO E5 test was 116.0 (SD = 1Q;';   
corresponds to level B, which ranges from 111 to 117 points and includes students whose
score lies between the 50th and 75th percentile. The students who logged in did not differ
from the total group of students in respect with the CITO E5 test score (M = 115.8, SD =
'Q;*<   M = 11.8, SD ¡;+@  -   \ ' ;
5.2.2 Paper-and-pencil test
The paper-and-pencil test consisted of seven non-routine contextual number problems with
interrelated values. The following two problems were included in the test:
‘Quiz’ problem: In a quiz you get two points for each correct answer. If a question is
not answered or the answer is wrong, one point is subtracted from your score. The
quiz contains ten questions. Tina received eight points in total. How many questions
did Tina answer correctly?
‘Hit the target’ problem: You get two points if your arrow hits the white part in the
middle of the target. If you do not hit it, one point is taken away from your score. Anne
shot ten arrows. She has in total eight points. How often did Anne shoot in the target?
These problems can be solved by a variety of approaches, ranging from trial-and-error to a
more sophisticated algebraic approach. However, the latter approach is unlikely because
primary school students do not possess any algebraic tools. Instead, they can apply
informal, context-connected solutions. These strategies and the accompanying notations can
provide important entry points for learning algebra.
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5.2.3 The computer game and the ICT environment
The environment that was developed to give students experience in dealing with
interrelated varying values includes an archery game, called ‘Hit the target’1. The default
  '       <  
bow, a score board, a frame where the students can fill in the game rule, and a frame where
the students can fill in the number of hits, misses, and randomly shot arrows.

Fig. 1

Screen view of game in the computer-shooting mode

The students have the opportunity to define the game settings. For example, they can
choose between user-defined or computer-defined game rule. In the user-defined game rule
they can fill in the points that are added or subtracted in case of a hit or a miss. In the
computer-defined game rule, the computer sets the rule randomly. The students can also
determine the shooting mode by choosing between the user-shooting mode and the computershooting mode. In the user-shooting mode the students can shoot arrows one by one by
dragging them to the bow and monitor their score after each shot. In the computer-shooting
mode the arrows are shot at once according to the entered values and the scoreboard updates
rapidly to inform the students about their score. This dynamic game feature provides feedback
to the students. As a matter of fact, the game does not diagnose the students’ answers; instead,
the feedback includes information that the students can use to compare the values on the
scoreboard with the intended values. In other words, the game provides situation-based
feedback, which the students must interpret and can use to modify their solution if necessary.
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The ICT environment was connected to the so-called digital mathematics environment
(DME2. This software traces students’ actions while working online. The log data of each
       ;;<         
online environment. Furthermore, the date, time, and duration of the online work were
registered. Figure 2 shows how a student solved a problem by several attempts.

Fig. 2

Screen view of the log data generated by the DWO

The students had a three-week period to work in the online environment. Each week they
received a number of problems; 14 in total (eight problems of which six consisted of two
 ;               !   
varied from finding the pair of hits and misses that produces a particular score, to
generating a general rule by systematizing all solutions. For some problems more than one
correct answer was possible, while others had only one correct answer. For example, the
following problems were given to the students:
Problem 3a What is the game rule to get 15 points in total with 15 hits and 15 misses?
Problem 3b Are there other game rules to get 15 hits, 15 misses and 15 points?
Problem 4a What is the game rule to get 16 points in total with 16 hits and 16 misses?
Problem 4b Are there other game rules to get 16 hits, 16 misses, and 16 points?
Problem 8 For every hit you gain 2 points and for every miss 1 point is taken away
from your score. You have 10 arrows in total. How many hits and misses do you
have to shoot to get 5 points in total?
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When the students were verifying their solution to a problem they generally compared the
number of hits, misses, and the total score on the scoreboard with the values in the problem
statement.
The aim of this computer-based intervention was to make the shift from the students’ focus
on particular values to a focus on relations between values. This means that – in spite of the
fact that the numbers involved in a problem vary – the students may become aware of the
invariant structure of the problem. Comprehending this invariant structure is an important
aspect of algebraic reasoning. In this way, algebra as understanding patterns, relations, and
 "<\QQQ      ;

6 Results
In this section we first discuss the results of the Quiz and the Hit the target problem that were
included in the paper-and-pencil test. Then, we relate these results to the results of five online
problems that we consider as key problems in supporting the students’ problem solving.
6.1 Pre and posttest
Of the 96 students who were logged in, 85 did both the pretest and the posttest. As shown is
Table 1, in the pretest one third of the students came up with a correct answer in both
problems. In the posttest, however, half of the students answered both problems correctly.
Table 1 also displays the strategies that students used to come to a solution (correct or
 ;            ;     -and-error and
systematic trialing was rather limited and generally did not change between pre and
posttest. The contrary was the case for the proof-or-check strategy, which was applied by a
considerable percentage of students (41 +';       !
their answer and perform a calculation with it to test whether the result fits the given
number values in the problem. The frequency of applying this strategy was larger in the
posttest than in the pretest. The above pattern in strategy use applied with minor differences
to both problems.
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Table 1
Results from the Quiz and the Hit the target problem
Quiz

Hit the target

% students
in pretest
¡`+

% students
in posttest
¡`+

% students
in pretest
¡`+

% students
in posttest
¡`+

32

53

34

54

Trial-and-error

9

8

5

4

Systematic trialing

13

14

13

8

Proof-or-check

45

51

41

51

Correct answers
Strategies for all
answers

Furthermore, in the posttest most strategies were more successful than in the pretest (see
 \@;In the Quiz problem 54% of the cases of strategy use were related to the
correct answer, while in the posttest this occurred in 71% of the cases. In the Hit the target
problem these percentages were respectively 56% and 74%.
Table 2
Relation of strategy use and successfulness in the Quiz problem
Strategies

Number of cases in which a
strategy was applied in pretest

Number of cases in which a
strategy was applied in posttest

Trial-and-error

8

7

Systematic
trialing

11

Proof-or-check

38

Total cases

57

Answer-C

4

Answer-W

4

Answer-C

6

Answer-W

5

Answer-C

21

Answer-W

17

Answer-C

@'+*

Answer-W

\*

12
43
62

Answer-C

7

Answer-W

0

Answer-C

9

Answer-W

3

Answer-C

28

Answer-W

15

Answer-C

**Y'

Answer-W

'`\)
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Table 3
Relation of strategy use and successfulness in the Hit the target problem
Strategies

Number of cases in which a
strategy was applied in pretest

Number of cases in which a
strategy was applied in posttest

Trial-and-error

4

3

Systematic
trialing

11

Proof-or-check

35

Total of cases

50

Answer-C

2

Answer-W

2

Answer-C

6

Answer-W

5

Answer-C

20

Answer-W

15

Answer-C

\`+

Answer-W

\\**

7

43

53

Answer-C

3

Answer-W

0

Answer-C

4

Answer-W

3

Answer-C

32

Answer-W

11

Answer-C

@)Y*

Answer-W

'*\

6.2 Online working
Because the game play was optional, the 92 students who were logged in and did the
pretest, did not process all the online problems. For example, the five online problems that
we consider as key problems were only processed each by 30% to 50% of these students.
Table 4 also shows that in general the involvement in the online problems was higher for
the students who solved the quiz problem correctly in the pretest. Another finding is that
29% of the students showed an improvement on this problem between the pre and posttest.
To find out how the students developed while working online, we traced the online activities
of the 11 students who worked on all the five online problems. Table 5 presents the types of
solution strategies that the students applied to solve the problems. We distinguished the
       ]<    "< 
      <    
  < -and-  <  trialing ;
 +       YQ      
the first attempt and that they did not apply the same strategy in every problem.
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Table 4
Results from the logged-in students in the Quiz problem and their participation in the online
game
     

      ! 
problems in the online game

Pretest

Posttest

P 3a

Answer-C

30

Answer-W

Total

62

Answer-C

\Y)Q

Answer-W

0

Missing

@'Q

Answer-C

'`\)

Answer-W

*Q+

Missing

*

92

92

P 3b

P 4a

P 4b

P8

'++Q '\*Q \QY '`Q '\*Q

@'+Q \@@Y \\@+ '+\* '\

*+Q @+@` *\* @@@ \`@Q

Notes: Answer-C = correct answer; Answer-W = wrong answer

Table 5
Types of solution strategies applied by the 11 students in the five online problems and their
scores on the Quiz problem in the pretest and posttest
Students

Score Quiz problem

Solution types
P 3a

P 3b

P 4a

P 4b

P8

Pretest

Posttest

St 1

OC

OC

MCTandE

MCTandE

OI

0

0

St 2

OC

MCTandE

OC

OC

MCSYS

1

1

St 3

MCSYS

OC

MCTandE

OC

MCSYS

1

1

St 4

MCTandE

OC

OC

OC

OC

1

1

St 5

OC

OC

OC

OC

OC

1

1

St 6

OC

OC

OC

OC

OC

–

0

St 7

MCTandE

MCTandE

OC

OC

OC

1

1

St 8

OC

MCTandE

MCTandE

OC

MCTandE

0

1

St 9

OC

OC

MCTandE

OC

OC

0

1

St 10

MCTandE

OC

OC

OC

OC

0

1

St 11

OC

OC

OC

MCTandE

OC

0

0

5

8

Total
Notes: 1 = correct; 0 = wrong
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 <  ' @    %  @@  
attempt, applied a trial-and-error strategy in Problems 4a and 4b, and gave a wrong answer to
Problem 8 in one attempt. Evidently, for this student the online game was not very helpful.
Both in the pretest and the posttest she could not solve the Quiz problem.
   @    *          Quiz problem in the pretest and
posttest. Her online working showed a smooth pattern of first applying multiple attempts in
Problems 3a and 4a followed by an one-attempt answer in Problems 3b and 4b.
  `  +          ;
She solved Problem 3a in one attempt and applied multiple attempts to solve Problems 3b
and 4a. Then, she solved Problem 4b in one attempt and answered Problem 8 by applying a
trial-and-         ; The comparison between the pretest and posttest
solution of the quiz problem also shows a clear gain. In the posttest she systematically tried
        <    
wrong answer without providing any solution information.

Fig. 3

Solution strategies student 1

Fig. 4

Solution strategies student 3
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Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Solution strategies student 8

   %  *<* <` Quiz problem strategy
     ` 

The work of student 3 is another example in which the influence of the online game is
recognizable. In the posttest, this student used the model of the archery game to solve the
quiz    Y   <        [wrong: –1 point’
and then she made three systematic attempts, the first with eight correct questions, the
second with seven correct questions, and the last with six correct questions.

Fig. 7

   %  ` Quiz problem      
student 3 in posttest
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To compare problem solving in situations with and without feedback, we present the results
of all the students that worked on the online Problem 8 and who did the Quiz problem in the
pre and posttest. These were 26 in total. Table 3 displays their results for the Quiz problem
in the pretest and the posttest and in the online Problem 8.
Table 6
Solution categories in the Quiz        %  `
Solution categories

Students %
Quiz problem
pretest (n ¡\

P8 (n ¡\

Quiz problem posttest
(n¡\

Answer-C

46

88

69

Complete information use

46

88

69

Multiple attempts

19

Trial-and-error

15

15

15

Systematic trialing

15

4

23

Verifying answer

50

Unknown

3

58

As can be seen in Table 6, the students had more difficulties with the Quiz problem in the
paper-and-pencil tests than with the similar online Problem 8. The percentages of correct
answers – which actually correspond with the percentages of complete use of information –
differ substantially. In the online Problem 8 almost all the students found the correct solution.
Obviously, for some students this was a fruitful experience; the posttest result of the quiz
problem was higher than the pretest result (46% co  );
Twenty-  `'%  `   <   
(for 18 of the \'                ;
    ')            -and-error or
systematic trialing. In comparison to the pretest, the percentage of trial-and-error remained
the same and the systematic trialing increased in the posttest.
Another observation that came to the fore when analyzing the solution processes of the
students was that verifying does not straightforwardly lead to the correct answer. In case
students do not use the complete problem information either when solving the problem or
when verifying the answer, the verification procedure does not help students in detecting their
error. For example, to solve online Problem 8, a student might try out three hits and one miss,
leading to a score of five points, which is the intended amount of points. Then, the student
might assume that this is the correct answer, while ignoring the total number of arrows, which
are ten. However, this actually happened less often in the online environment than in the
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paper-and-  '\  +*   @'      
a wrong solution due to incomplete information use.

7 Conclusions and discussion
This study is about an online archery game played at home, which directly provided students
with the results of their shooting actions. The aim of the study was to investigate the potential
of this game to support primary school students in solving early algebra problems.
Based on our results we can claim that there is some evidence that the game-generated or
situation-based feedback –  '))`  – contributed to students’ ability in
solving early algebra problems. Firstly, the students in our study performed better in the
online environment than in the paper-and-pencil condition where no feedback was
provided. Apparently, during game playing the students were confronted with all the
parameters involved in the problem, which helped them to use all the problem information
and encouraged them to detect and rectify their errors. Secondly, the students’ online
working had a positive effect on their performance in the paper-and-pencil posttest. This
           '))`       -based feedback can
foster higher-order thinking skills and internal learning control producing learning gains.
These gains were observable in the increase in performance level between the pretest and
the posttest. Moreover, we found some students enhanced their internal learning control. By
playing the game, these students were inclined to verify their answers in the posttest. In
fact, this means that the game-generated feedback might have changed the students’ attitude
and induced student-generated feedback. It is worth noting that a short online intervention
that not only took place outside school, but which was also voluntary for the students,
turned out to be sufficient to make this happen.
Of course, these findings should be treated with caution. To begin with, we could not control
whether the students worked on the online problems by themselves or with the help of a peer
or a family member. Nevertheless, because working online was voluntary and the tasks were
low-stakes, we believe that the students did not feel the need for assistance. Actually, the
                         
indication that the students worked on their own. If parents had been involved it would have
been more likely that the students would have accomplished all the presented problems.
More importantly, we carried out a limited experiment with a small number of students and
we only measured a few student characteristics. As a matter of fact, besides the game itself,
many other factors could have been of influence on the gain in performance. Therefore,
more research is necessary to further explore the potential of computer games with inherent
feedback in supporting students’ problem solving competence in the domain of early
algebra. On top of that, the monitoring software that we attached to the online environment
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– and provided us with detailed information about students’ problem solving processes –
can be used to investigate new possibilities for teacher-generated feedback in connection
with this game-generated feedback.

Notes
1. Our colleague Huub Nilwik programmed this game.
2. Our colleague Peter Boon developed the DME.
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Can an intervention including an online game to be played at home
contribute to students’ early algebra performance?
1 Introduction
The great significance attached to algebra as an educational goal (see, e.g., Schoenfeld,
'))+[~ <\QQY[~ !<  <^<\QQ'["<\QQQ    
considerable concern about students’ difficulties with this mathematical domain. A
considerable number of students in secondary education show poor performance and drop
       ~ < \QQY; |    <        
difficulties in learning algebra to the limitations of mathematics education in primary
school (Schlieman   ;< \QQ@; | <         !    
students have already misconceptions in arithmetic, which remain unnoticed until algebra is
introduced (Booth, 198*[ <   <  < ^ < '))`; ]   
misconceptions is that the equal sign is only interpreted as a command to carry out an
    < ')`*[ ~ <  < "< ^ | < \QQ; |      
difficulties for beginning algebra students is that in primary school the focus is on working
with particular numbers and quantities rather than on reasoning about relations among sets
  ;<'))`;
While some researchers have attributed these obstacles to a cognitive gap between arithmetic
and algebra (Herscovics & Linc!< '))*<             
           ~ < \QQY;           
developing arithmetic and computational fluency, which in secondary school is followed by
an isolated and su       ~ <\QQY;   
coherence in school mathematics, several researchers have supported the integration of
algebraic reasoning into the primary school mathematics curriculum (Carraher, Schliemann,
Brizuella & Enrnest<\QQ[~ <\QQY[ <'))+;
However, the suggested inclusion of algebra in primary school mathematics does not imply
adding traditional algebra to the primary school curriculum; rather, it means providing entry
points to algebra through treating existing number topics in a deeper and more connected
 ~ <   < ^  < \QQY;       <    < 
collection of problems that offer students opportunities for reasoning algebraically by
applying informal methods, i.e. solving problems without using letters to represent
unknown values. This approach to teaching and learning mathematics in the primary school
is mostly referred to as ‘early algebra’ (Katz, 2007;   <      
students’ proficiency in arithmetic and develops it further (Kilpatrick, Swafford, & Findell,
\QQ'; Although grounded in arithmetic, students’ informal methods can be the stepping
stones to developing algebraic reasoning. For example, exploring numerical patterns can
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              "< \QQQ; 
problem contexts can play an indispensable role herein, as experience and reasoning in
particular situations may support students in generating abstract knowledge (Carraher &
<\QQY;
The present study investigates how primary school students’ can be provided with help to
develop algebraic reasoning. Our focus is on their ability to solve contextual number
problems with covariating values. In contrast with secondary school students who have the
option of applying formal algebra, which means setting up and solving equations with
unknowns, primary school students may solve these problems through context-connected
informal reasoning.
To meet this challenging goal of supporting early algebraic reasoning we use the benefits that
new technologies offer. In this way, we seek to extend the work of other researchers who have
successfully implemented paper-and-pencil activities for teaching algebra to young students,
      <   < ^  < \QQ'   
{ < <^  <\QQ<    "^ <\QQ< 
  | <\QQ@;  <       mputer
games, as research has shown that they can offer engaging learning experiences to students,
encourage active learning, and support the learning of complex subject matter (e.g., Ke,
\QQ`;    <         – meaning that the game has an
interactive character, contains animations, and provides instant feedback – to support students
in understanding covariation and functional relations. Our assumption is that such an
environment can contribute to the development of thinking processes related to varying
  ; |    \QQ*<   !           
algebra. A dynamic computer environment can prompt students to focus on the ways that
output values vary as input values change, so that they can more easily identify relations
between covariating values. This is a unique advantage of computer activities over paper-andpencil for introducing young children to the concept of function.
Another means that is often brought into action to remedy educational deficits is
homework. Several studies have come up with evidence that homework can enhance
achievement, but there are many factors that influence its effectiveness (e.g., Trautwein,
\QQY; _ !         !lls learned at school, whereas
there is hardly any knowledge about the role of homework in learning complex
competences, such as algebraic reasoning.
The present study aims at acquiring knowledge about innovative educational approaches to
the teaching of algebra in the primary grades by investigating whether an online game played
at home can function as a learning environment for eliciting early algebraic problem solving.
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2 Theoretical background
2.1 Teaching and learning of early algebra
According to Ca   ;\QQ     !   
numbers and measures towards working with relations among sets of numbers and measures.
In fact, they see early algebra as departing from arithmetic reasoning with a focus on
generalizing and reasoning about functions. To stimulate algebraic thinking and enable the
move from arithmetic to algebra students should participate “in specially designed activities,
so that they can begin to note, articulate, and represent the general patterns they see among
  > ;<\QQ@<;'\`;$         
have difficulties with algebra, which might be caused by shortcomings in the primary
mathematics curriculum, several experiments have shown that primary school students have
the potential to handle fundamental algebraic concepts such as the notion of variable,
 <          ;< \QQ<      
patterns and making generalizations (Blant ^ ~ <\QQ+<    
   ;<'))`;    <    
algebra focuses on supporting primary school students to reason about relationships between
numbers and quantities and to express general rules between sets of values. An example of a
problem that can elicit such reasoning is the Quiz1 problem.

Fig. 1

Quiz problem.

The Quiz problem can be solved by a formal algebraic approach, which is solving through a
system of two linear equations with two unknowns. However, this problem can also be
solved by applying an arithmetic method. Then, students may reason informally about the
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relationships between the numbers in the problem. For example, they can choose a value to
represent the number of correct answers, perform the calculations that are described in the
problem, and check whether the guess leads to the intended result, i.e. the score of 8 points.
In fact, before receiving instruction in algebra, students have only arithmetic approaches at
their disposal. Although such approaches cannot be labeled as formal algebraic procedures,
\QQ*      way in which students make sense of
algebraic situations.
However, it is important to be aware of possible gender differences in students’
performances in this type of problems, since it is known that boys outperform girls in
higher-order number skills. For example, Winkelmann, Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, and
   \QQ`                   
calculations with a missing term or with an unknown start and scored higher in
mathematical reasoning, problem solving and modeling, and in problems which ask for
backward reasoning. Results of gender studies with secondary school and college students
are mixed. On the one hand, several studies have revealed that female students perform
better than male students in algebra tasks. For example, in TIMSS (Mullis, Martin, & Foy,
\QQ`           < 
  \QQ'        ;
On the other hand, research indicates that male students perform better in higher-order
thinking algebra items (Ryan & Chiu, 2001; Mendes-   ^  !< \QQ;
Furthermore, in the PISA 2003 study, boys generally outperformed girls in the content scale
‘Change and r ]$<\QQ@;
2.2 Role of ICT in teaching and learning mathematics and algebra in particular
Several research studies have emphasized the role of the use of Information and
             matics. There is
evidence that ICT has an overall positive effect on mathematics achievement. This is shown
   " \Q'Q<        -analysis of 46 studies on the effect of
computer technology on students’ learning of mathematics. In general, the positive
influence of ICT is accounted for by several factors. For example, digital technologies offer
access to external representations and reactive feedback (Zbiek, Heid, Blume, & Dick,
\QQY              ing (Roschelle, Pea, Hoadley,
 <^"<\QQQ;
|    " \Q'Q                 <   
researchers have come to different conclusions. According to Imhof, Vollmeyer, and
Beierlein \QQY                   ;
Moreover, several researchers have reported gender differences in computer attitudes. For
example, boys are more self-confident with computers and score higher in pleasure and
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p     " <\QQ';  ]  <   <
  \QQ*< <           ;
In addition to the important role that ICT plays in all domains of mathematics, using ICT is
considered to be significant in the teaching and learning of algebra (see, e.g., Stacey, Chick,
^ ~< \QQ*;     _ ^   < ')`)    
 < \QQ+[    ^ < '))@    y used for developing
   ;    <  '))+       
environments can support the development of increasingly sophisticated concepts of
functions, for example from the action concept of function (i.e., a set of isolated
            ;;<    !    ; !<
  < <"!!<{\QQQ       
more appropriate for developing concepts related to dynamic processes. Through this
dynamic-oriented approach, as they call it, the concept of function might become accessible
to primary school students. However, further research in the use of technology to enhance
   ~ <\QQY;
Among the ICT environments, computer games have attracted special interest from
  <   <  !  " <  !< ^ _< \QQ\;]
the basis of an extensive literature review Mitchell and Savill-  \QQ*    
computer games have a significant impact on students’ cognitive skills. They concluded
that computer games are engaging and can embed mathematical concepts that may be hard
          ;    '))      based mathematical game environments support meaningful learning and provide
  ;   <} \QQ@ – in his reflection on
the history of games in educational research – refers to the state of flow that students can
ach_^ <\QQ*;  <  
in complex, goal directed activities not because there are external rewards but for the
excitement of game playing. However, apart from a few studies that show positive effects
on students’ performance (Kebritchi, Hirumi, & Bai, 2010; Redfield, Gaither & Redfield,
\QQ)<!            ;
2.3 Homework
Homework is defined as “tasks assigned to students by schoolteachers that are meant to be
carried out during non- > <')`)<;Y;|     
the students’ house, homework has also a school-based part where teachers explain, control
and discuss it. Homework is recognized as a form of self-regulated learning (Trautwein,
¸ !< <^<\QQ; < !     
powerful instructional device (Trautwein, Lüdtke, Kastens, & ~¨ < \QQ; _ <
several variables influence the effect of homework on achievement. For example, effort put
into homework, such as number of tasks completed and percentage of tasks attempted, has
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been found to be positively related to achievement, whereas time spent on homework and
achievement have been found to be negatively related or unrelated (Trautwein, Lüdtke,
 <   ;< \QQ;    <        <       
and gender, affect the relation between homework and achievement (Trautwein, Lüdtke,
 <   ;< \QQ;          !  <  
positively related to motivation and homework behavior (i.e., effort, time, and learning
  ;    , girls show more compliance, which is positively
    !      < ¸ !<  <   ;< \QQ    
     !   < \QQY;    <       
frequency of homework completion and find homework less boring than boys.
In comparison to regular paper-and-pencil homework and the commonly used computer
programs that are mostly focused on routine skills, dynamic and interactive ICT
environments allow the development of more complex skills such as problem solving
 < \QQQ; "  <              
      "< " < ^ < \QQ'<         
interactive character might play an important role in broadening the scope of competences
being practiced at home and raising the quality of homework. However, like in general
computer use gender differences might also apply to home computer use and game playing
  ;|    \QQ@ ave a marked preference for
playing games, which is associated with a greater out-of-school computer use by boys.
2.4 Focus of the study
The goal of this study was to investigate the effects of an intervention, in which students
got the opportunity to work at home with an online game, on their performance in early
algebra problems that involve covarying variables. Moreover, we wanted to know whether
the effect on the performance differs between girls and boys. The present article addresses
what we found with respect to the students ability to solve these early algebra problems as a
result of the intervention; elsewhere (Kolovou, & Van den Heuvel-%< \Q'Q 
described the nature of the early algebraic reasoning that was elicited while working in this
online environment.
For the purpose of the study, an online ICT environment was developed that included an
archery game, in which the students gain points by shooting arrows, and a tool for
monitoring the students’ working in this environment. The game was intended to offer
students experience with covarying variables; the number of arrows, the points assigned to
each shot, and the total score are interrelated so that a change in one of these values affects
the other values as well. The students could use the game to solve problems at their own
pace as part of their homework. In addition, the students received classroom instruction to
get introduced to the online environment and, later, to share their experiences with the
game playing.
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The monitoring tool enabled the registration of the online activity and the logged-in time of
every student. The frequency of the online activity was determined by the number of events
       ;]         re
used were the number of problems that the students worked on and the number and
percentage of focused events (i.e., shooting actions intended to answer a given problem;

3 Research questions and hypotheses
In the light of the above, we addressed three research questions. The first research question
was whether an intervention including an online game enhanced the students’ performance
in early algebra. Because prior studies have shown positive effects of computer
technologies on mathematics learning, we expected that an intervention program offering
students the opportunity to play a computer game would contribute positively to the
      _ ';
The second research question zoomed in on the effect of the effort indicators of the online
work (the time being logged in, number of carried out events, number and percentage of
 <    !       
problem solving. With respect to the efforts indicators our expectations were varying.
Concerning the influence of login time we were torn between two assumptions. On the one
hand, a larger amount of time invested on the online work might bring about a stronger
positive effect. On the other hand, the relation between logged-in time and performance
might be negative; the more able students might need to spend less time in the online
environment. Because of this contradiction, no hypotheses were made for the logged-in
;        <       <
        <          !      
them to be positively related with the achieved problem solving performance in early
 _ \< <<;
The third research question addressed the previous two questions from the gender
perspective. To begin with, we investigated whether boys and girls differed in their
achieved performance in early algebra as a result of the intervention. Research has shown
that, on the one hand, boys use the computers more successfully and might, therefore,
benefit more than girls from the intervention. Moreover, several studies have suggested that
boys outperform girls in more complex problem solving tasks. On the other hand, girls are
more willing to accomplish homework assignments, which is positively associated with
performance. Because of these somewhat opposing findings, we did not make predictions
about the role of gender on the effect of the intervention on the early algebra performance.
Additionally, we investigated whether gender was related to effort indicators. According to
previous research outcomes, girls might spend less time than boys on computer activities,
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but they are also inclined to spend more time on their homework tasks. Because of these
conflicting empirical results, we did not formulate a hypothesis about differences in logged
in time. Furthermore, in accordance with empirical findings that girls show more effort in
 !<        <     
 <        <  
number of worked problems in the online environment (Hypot@< <<;

4 Method
4.1 Design – Procedure
A pretest-posttest-control-group experiment was set up to investigate the influence of the
intervention on students’ early algebra performance. Compared to earlier research, this
study introduces two innovative elements: Firstly, working with the computer game did not
!              < <    
was used to collect data about the students’ online computer activity. This software
provides access to the students’ performance from a distance (tele- ;
In total the duration of the experiment was about six weeks. The intervention consisted of
three periods of one week in which students could play the online game. Each period
started with a class instruction lasting 30–45 minutes. During the first class instruction one
of the authors introduced the online environment and the game features with the help of an
interactive whiteboard or a digital projector. Each student received a unique internet
account and a worksheet with a set of problems and the request to visit the online
environment at home and solve these problems. In the second and third class instruction,
the solutions of the problems were discussed for about 15 minutes and a new set of
problems was provided as homework to the students. During the discussions the students
presented their answers and emphasis was put on the underlying structure of the problems.
Apart from discussing the students’ solutions the class instruction was also meant to
encourage students to keep up with the online work at home.
The online activity was introduced as a game and was not part of the students’ compulsory
homework. As a matter of fact, the students were asked to help researchers collect
information about how primary school students utilize the game. The teachers had a minor
role in the intervention; they only had to stimulate their students to go online and play the
game. At the beginning of the experiment both the students and their parents were informed
about the registration of the online work.
Before and after the intervention a pretest and a posttest were administered by the
researcher who gave the class instruction. The testing was not only done in the
experimental group but also in the control group. However, the students in the control
group did not receive the intervention.
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4.2 Sample
Our sample consisted of 236 sixth-graders. In the sampling process considerable attention
was paid to recruiting students from various socio-economic backgrounds. Due to the rather
noticeable phenomenon of ethnic segregation in Dutch primary schools, which can be
partly attributed to segregated city districts, we contacted schools from different districts in
a large city in the Netherlands. Initially, we approached schools from five city districts that
cover a wide socio-economic range in student population. Each school was contacted by
email and phone and the sixth-grade class was invited to participate in the intervention.
After we had found five schools that agreed to be involved in the study, we looked for five
matching control classes within the same five districts. Through this procedure we found
students from in total ten schools to take part in the study. All participating students were
experiencing a similar type of mathematics education. Their schools were using comparable
mathematics textbooks which only contain a minimum of early algebra type of problems
(Kolovou, Van den Heuvel-%<^!! <\QQ);
In general, Dutch students are quite familiar with computer technology. In fact, 96% of the
          " ;<\QQ`;
Particularly, computer games are very popular among them. This is also true for the
students of this study. According to their teachers, the students of the participating classes
were familiar with playing educational computer games at school and at home. Therefore,
       ^"<\Q'Q  !   
students of this study.
4.3 Instruments
4.3.1 The online environment
The environment that was developed to give students experience in dealing with covarying
variables includes a dynamic game called ‘Hit the target’2. The default screen of the game
displays five features: The target, the pile of arrows and the bow, the score board, the board
that displays the game rule, and the board that shows the number of arrows (hits and
 \;        
rule mode. The shooting mode includes two options: Shooting arrows one by one by
                         
      ;   
The students can set the game rule by filling in the points added or subtracted in case of a
               ;
features of the game are dynamically linked. During the shooting the values on the
scoreboard update rapidly to inform students about their score. The same happens when
removing arrows from the target. In this way, students may comprehend that the arrows, the
score and the game rule are related to each other so that a modification in the value of one
of these variables has a direct effect on the other variables. Moreover, the game offers
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instant visual feedback by showing on the score board the number of hits and misses and
the number of points resulting from a shooting action.

Fig. 2

Screen view of game in the computer shooting-mode.

For working in the online environment each student of the experimental group received a
}              
meant for the three periods of the intervention. The problems varied from finding the
number of arrows that were hits and the number of arrows that were misses that produce
together a particular score, to generating a general solution by systematizing all possible
answers. Figure 3 shows a selection of the problems that were given to the students in the
three periods of the intervention.
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Fig. 3

Selection of problems for working in the online environment

In this series two types of problems are included: Problems that can be translated into a
linear equation of the type
, thus having an infinite number of solutions, and
problems that can be translated into a system of two linear equations with two unknowns
with only one solution:
and
. However, both types of problems are
presented in such a way that students can solve them at a level that fits their understanding
and in an environment that offers them the opportunity to use the game for checking their
answers. The idea behind this series of problems is that they support students in detecting
and generalizing relationships between sets of numbers. Moreover, these problems confront
students with situations in which multiple conditions should be taken into account.
In Problem 1 the students have to find the number of hits and the number of misses that
result in a total score of 15 points when 3 points are added for a hit and 1 point is subtracted
for a miss. Several solutions are correct as long as they result in 15 points.
In Problem 3a, instead of looking for the number of hits and misses, students have to find a
game rule that produces the given result (15 hits; 15 misses; 15  ; The students can
solve this problem by just guessing-and-checking, or by systematically trying out solutions,
or by finding the solution directly by reasoning.
In Problem 3b the students have to come up with other game rules that lead to the same
result as in Problem 3a. By finding other game rules, students might discover a general
solution that describes how the points for a hit and the points for a miss are related to get a
total number of points that equals the number of hits and the number of misses. They can
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realize that the points added for a hit and the points subtracted for a miss should result
together in one point. This means that every time you shoot one hit and one miss you also
get one point. This general solution can be used to find game rules for any situation in
which the numbers of hits, misses, and points are equal (n hits; n misses; n points. For
students who arrive at this general solution, Problem 4a and Problem 4b are easy to solve.
Those who do not discover the relationship can still solve the problems by guessing-andchecking. Hereafter, Problem 5a and Problem 5b bring in large numbers, which help
students realize that the general solution applies regardless of the size of the numbers. In
this way, students are induced to think about the relationships between the numbers rather
than just doing operations with the numbers involved in the problem.
A new step towards algebraic problems is made in Problem 8. Actually this problem is similar
to Problem 1 but it introduces a new condition. In addition to the game rule and the total
score, the sum of the hits and misses is known as well. Mathematically this means that this
problem cannot be translated in one equation with an infinite number of solutions, but that it
needs to be translated into a system of two linear equations which has only one solution. For
primary school students who do not have algebraic procedures available, solving Problem 8
means that they have to take into account all the relevant information and make sure that not
only the total score is 5, but also that the total number of hits and misses is 10. If, for instance,
a student comes up with the solution 6 hits and 7 misses, then, on the one hand, the total score
is 5 points, but, on the other hand, the total number of hits and misses is 12 and not 10. In that
case, the student’s solution does not satisfy all the criteria of the problem.
The students were asked to solve these problems while playing the game and to write down
their answers on a worksheet, which was meant for the students’ use only. During the class
instruction the students’ answers were discussed and emphasis was placed on determining
rules and regularities. To keep track of the students’ steps while working online, the game
was connected to the so- $  "      $"3. This software
creates a log that traces students’ actions in the game. The log data consist of a list with all
the actions carried out by each student, divided into sessions (i.e., every time that the
             ;;<         
clicked on the shoot  ;
4.3.2 Tests for assessing students’ mathematical abilities
In this study we used two tests to measure students’ mathematical abilities: A test for
assessing ability in solving early algebra problems (which was used as a pretest and a
  d a test for assessing general mathematical ability (which was used as a pretest
;       -and-pencil test containing
seven contextual number problems with interrelated values.
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Students’ responses to the problems were coded according to the correctness of the answer.
For each student the proportion of correct items was computed as an individual raw test
score. The pretest results indicated that, despite the low number of items, the internal
consistency was satisfying (Cronbach’s alpha = ;Y);    
one problem from the test due to poor psychometric properties (M = .17, item-totalcorrelation r = ;@Y;
The general mathematical ability of the students was measured by the End Grade 5 CITO]"   ]+  ;]-LOVS Mathematics Test is a series of
standardized tests meant for monitoring students’ mathematics performance in Dutch
primary school and assesses students’ knowledge and understanding of number-related and
measurement concepts. The items were scaled through an IRT model and the reliability
      ] +     \QQ\  ;)Q  ^ < \QQ\; 
correlation of the pretest with the CITO E5 test was significant with a moderate strength of
r = .65 (p < ;QQ'               
the test that assesses problem solving in early algebra to some extent measure different
abilities.
4.4 Statistical issues
4.4.1 Hierarchical Data
In the present study students came from 10 classes. In the literature on multilevel analyses
;;< _< \QQ\             -class correlations of achievement
measures (i.e, the average correlation between variables measured on pupils coming from the
    -based samples is much lower than the number
of real participants in the study. This typically leads to an underestimation of standard errors
and consequently to an inflation of type-II errors (rejection of true null- ;<
researcher is likely to come up with spurious significant results. Multi-level analyses,
however, take the nested character of the data into account and provide unbiased standard
errors. The intra-class correlations of our math tests were above .20 so students shared
considerable amount of variance in their achievement scores. Therefore, we decided to
   _ ";Q! < !<^<\QQ*;
4.4.2 Missing Data
Missing data is a common problem in repeated measurement studies. One recommended
solution to handle this problem is multiple imputation (e.g., Graham, 2009; Schafer &
 < \QQ\; |         \QQ\       
missing value is replaced by a list of m > 1 simulated values producing m plausible
alternative versions of the complete data. Each of the m data sets is analyzed in the same
way and the results, which may vary, are combined by simple arithmetic to obtain overall
estimates and standard errors that reflect missing-data uncertainty as well as sample
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variation. Out of the 236 students involved in the study, 11 were absent during the pretest
and 25 other students were absent during the posttest. Moreover, the CITO score of 17
students was not provided by their schools and 16 students took a different version of the
CITO test, which was not comparable with the version that the rest of the students had
taken. To test for patterns in missing data, we conducted a missing value analysis. Little’s
MCAR test '))`         2 = 8.24,
p = ;*';   <        % 
imputation module to create m = 10 complete data sets. This is in agreement with the recent
     < ]!     \QQY; |      
was used to obtain a good imputation model. All subsequent analyses were then conducted
10 times and the results were combined in    ')`Y;

5 Results
5.1 Initial differences between the groups
Before imputing missing values, we examined whether there were differences between the
experimental and control group in age, gender composition, general mathematical ability
and pretest performance. With respect to age and gender both groups were rather similar
   '; |<                     
problem solving test there was not a significant difference (t = 1.19, n.s.;_ < 
was not the case for the students’ general mathematical ability as measured by the CITO E5
test. Here we found a significant difference (t = 3.36, p = ;QQ';   < 
include the CITO E5 scores in our analyses.
Table 1
Descriptive statistics for experimental and control group before intervention
Group

N

Age
M

SD

Gender

Pretest score

CITO E5 test

Boys Girls

M

SD

N

M

SD

Experimental

119

11.82 .53

61

58

.37

.35

115

115.8 10.4

Control

106

11.87 .52

48

58

.32

.30

88

111.1

Total

225

11.85 .52

109

116

.34

.33

203* 113.8 10.2

9.3

*These students are a subset of the 225 students with complete data in the pretest

The mean pretest scores of the boys and girls on the problem solving test in early algebra
 \differed significantly (t = 4.20, p < ;QQ'    ; 
regarding their general mathematical ability as measured by the CITO E5 test (t = 3.23,
p < ;Q';
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Table 2
Descriptive statistics for boys and girls before intervention
Gender

N

Age

Pretest score

CITO E5 test

M

SD

M

SD

N

M

SD

Boys

109

11.90

.57

.43

.34

111

116.2

10.9

Girls

116

11.79

.48

.26

.29

92

111.7

9.1

Total

225

11.85

.52

.34

.33

203*

113.8

10.2

*These students are a subset of the 225 students with complete data in the pretest

5.2 Effect of the intervention
5.2.1 General effect of the intervention
To answer the first research question we compared the students’ performance in the
experimental versus the control group. The experimental group received an intervention
consisting of class instruction in which they were requested to play the online game at
home. However, because playing the game was voluntary not all students went online.
Nevertheless, we considered the students who did not go online to be part of the
experimental group. The main goal of the study was to figure out whether the intervention
contributed to students’ performance in early algebra problems. The fact that some students
did not go online is an inherent feature of the intervention. This situation may also occur
when teachers carry out this intervention in their educational practice in the future. In fact,
the research question we aim to answer here is whether such an intervention, in any degree
of implementation, has an effect or not.
Table 3 displays the pre- and posttest scores (average scores form 1Q   
the control and experimental group, which is further split into students who only followed
the class instruction and did not log in (i.e., the only-class-     
who followed the class instruction and did log in (i.e., the logged- ; No change over
time occurred in the control group, whereas students in the experimental group showed
significant increase with medium effect size (d = ;+Y   ;
Table 3
Means and standard deviations of pretest and posttest scores for experimental and control group
Group

N

Experimental (E1+E2
E1: Only-class-instruction
E2: Logged-in
Control

123
27
96
113

Pretest scores
M
SD
.35
.35
.27
.30
.38
.36
.31
.30

Posttest scores
M
SD
.48
.37
.40
.37
.51
.38
.33
.34
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Multi-level regression analyses including pretest scores, the CITO E5 scores, gender, and
group (0 = control group, 1 =               
was indeed significant (B = .086, p = ;Q'    *< ;;<   posttest students in the
experimental group outperformed their peers in the control group. Note, that the intervention
effect is significant even when we include the pretest scores and the CITO E5 test as
predictors, which results in a conservative estimation of the effect. Furthermore, there is a
tendency for boys gaining more than girls from the intervention even after controlling for
CITO E5 and pretest score. However, an additional analysis revealed that there was no
significant Gender x Group interaction effect (B = –.004, p = ;)`';    
suggests that the positive main effect of the intervention was the same for girls and boys.
Table 4
Multi-level regression model predicting posttest scores by CITO E5, gender, pretest, and
     ;          < <    values from HLM
B

SE

p

CITO E5

.012

.002

< .001

Gender

.044

.024

.072

Pretest score

.542

.047

< .001

Group

.086

.036

.016

2

R  

.63

5.2.2 Specific effect of the intervention
             *      
96 students Y` in the experimental group who followed the instruction given in class
and were logged in at least once (i.e., the logged-  <       
performances of the logged-in group and the control group. Since the number of students
per class became somewhat small, we decided to run here ordinary regression analyses
instead of multi-level analyses. Multiple regression analyses including the CITO E5 and
pretest score revealed that the students in the logged-in group, similar to the students in the
complete experimental group, performed significantly better than the students in the control
group (B = .084, p = ;Q'Y;
To further disentangle the effect of the online working from the effect of the class
instruction we compared the performance of the students who followed the class instruction
and were logged in and the students who only followed the class instruction (27   ;
By comparing their pretest performance we found that the students who went online and
followed the class instruction did not differ significantly from the students that were only
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present in the classroom sessions (t = 1.50, n.s.;{   to the posttest performance,
multiple regression analyses including CITO E5, pretest score, and group (0 = only-classinstruction group, 1 = logged-in group            
followed the class instruction did not significantly differ from the students who only
followed the class instruction (B = .026, n.s.;
5.2.3 Characteristics of online work as predictor of the achieved performance
To investigate the influence of the way of online working on the problem solving
performance in early algebra we focused on the group of students who went online and
investigated the role of logged-in time, number of carried out events, number of focused
events, percentage of focused events, and number of worked problems. A correlation analysis
s              !          +; 
lower correlations of logged-in time with the other online characteristics might indicate that
students were not actively engaged in the online activity for part of the time being logged in.
Table 5
Correlations among indicators of effort
Characteristics

1

2

3

4

5

1

Time

–

.49**

.44**

.13**

.22*

2

Number of events

–

.88**

.40**

.73**

3

Number of focused events

–

.68**

.87**

4

Percentage of focused events

–

.77**

5

Number of worked problems

–

**

p < .01, *p < .05

  ;+ ;Q)+       ';+* 'Q;+' 
these characteristics revealed that multicollinearity would have been problematic in further
 " ^ <\QQ';   <    principal component
%|                 ;
]                 ' ~ < ')Q<
accounting for 67% of the total variance. The factor loadings of the variables were all
above .5. Consequently, all characteristics were collapsed into a single factor that we consider
as an indicator of effort. This composite variable was used in our subsequent analyses.
To answer the research question about the influence of the online work, we conducted a
regression analysis on the posttest scores with CITO E5 score, pretest score, and effort as
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               Y;_ <
the effect of effort in online work was not significant (B = .039, n.s;;
5.2.4 Gender-specific effect of the intervention
With respect to gender, regression analyses revealed, that when controlling for the CITO E5
score and the pretest score, boys did show slightly higher problem solving performance in
          *;            < 
also looked into how the logged-in girls and boys used the online environment. The
comparison of the means of the effort indicators revealed a number of significant
   ;
In general, the girls put more effort into the online work than the boys did. Compared to the
boys, the girls carried out a significantly higher number of events and a significantly higher
number of focused events. However, we did not find significant gender differences with
respect to logged in time, percentage of focused events, and number of worked problems.
Table 6
Means, standard deviations, results of t-  <    rs of effort by
boys and girls in the group of the logged in students
M

SD

Boys

22.16

29.95

Girls

41.48

68.87

Boys

10.52

6.45

Girls

15.94

11.72

Boys

5.48

5.08

Girls

9.32

9.77

Boys

0.45

0.33

Girls

0.48

0.35

Boys

4.02

3.45

Girls

4.86

4.29

t

p

d

1.81

.075

.36

2.84

.003

.57

2.44

.009

.49

.43

.335

.09

1.06

.148

.22

 

Number of events

Number of focused events

Percentage of focused events

Number of worked problems
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To answer the research question about the gender-specific influence of the effort in online
work we conducted a regression analysis on the posttest scores with CITO E5, pretest score,
  <               Y;
Due to the relatively small sample size, we again ignored the nested character of the data.
Table 7
Regression models predicting posttest scores of students who were logged in (N ¡) 
CITO E5, gender, pretest, effort, and interaction of effort and gender: Unstandardized
regression coefficients, SE, and their p-values
B

SE

p

CITO E5

.013

.003

< .001

Gender

.095

.049

.099

Pretest score

.538

.088

< .001

Effort

.039

.041

.339

Effort x Gender

–.043

.055

.436

2

R  

.71

The results of this regression analysis indicate that, after controlling for effort, the slight
effect of gender on the problem solving performance remained stable. Effort and the
interaction between effort and gender were not significant.

6 Discussion
This study investigated the effect of an intervention including an online game on primary
school students’ early algebra performance and the gender differences related to this effect.
In the analysis of our data special attention was paid to the role of effort. After summarizing
and discussing our findings we bring up educational implications and conclude our paper
with addressing the limitations of our study and suggestions for further research.
6.1 The effect of the intervention
As predicted (_ '<     ed from the intervention. In the experimental
group, posttest scores were significantly higher (effect size d = ;+*       <
with no change observed in the control group. Although this result agrees with previous
findings (Roschelle et al., 2000; Mitchell & Savill- <\QQ*<     <
based on a short and voluntary intervention, is nevertheless noteworthy. Similarly,
controlling for differences in the pretest and the general mathematics achievement, the
performance of the students who were logged in and followed the class instruction was
significantly higher than the performance of the control group students.
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However, the performance of the logged-in students and the students who only attended the
class instruction did not differ significantly. This last observation raises two issues. First, the
number of students who did not log in was very low, which might imply that this result is not
very reliable. Nevertheless, the direction of the effect reveals a small advantage – although not
significant – for the students who were logged in and followed the class instruction. With a
larger sample we could perhaps detect a significant difference in the posttest scores for the
students who were logged in. Second, although it is intuitively appealing to believe that an
intervention is effective only when it is implemented exactly as intended by the developers,
the relationship between treatment integrity (i.e., the degree to which an intervention is
                       ^
~  <\QQ); <              <
but at the same time low levels of treatment integrity may have negative as well as neutral or
              ^ ~  < \QQ); ]    
intended to be carried out partially in the class and partially at home. Therefore, the complete
intervention included both parts, but since the at-home part was voluntary, one should expect
deviations from the intended treatment. In addition, in a real setting there might be factors that
influence the outcome in a way that is not anticipated. For example, in the present study some
students might have talked with each other about the game or the tasks, which also influenced
their posttest performance.
6.2 The effect of effort
Compared to the self-reported questionnaires that are usually used in homework studies,
our study was based on more precise data about students’ activity at home. The computergenerated log files enabled an in-depth analysis of students’ online work. This resulted in
an unexpected outcome.
One might expect effort – measured as a composite variable consisting of login time,
    _ \<     _ \ <  
   _ \<     !  _ \ – as
the most important variable determining performance gain. Yet, this was not the case.
Effort did not predict students’ posttest performance. A possible explanation for this result
is that students’ benefit from the game may lie in an aha-experience occurring after a short
period of playing the game. Probably, it was not the large amount of effort spent online that
was important, but the fact that any effort was spent. In other words, gain might be more
related to experience with the game as such than to repetitive experience with it. This
observat    $ !$% \QQ` [   
critical threshold of intervention implementation, above which increased implementation
does not meaningfully influence outcomes.
Moreover, we should also keep in mind that, in order to solve the problems, students may
not exclusively rely on the game but they may solve a problem partly in their head.
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Therefore, the effort of the online work might not completely capture the students’
cognitive effort that is related to the gain in performance.
6.3 Role of gender
When testing the effect of gender, we found that boys and girls both benefitted from being
in the experimental group. However, existing pretest differences in favor of boys became
somewhat larger over time both in the experimental and control group.
The finding that there were already gender differences in the pretest scores matches prior
  {!   ;< \QQ`                 
solving. In the same line is the small gender effect on change in achievement suggesting,
that independent of the group the differences in favor of boys increased over time.
In agreement with studies showing that girls are generally more compliant than boys in
doing school assignments at home (Trautw< ¸ !<  ;<\QQ< 
our study that girls outperformed boys in two effort indicators. In particular, we observed
          _ @    
  _  @ ; %        _  @      
 !  _ @       ;_ <
found that girls’ achievement gains in the treatment group were the same as for boys. This
finding indicates the complexity of the factor effort.
An explanation for boys’ higher scores despite their relatively lower effort could be that boys
did not need that much experience with the online game. Boys tend to use computer
applications more effectively than girls (    ;< \QQY     }     
     ^   < \QQ@; %   <         
than girls, as soon as they understood its aim. Furthermore, boys might have profited more
from the game because they were more intellectually challenged by it. Boys may be more
active users of games because they see them as something they can conquer.
6.4 Educational implications
The findings of our study indicate that computers are not only suitable for practicing basic
skills, but can also be used as a tool to improve students’ performance on early algebra
problems. Moreover, outsourcing education by giving students the opportunity to play an
online game at home seems to be a promising idea. Given appropriate tasks, home computing
may create an effective learning environment supporting and extending school learning.
The results of the study also suggest that a voluntary homework assignment can contribute
to positive effects on learning. Therefore, teachers can be more comfortable with letting
students take responsibility for completing homework tasks. However, teachers should be
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aware of possible disparities between boys and girls in the educational benefits drawn from
computer use as implied by the different effects of effort for boys and girls in our study.
6.5 Limitations of the study and suggestions for further research
Some limitations should be kept in mind when interpreting the results of the study. The effect
of the intervention including an online environment was examined with only one game and
the operationalization of early algebra focused on one type of problems. Furthermore, early
algebra competency was measured by a test consisting of a limited number of items. Another
shortcoming might be that the items were too difficult for the students, which might have
obscured the effects of the intervention. However, making the items easier would not have
been appropriate, because lowering the cognitive demand of the items would undermine their
algebraic character. Moreover, the low performances of this group of Dutch students are in
agreement with results from a Dutch study on non-routine problem solving with highachieving fourth-grade students (Elia, Van _<^~<\QQ)  
TIMSS 2007, that the Dutch students’ performance in an early algebra task was below the
     !" ;<\QQ`;
Additionally, the duration of the intervention was quite short. A longer intervention might
yield stronger effects and follow-ups might be suitable for investigating the long-term
effectiveness of the treatment. Although the significant results of this short intervention
indicate the treatment’s power, an alternative explanation might be that the novel character
of the intervention, which included a computer game to be played at home, influenced the
  ^"<\Q'Q;
Another reason for caution is that our sample selection was not optimal; we used a
matching procedure on the basis of a number of schools that consented to participate in the
study. Furthermore, the voluntary character of participation might imply that the students
who used the online game were more motivated, which might have played a role in the
effectiveness of the intervention. Yet, the results did not reveal a difference in performance
for the logged-in students.
Overall, the promising results of our study encourage us to continue this line of research
and further pursue the development of early algebraic reasoning through computer games.
Especially, the potential of voluntary training programs at home to support the learning of
mathematics should be further investigated. Notwithstanding the potential of voluntary
participation, the effect of compulsory participation in class should be explored as well. In
fact, students might be able to gain more from the intervention if the online activity is done
by all students at school under the teacher’s supervision. Further investigations might also
shed light on the intriguing finding that boys tend to profit more than girls despite the fact
that they do not invest as much effort as girls.
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Notes
1. This paper-and-pencil problem was developed for the purposes of the World Class Tests.
In 2004, Peter Pool and John Trelfall (Assessment and Evaluation Unit, School of
 <    !        .
2. The game ‘Hit the target’ was developed by the second author and programmed by our
colleague Huub Nilwik at the Freudenthal Institute of Utrecht University.
3.  $  "      $"       %  
Boon at the Freudenthal Institute of Utrecht University.
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Chapter 7

An online game as a learning environment for early algebraic problem
solving by students in upper primary school
1 Introduction
In primary school mathematics the focus is mainly on developing numeracy and calculation
skills. However, several researchers (Goldenberg, Shteingold, & Feurzeig, 2003; Harel,
\QQ`          !!!
exploring patterns, making conjectures and performing experiments, and applying
heuristics to solve nonstandard problems, which should also be a vital part of primary
school instruction. Algebraic activities could offer students in primary school opportunities
        ! ! ~ <   < ^  < \QQY;
Providing students with such a foundation of algebra in primary school could be a step
towards making this mathematical domain accessible to all students and can prepare them
         ~ <\QQY;"  <      
algebra in the primary grades is also essential for adding coherence, depth, and power to the
   ~ <\QQY;
However, the inclusion of algebra in primary school does not imply adding traditional
algebra to the primary school curriculum; rather, it means providing entry points to algebra
through treating existing number topics from the primary school curriculum in a deeper and
  ~ < ;\QQY;  <      
arithmetic and develops it further (Kilpatrick, Swafford, & Findell, 200'; | 
<     "  "    
strand that permeates all levels of schooling from prekindergarten through grade 12
"< \QQQ;   <           periences with
           "< \QQQ;         
indispensable role in bringing about these experiences, as reasoning in particular situations
may support students in generating abstract knowledge (Carrahe  ^ < \QQY;
    <   < ^  < \QQ'      { <
 < ^  < \QQ        " ^  < \QQ  
successfully implemented to support this reasoning in primary school students, but new
technologies might bring in further improvements for stimulating the development of
algebraic concepts. Computers can carry out calculations and diminish the routine workload
so that students can be more focused on exploring the relationships between the quantities
in a problem. Furthermore, computer tools can surpass the constraints of paper-and-pencil
activities by creating dynamic environments that provide instant feedback (Roschelle, Pea,
_< <^"<\QQQ;
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The focus of this study is on solving contextual problems in which students have to deal
with covariating values. These problems cannot be solved by carrying out calculations with
the known values leading directly to the unknown value; rather, they require solution
strategies that capture the relations between the known and unknown values (Van Dooren,
  < ^ ]< \QQ\;          <    
students can only solve these problems by applying context-connected, informal reasoning.
Although grounded in arithmetic, these solution methods can be the stepping stones to
developing algebraic reasoning. In fact, dealing with such problems might induce reasoning
about relationships between quantities, which is an essential aspect of algebraic problem
_   ^<\QQ`;  !    
early algebra problems. To create opportunities for students to experience covariation we
developed a dynamic ICT environment including an archery game.
The purpose of the study was to investigate the informal strategies students used to solve
early algebra problems and whether students’ performance was influenced by working in
this ICT environment. Furthermore, we wanted to know whether the applied strategies and
the assumed effect of the ICT environment on the performance were different for students
in grades 4, 5, and 6.

2.Theoretical background
2.1 Algebra in the primary school
The development of algebraic thinking in primary school has been approached from diverse
perspectives, including exploring patterns and functional relations, constructing pictorial
equations to solve problems, or even investigating relations between quantities at a formal
          < \QQ*; ~  \QQ*     
thinking in the primary grades should encompass general mathematical activities, such as
problem solving, modeling, generalizing, and analyzing relationships. Although students
can be engaged in such activities without using symbolic expressions, these activities can
    !         ~ <\QQ*;
Other researchers have emphasized the role of problem solving in learning algebra as well.
 |  \QQ@   hat contextual problems form a link between arithmetic
and algebraic reasoning; students can acquire algebraic concepts in an informal way
through solving contextual problems involving numbers which are related in multiple ways.
Similarly, Nathan and Koedi \QQQ       !
start, the context can elicit the application of robust informal strategies, such as guess-andcheck, that support the verification of the solution accuracy and error reduction. Students’
informal approaches can be actually seen as ways in which they try to deal with algebraic
         <\QQ*;
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2.2 Variation theory
From a variation theory perspective a necessary condition for learning is the possibility to
experience variation in critical aspects of the object of learning (Marton & Tsui, 2004;
< \QQ;                
different ways depending on the features or aspects of a situation that are simultaneously
discerned. For learning to occur, the learner should be able to distinguish and focus on
critical aspects of variation in the phenomenon under study and become simultaneously
aware of the possible values that these aspects can take (Marton & Tsui<\QQ*;| 
experiencing patterns of variation is significant for learning mathematics in general, it is
especially relevant to the teaching and learning of algebra (Al-" < \QQ<  
ability to generalize from particular instances implies that one can distinguish between what
       ; |   {   " \QQ< 
comparison to unstructured sets of tasks, tasks that display constrained variation are likely
to result in progress, provided that learners are working within mathematically supportive
learning environments.
Moreover, variation theory is an analytical tool for describing, understanding, and
 <\QQ;  <        nt
ways of understanding a phenomenon and designing learning situations by creating patterns
of variation and invariance in relation to critical aspects of the object of learning (Runesson,
\QQ;
2.3 Role of computers in teaching and learning of mathematics
|       "  "<\QQQ< 
influences not only how mathematics is taught and learned but also what is taught and when
it is taught. Technological tools enable the quick and accurate execution of routine
  <            "< \QQQ;
Digital tools provide access to external representations and feedback (Zbiek, Heid, Blume,
^ $!< \QQY              ing (Roschelle et al.,
\QQQ;   " \Q'Q     -analysis of the effects of computer technology on
mathematics achievement ascertained an overall positive impact. For example, simulations
engage students in active exploration and discovery learning (Lou, Abrami, & Apollonia,
\QQ'                     
   < \QQ@;    <       < \QQ+  
    _^  <')`)<ve been also employed for the
   ; '))`        
animation-based feedback can support students in algebra problem solving. In this
environment students were able to construct and test models of the relations between the
quantities in the problem. Dynamic computer environments might be especially suitable for
integrating dynamic processes, such as covariation.
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"   < ~  < _ <   \Q'Q         or
practicing algebraic concepts have a positive impact on mathematics achievement. These
recent findings about games and the unique opportunities that technology provides for the
development of dynamic thinking indicate that further research on the role of computerbased games in the development of early algebraic reasoning is needed.

3 Purpose of the study
In this study we provided students in upper primary grades (10- to 12-years- 
online learning environment including a game by means of which they could experience
situations with covariating variables. In particular, we sought to answer the following
research questions:
1. How do fourth to sixth graders utilize an interactive online environment including
a dynamic game to solve early algebra problems?
2. Is students’ working in this environment related to their performance in a written
test on early algebra problem solving?

4 Method
4.1 Participants
In total 318 students from grades 4, 5 and 6, were invited from five schools situated in five
different city districts of a major Dutch city. The student population in these schools came
from diverse socio-economic backgrounds.
4.2 Design
An experiment was set up with an intervention including an online computer activity that
did not take place at school but at home (what we call ‘outsourcing education’;"  
software was used to collect data on the students’ online working. This software provides
access to the students’ performance from a distance (what we call ‘tele- ;
Before and after the intervention a paper-and-pencil pretest and a posttest were
administered.
To work online, each student received a unique login account and three sets of problems
        }           d write down
their answers on a worksheet. They also received a short introduction to the online
environment including instructions on how to log in and a demonstration of its features.
The students had approximately a week at their disposal to work on each set of problems.
At the end of each week, the students’ presented their answers in a whole class discussion
led by one of the authors.
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The online activity was introduced as a game and was not part of the students’ compulsory
homework. The teachers had a minimum role in the intervention; they only stimulated their
students to go online and play the game. At the beginning of the experiment both the
students and their parents were informed about the registration of the online working.
4.3 Pretest and posttest on early algebraic problem solving
The paper-and-pencil pretest on early algebra problem solving included seven contextual
problems  ';
Table 1
Items in pretest
Item name
Airplane seats

Short description of item
Total sits: 108; Occupied seats: twice as many as empty seats. How
many occupied seats?

Age

Angela: 15 years old; Johan: 3 years old. In how many years is Angela
two times as old as Johan?

Heads and feet

Rabbits and chickens: 34 heads and 92 legs altogether. How many are
the rabbits?

Quiz

Correct answer: gets 2 points; Wrong answer: 1 point is subtracted;
Questions: 10; Score: 8 points. How many correct questions?

Coins

18 five-cent and ten-cent coins; Value: €1, 50. How many 5-cent coins?

Pages

Total pages of book: 75; reading begins on Monday; Tuesday: 5 pages
more than Monday; Wednesday: 5 pages more than Tuesday. How
many pages read on Wednesday?

Hit the target

Hit: 2 points added; Miss: 1 point taken away; Arrows: 10; Score: 8
points. How many hits?

The posttest comprised the seven pretest items and six new items. Each new item
corresponded in mathematical structure to an item in the pretest. However, three of the new
items were presented in a different context and three as bare number problems. For
example, the new context version of both the Quiz and the Hit the target item was the
following item:
Throwing the ball You get 3 points if you throw the ball in the basket; if you miss it,
1 point is taken away from your score. Marja threw 10 shots. She has 6 points in total.
How many times did Marja shoot in the basket?
The bare-number version of the Heads and feet item is shown Figure 1.
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Fig. 1

Bare-number version of the Heads and feet item

All items can be solved by a formal algebraic approach, that it to say, setting up and solving
a system of two linear equations with two unknowns, or by an arithmetic method in which
students have to reason informally about the relationships between the quantities. For
instance, they can pick a value to represent the unknown quantity, perform the calculations
that are described in the problem, and check whether their guess leads to the intended
result. Since formal algebra is introduced in the Netherlands in the first year of the
secondary school, we expected that the students of our study had only arithmetic
approaches at their disposal. The Cronbach’s alpha was high both for the seven items in the
pretest (¼ ¡;`\   '@     ¼¡;)\;
4.4 The online environment
4.4.1 The game
The environment developed to offer students experience in dealing with covariating
variables includes a dynamic java applet called Hit the target1   \<   
interactive simulation of an archery game. The environment was piloted in a study with 24
fourth-grade students (Kolovou, Van den Heuvel-%< !! < ^ < \QQ`; 
default screen of the game displays five features: The target, the pile of arrows and the bow,
the score board, the board that displays the game rule, and the board that displays the
number of hits and misses. In this game the students can set the shooting mode and the
game rule mode. The shooting mode includes two options: shooting arrows one by one by
      ;;<                hits, misses and
          ;;<     ; {   
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random arrow the student does not know in advance whether the arrow is going to be a hit
or a miss. The game rule mode also includes two options: The students can set the game
rule by filling in the points added or subtracted in case of a hit or a miss (i.e., user-defined
        rule randomly (i.e., computer-  ;
features of the game are dynamically linked. During the shooting or when removing arrows
from the target the values on the scoreboard update rapidly to inform students about their
score. In this way, students might realize that the number of hits and misses, the score and
the game rule are dynamically related to each other. Moreover, the game offers instant
visual feedback by showing the consequences of the students’ actions.

Fig. 2

Screen view of game in the computer shooting-mode

4.4.2 The online problems
The problems that the students had to solve with the game varied from finding how many
hits and how many misses produce a given score to generating a general solution. A
selection of the problems is shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3 Selection of problems given to the students during the intervention
Similarly to the items in the pre and posttest, all these problems can be solved by an algebraic
procedure. In particular, the algebraic solution of the online problems includes a linear
equation with two unknowns or a system of two linear equations with two unknowns.
Although the students in our study had not been taught such approaches, in the online
environment they had the opportunity to solve these problems informally by trying out
solutions and receiving instant feedback. By doing this they might detect patterns and make
generalizations. Variation in the numbers involved in the problems might help students grasp
the invariant structure of a problem. In other words, students might be able to see the general
pattern, despite the fact that the particular numbers vary. Since the computer can perform
calculations very quickly – there is little time between one result and the next – students are
able to experience the effects of the variation of the values.
Furthermore, the problems also varied with respect to the given and unknown variables. For
example, in Problem 1 they had to determine the number of hits and misses based on the
score and the game rule, while in Problem 3 the score and the number hits and misses were
given and the students had to find the game rule. This variation in the given and unknown
variables in the dynamic computer environment might also support the development of
relational thinking.
4.4.3 The monitoring software
The game was linked to the so-called Digital Mathematics Environment $"2, which is
software that keeps track of students’ actions while working online. With an account
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students can log in to the DME at any computer and resume their work. Students’ actions
while working online are also accessible through the DME logs for teachers or researchers.
In the present study the log data consisted of a list of the actions carried out by each student
                   *; | 
consists of the activity from the moment that the student logs in to the online environment
until the student logs out and an event is a single shooting action performed when the
student clicks on the shoot button.

Fig. 4.

Screen view of the log data generated by the DME

4.5 Analysis
Our data consisted of students’ responses to the paper-and-pencil pre and posttest and the
students’ log files. The students’ responses to the pre and posttest were coded according to
the correctness of the answer. For each student the proportion of correct items was
computed as an individual raw test score.
Students’ log files were analyzed with respect to the online problems they attempted to
answer and the strategies they used to solve these problems. We developed a coding scheme
in several rounds. The final version of the scheme comprises 12 strategies (see Table \;
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Table 2
Coding scheme for online working
Variable Cluster
I. Worked problem

Description

P1, P2, P3a, P3b,
  gave a correct
P4a, P4b, P5a, P5b, P6a, answer (by performing an event
P6b, P7a, P7b, P8a, P8b or a series of consecutive events
      <
   
 <    
answer to a problem.
II. Strategy
Altering/Ignoring
   |  

Solving an analogous
  |

Cancelling out
 

Erroneously derived
rule (Erro

Using extreme values
 

Example (Problem #
The student shot 15 hits
and 15 misses and applied
consecutively the game
rules: +5 –2, +4 –2, +3 –2
(Problem 3a;

The student arrived at a result,
but only part of the problem
information was used.

The student shot 15 hits
and 0 misses and assigned
1 point to each hit
(Problem 3a;
Instead of shooting 100
The student substituted the
hits and 100 misses the
numbers of a problem with
smaller numbers.
student shot 10 hits and 10
misses (Problem 5a;
The student shot 15 hits
    
the misses cancels out the partial and 15 misses and applied
     ; the game rule +1 1
(Problem 3a;
total score becomes 0.
Based on the correct game
Based on a correct answer to a
rule +2 –1 the student
problem the student applied an
applied the game rule
erroneously derived rule to
+4 –2 (i.e., ratio of points
provide more answers to this
per hit to points per miss
problem.
\Problem 3b;
The student assigned the value 0 The student used the game
to one of the variables so that the rule +1 –0 (1 point added
for hit, 0 points less for a
other variable could get the
Problem 3a;
maximum value.
(Table 2 continues
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Variable Cluster
II. Strategy
Applying a general rule
 

Description

(Table 2 continued
Example (Problem #

The student applied a general
solution.

The student applied the
general rule where the
sum of points per hit and
points per miss is 1 e.g.,
+100 99 (Problem 3b;
Repeating
      
The student repeated a
 
answer to a problem to provide
correct answer to
more answers to this problem.
Problem 3a (e.g., +3 –\
in order to solve
Problem 3b.
Reversing solution
The student reversed a correct
The student first applied
 
answer to a problem to provide
the game rule +2 –1 and
more answers to this problem.
then the rule 1+2
(Problem 3a;
Splitting the problem
The student answered a problem in The student shot first
100 hits and 0 misses,
(Split)
two steps and added the partial
      then 0 hits and 100
total score.
misses, and added the
two partial results
(Problem 5a;
    The student adjusted
The student applied
consecutively the game
systematically the values until a
rules: +6 3, +6 4,
    ;
+6 5 (Problem 3a;
Transposing values
The student exchanged the values The student shot 2 hits
 
of the arrows and the points.
and 1 miss and used the
game rule +100 100
(Problem 5a;
Trial-and-  
After one or more trials the student The student applied
    ;
several game rules until
she came up with the
intended result.

The first author assigned codes to the students’ online activity according to the coding
scheme. A single event was taken as the unit of analysis. To determine the interrater
reliability one additional rater coded a subsection of the login data (N ¡@'Q  ;
agreement between the two raters was sufficient. The lowest percentage agreement of all
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the variables, with a value of .87, was obtained for the problem variable that indicates the
variables had larger agreement (M ¡ ;)`;            
kappa was calculated. It ranged from .61 to 1.00 with a mean of .84 indicating sufficient
reliability given the fact that some strategies were very rarely employed.
Subsequently, for each student the frequency and percentage of focused events and the
frequency of worked problems were calculated. A focused event is an event meant to solve
an online problem and the percentage of focused events is the proportion of the focused
events to the total events of a student. A worked problem is an online problem that the
student tried to solve with the game.
In order to analyze the relations between the online working and the students’ performance
we applied a number of parametric tests: t-tests and analysis of covariance. We chose
parametric tests because the assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity of variances
were approximately met. Moreover, because of sufficiently large samples (N of about 70 to
`Q        es normally distributed regression coefficients.
However, to validate the results from the parametric tests, we complemented the parametric
version of a paired t-test with the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed rank sum test.

5 Results
5.1 Descriptive statistics
Since the online activity was not compulsory the students could decide whether they logged
in or not and how often they worked in the online environment. In total, 253 students (80%
            ;  articular, the frequencies of the logged-in
students from grades 4, 5, and 6 were 74%, 88%, and 78% respectively. The students who
did not log in had the same pretest performance as the students who logged in (t@Q) =
1.72, p > ;Q+; @  means and standard deviations of the performance in
the pretest and the posttest, and the characteristics of the online working that indicate the
students’ engagement in the online computer activity. The posttest performance is given for
the seven joint items in the pre and the posttest as well as for the total of the13 posttest
items. The characteristics of the online working include: login time, number of events,
number of focused events, percentage of focused events and number of problems students
worked on in each grade.
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Table 3
Pre and posttest performance and characteristics of students’ online work
Grade 4
(N¡Y+

Grade 5
(N¡Y@

Grade 6
(N¡`*

Total

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Pretest

.06

.14

.23

.26

.38

.30

.23

.29

Posttest 7 items

.11

.20

.30

.33

.48

.36

.30

.34

Posttest 13 items

.09

.15

.28

.29

.45

.35

.28

.32

35.70

41.63

25.75

18.69

32.22

54.46

31.31

42.15

N events

17.04

14.77

17.81

13.12

13.34

9.90

15.87

12.61

N focused events

5.68

7.61

9.60

8.15

7.48

8.07

7.57

8.03

% focused events

26.7

26.9

50.6

31.1

46.2

33.7

41.4

32.5

N worked problems

3.10

3.82

4.92

3.71

4.46

3.91

4.18

3.86

  

In general, the problems were quite difficult for the students, especially for the fourth
graders. The gain score calculated by the difference of the score in the seven joint items in
the post and pretest was significant across all grades with moderate effect sizes grade 4:
tY*¡\;*<p < .05, d = .16, grade 5: tY\¡\;)@<p < .01, d = .24, grade 6: t`@¡+;')<
p < .001, d= .43. The value of d was calculated using the standard deviation of the pretest of
the whole sample. The same assertions with respect to the hypothesis test decisions were
obtained using the Wilcoxon signed rank test statistic W (grade 4: W = 2.59, p < .01, grade
5: W =2.63, p < .01, grade 6: W = 4.63, p ½;QQ';
The standard deviations of the characteristics of the online working show a considerable
variation in the way the students utilized the online environment. The students of grade 5
exhibited the highest number of events, focused events, and worked problems and the
highest percentage of focused events, despite the fact they had the lowest login time.
5.2 Strategy use
In order to solve the problems, students spontaneously applied various strategies. Figure 5
shows the percentage of students who used a particular strategy per grade.
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Fig. 5

Strategy use in grades 4, 5, and 6

The mostly applied strategy was trial-and-error (49%-*      ;   
trials were, however, performed by a few students, with t   } ` 
grade 6. A high percentage of students (43%-+    ;
Solving an analogous problem, splitting a problem into two sub-problems and using the
transposing strategy were less frequently applied. The reason for the low percentages of
these strategies is that they were particularly evoked when students tried to solve
Problem 5. Since the maximum number of arrows to be shot at once in the game is
restricted to 150, the students cannot shoot 100 hits and 100 misses at once; which means
that they should come up with another way to solve the problem.
Besides differences in the frequency of the strategies we also found that the online
environment triggered the application of qualitatively different strategies. In addition to
strategies like Alter, Extreme, Repeat, and trial-and-error, which implied a focus on
     <        <
an analogous problem, cancelling out, generalizing, applying an erroneously derived rule,
reversing, systematic trialing, and transposing, which indicate exploration of relations and
structure. Table 4 displays how often a sophisticated strategy was used per grade. The
frequencies in the three grades were quite similar. The high positive value of skewness
indicates that there were a few students in the sample who frequently used sophisticated
strategies. Also the large standard deviation shows a substantial variability in the
application of these strategies.
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Table 4
Frequency of the application of sophisticated strategies per grade
M

SD

Min.

Max.

Skewness

Grade 4

1.84

3.08

0

16

2.49

Grade 5

1.82

2.88

0

14

2.23

Grade 6

1.89

3.02

0

18

2.76

In order to analyze the influence of the online working on the posttest performance, we took
two perspectives. The first perspective was more exploratory with the focus on the effect of
students’ strategy profiles on their performance. The second perspective was confirmatory in
nature in the sense that we categorized the students into levels of online working.
5.3 Profiles of strategy use and their effect on performance
Initially, we determined for every type of strategy applied by a student, the ratio of the
number of events related to this strategy to the student’s total number of events. These
ratios formed together the student’s individual strategy profile. Subsequently, we performed
a cluster analysis on these profiles and explored the effect of the clusters on the gain in
performance.

Fig. 6

Clusters of students’ profiles of strategy use

We performed a K-means cluster analysis in the whole sample. Each of the clusters is
characterized by aggregating the individual profiles resulting in a mean profile per cluster.
A three-                     ; ]  
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hand, this approach gave a clear peak for the dominant strategy in each cluster. On the other
hand, having more than three clusters resulted in too few students per cluster. Next, we
assessed the stability of the cluster solution by a random split of the sample. In the two sub
samples approximately the same mean profiles appeared, i.e. the dominant strategy turned
out to be the same in the corresponding mean profile. The correlation (and in parentheses
the Spearman rank correlation rS        r = .72
(rS = ;`\    |<r = .99 (rS = ;Y`    r = .99 (rS = ;Y    <
which indicate sufficient stability of the cluster mean profile.
Within the three-cluster solution, in Cluster A the most dominant strategy was cancelling
out followed by solving an analogous problem and applying a general rule. Cluster B was
the cluster to which most of the students belonged. This cluster is characterized by the use
of the trial-and-error strategy, while Cluster C is dominated by the Extreme strategy.
Because the cluster analysis based on all grades already resulted in small sample sizes for
the Clusters A and C, we did not repeat the cluster analysis per grade.
Then, we examined the effect of the clusters on the gain score for the seven joint items. In
the whole sample the effects of Cluster B and Cluster C on the increase in performance were
significant with effect sizes d = .32 (M = .09, t'' ¡ *;+< p < .001, W ¡ *;\* 
d = .49 (M = .14, t@Q = 3.37, p < 0.01, W ¡\;`Y  ;   A we found an
effect of d = .19 but this was not significant (M = .06, t'Y¡';Q<p = .130, W ¡';++;
This means that the student’s individual strategy profiles in Clusters B and C were more
powerful than those in Cluster A.
5.4 Levels of online working
We assumed that not only the applied strategies would influence students’ problem solving
performance, but also the characteristics of students’ online working. Therefore, we
distinguished three levels of online working. Level 1, performing free playing, includes
students that put little or no effort in answering the given problems; in particular, the
students who performed less than three focused events or tried to answer less than three
  ; \< !    <    
to answer the problems. This means that they exhibited an activity equal or beyond the
threshold of three focused events and three worked problems and that their main concern
was to comply with our instructions and provide correct solutions. This type of activity is
indicated by the use of less sophisticated strategies. Level 3, exploring relations and
structure, includes students who also exceeded the minimum amount of activity and used
sophisticated strategies. The percentage of students who performed free playing was the
highest in grade 4, while the majority of students of grade 5 were just looking for answers
  +;   entage of students who explored relations and structure slightly
increased from grade 4 to grades 5 and 6.
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Table 5
Percentages of students who applied a particular level of online working per grade
Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Total

  '

60.8

29.5

39.6

43.1

 !    \

12.7

41.0

28.1

27.3

       @

26.6

29.5

32.3

29.6

To explore the effect of the levels of online working we conducted an analysis of covariance
with the posttest as independent variable and the pretest as covariate. We performed this
   ;{ !'  ;rade 4 the factor level
had a significant effect on the posttest performance (F\<Y'¡@;\Y< p <;Q+;   <
there was an increase in performance between level 1 and level 2 and between level 2 and
level 3. Posthoc tests showed that the difference between level 1 and 3 was significant (p <
;Q+< while the difference between level 1 and level 2 was not significant. For grade 5 the
factor level was not significant (F\< ) ¡ ;)Q< p ¡ ;*'\<         
performance across the levels. In grade 6 the level of online working had a significant effect
on the posttest performance (F(2, `Q¡;Q*<p ½;Q';_ <    
was larger for level 2 than for level 3. Also, we observed a significant (p ½;Q+ 
performance between level 1 and 2. The difference between level 1 and 3 was not significant.
Table 6
Effect of the levels of online working on posttest performance per grade
Grade 4
Intercept
Pretest
Level 2 vs. Level 1
Level 3 vs. Level 1
Grade 5
Intercept
Pretest
Level 2 vs. Level 1
Level 3 vs. Level 1
Grade 6
Intercept
Pretest
Level 2 vs. Level 1
Level 3 vs. Level 1

B

SE

t

p

.03
.58
.03
.08

.02
.10
.039
.032

1.59
6.05
.64
2.56

.117
.000
.524
.013

.05
.83
.04
.08

.04
.09
.06
.06

1.13
9.18
.69
1.34

.264
.000
.495
.186

.08
.82
.19
.11

.04
.07
.06
.06

1.99
11.10
3.45
1.90

.050
.000
.001
.061
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5.5 Excerpts of student’s online working
To illustrate how the online environment supported students’ problem solving we describe
the online working of two sixth-   ;    | Y
that she gave a solution to Problem 3 by trial-and-error. In Problem 4 she arrived at the
general rule for obtaining the result “16 hits–16 misses–16 points” and later on applied this
rule in solving Problem 5 by  'Q 'Q;;< |  ;
Table 7 presents the online activity of student A in a compact format including the total
score per event.

Fig. 7

Log file of Student A
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Table 7
Focused events of Student A
Problem

15 hits-15 misses15 points
16 hits-16 misses16 points

Session

1

Event

Hits

Misses

Game rule

Score

Points
per hit

Points
per miss

1

15

15

+4

2

30

2

15

15

+1

1

0

2

1

15

15

+5

4

15

3

1

16

16

+2

1

16

2

16

16

+3

2

16

3

16

16

+100

99

16

4

10

10

+2

1

10

100 hits-100 misses100 points

5

10

10

+1000

999

10

6

10

10

+50

49

10

Event

Hits

Misses

Game rule

Table 8
Focused events of Student B
Problem

Session

15 hits-15 misses15 points

1

16 hits-16 misses16 points

2

100 hits-100 misses100 points

1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5

15
15
15
1
4
2
1
4

15
15
15
0
3
1
0
3

Score

Points
per hit

Points
per miss

+2
+4
+4
+16
+16
+16
+100
+100

1
2
3
16
16
16
100
100

15
30
15
16
16
16
100
100

   ` -and-error for solving Problem 3. From her log file we
derived that she used the results from previous attempts to inform subsequent trials. Based
on her initial answer (+2 '     ²*\<
but subsequently adjusted the values of the game rule, which resulted in a correct answer
(+4 @;  *+      
pairs of values for the hits and misses that led to the intended score. It seems that the
student was able to provide a series of correct solutions due to her discovery of the
underlying relation between the variables.
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6 Discussion
This study looked at how an online learning environment with a game and a series of
problems can contribute to fourth to sixth graders’ ability to solve early algebra problems.
In particular, we investigated the gain in performance in a paper-and-pencil test, the
strategies that students applied while working online and the effects of this online working
on students’ performance in the paper-and-pencil test.
The analysis revealed that the gain in performance between the pre and posttest was the
highest in grade 6. To explain the increase in performance, we examined the students’
online working. It was found that the learning environment brought about the application of
various types of strategies. As expected, the dynamic character of the game offered students
the opportunity to apply sophisticated strategies with which they explored relations and
structure. Furthermore, trial-and-error played a significant role. It was the most often
applied strategy and the dominant strategy in one of the strategy profiles that had a
significant effect on the gain in performance. This major role of trial-and-error is rather
intriguing. One the one hand, it is considered a poor solution method. It is mostly related to
finding a local solution   ;"  < \QQ+ <    
case that students do not reflect on the process when applying this strategy and therefore do
not understand why a particular generalization is valid. In fact, the game allowed students
to find an answer without reflection. On the other hand, trial-and-error can be also regarded
as a very powerful strategy. Through performing a sequence of purposeful trials students
might grasp the relation between the input and output values so that they use this
!         <\QQ`;
Despite the short duration of the intervention, the online working was positively related
with success in the posttest. Controlling for the pretest performance, the level of online
working had a significant effect on posttest performance in grades 4 and 6. In particular, in
grade 4 the students who belonged to the level of exploring relations and structure
outperformed their peers. In grade 6 the students who belonged to the level of looking for
answers obtained the highest posttest scores. In both grades the students who belonged to
the level related to the highest posttest scores performed significantly better than their peers
who exhibited free playing. Apparently, free playing did not contribute to success rate. This
is in line with previous research that has shown that a simulation by itself is not sufficient to
enhance learning; rather, students should be steered by appropriate assignments that
stimulate the generation and test  $<\QQ+;   
that in order to bring about learning effects, game playing should be accompanied by
working on problems that elicit the discovery of the relations between the variables in the
game. In addition to working on the problems, the sequence of the problems turned out to
be important as well. The log files revealed that the variation in the problems was a crucial
factor for discovering these relations. By working on the series of problems students could
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experience how the values covariate, which prompted the discovery of the general relation
between these values.
However, some limitations should be kept in mind when interpreting the results of the
study. A first point of attention is the size of our sample and the representativity of it.
Because there are implausible grade-wise patterns it could be doubted if students of three
grades are typical. It could be the case that due to cluster sampling of students, there is a
higher probability of getting non-representative samples leading to counter-intuitive results.
Another issue related to the sample size is the lack of significant differences in the effects
of the levels of online working on the posttest performance. To examine whether a larger
sample size would give a different result we carried out a posthoc power analysis. Given
the observed effect size of the explained proportion of variance of .08 in the analysis of
covariance for grade 4, a sample of about 110 students is necessary to get a power of .80 to
            " < " < ^ {< \QQ);    < 
replications studies of this experiment a somewhat increased sample size would be helpful
to detect significant differences.
Other shortcomings have to do with the nature of the online environment. Although we
assume that the student-driven animation supported the understanding of covariation, the
opposite might also be the case at least for a part of the students. Because of their
association with entertainment, dynamic visualizations might create an illusion of
   ¾  < \QQ+                
 <\QQ*;  !        <
they might not need to engage in the more tedious work of exploring the relations between
the variables. Moreover, our conclusions are based on the log files of the students’ online
activity, which might not entirely capture the students’ cognitive processes, such as the
mental calculations that they performed. Nevertheless, the collected data provided a stepby-step account of students’ interaction with the computer environment.
Furthermore, we could not control whether the students worked on the online problems on
their own or with the help of a peer or family member. However, it is less likely that a
voluntary activity that was not related to formal assessment induced the need for assistance. In
addition, the diversity in the students’ engagement in the online computer activity is an
indication that the students did work on their own; had parents been involved, it would have
been more likely for the students to try to solve all the presented problems.
However, in general, our results suggest that a dynamic computer environment can
stimulate algebraic reasoning in the primary grades. Home computing may create an
effective learning environment supporting and extending school learning. Yet, further
investigations are needed; in particular, it would be interesting to examine the influence of
the game when introduced as a classroom activity supervised and supported by the teacher.
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Notes
1. The game Hit the target is developed by the second author and programmed by our
colleague Huub Nilwik.
\;$ "    $"oped by our colleague Peter Boon.
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Conclusion
1 Gains from the study on problem solving
The main purpose of this PhD study was to investigate and support the problem solving
competence of primary school students. The study was carried out in the Netherlands and
the focus was on solving context problems with covariating values. These problems require
higher-order thinking and modeling, and cannot be solved in a straightforward routine way.
Besides that these problems are important as such, because they offer students’
opportunities to develop problem solving skills and mathematical reasoning, they also
provide entry points to the development of algebraic thinking and prepare students for the
study of formal algebra in the secondary school. Primary school students can apply
informal context-connected strategies to deal with these problems. However, the question is
whether they succeed in solving them, how they solve them and what kind of support
contributes to their problem solving ability. These are the issues that this study addressed.
1.1 Students’ problem solving performance and strategies
The first research question was related to the performance and strategies of Dutch primary
school students in non-routine problem solving. To answer this question we analyzed
students’ work collected during the first phase of the POPO project and in particular, the
written down solution steps of 152 high achievers in grade 4. We investigated the nature of
the students’ strategies as well as the flexibility in strategy use. The results of this study
confirmed what the preliminary results of the POPO project (Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen &
<\QQ* ;       
short of our expectations and the students often lacked essential problem solving skills. The
         om problem to problem and in general were
relatively low. Students were not prone to writing down the solution steps. This tendency
might be related to the students’ belief that solving a problem mentally indicates a higher
level of reasoning and that using scrap paper to make notes, although it can be very helpful
               !    <       
understanding. Moreover, in discussions with students and teachers and other professionals
at schools, it came to the fore that according to students a good solution is a neat solution
that leads to the correct answer. It goes without saying that such a belief is in sharp contrast
with the nature of problem solving as a complex and non-linear activity and seriously
hampers productive solution processes. Research has shown that writing down notes can be
          %<\QQ*
and it is positively related to problem solving success (Williams, 2003; Van den HeuvelPanhuizen & Bodin, 2004; Kolovou, Van den Heuvel-%<^<\QQ);
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Among the strategies that the students applied, trial-and-error had the highest potential to
lead to a correct solution. Although considered a less sophisticated strategy, trial-and-error
       }  <\QQ*< 
crucial in solving the types of problems that we presented to the students. Also, Stacey and
"   \QQQ       < in which information from previous
guesses is used to make a subsequent guess, led to the correct solution of algebra problems.
Our study showed that with respect to strategy flexibility, students mainly used a single
strategy and failed to consider any alternative or complementary strategy. Furthermore, we
found that the construction of a complete model of a problem is the foundation for a
  ;   <          
does not lead to the correct solution when students fail to use all problem information.
1.2 Opportunities to learn problem solving
We conducted a textbook analysis to answer the second research question about the
opportunities that textbooks offer students to learn problem solving. Since our first results
were drawn from students in grade 4, we analyzed the cognitive demand of the tasks in the
textbook series of this grade. To do this we developed a framework encompassing three
main categories of tasks: Straightforward tasks, non-routine puzzle-like tasks (mainly tasks
                   -area’ tasks. This latter
category includes tasks that have a lower cognitive demand, but are still not
straightforward. The analysis showed that challenging non-routine puzzle-like tasks are
scarce and are also mostly to be found outside the main book of the textbook series. Thus,
students rarely have the opportunity to encounter tasks that could support them in
developing problem solving skills. Although the written curriculum and the enacted
   !   !        
different entities, the absence of such tasks in the textbooks strongly suggests that they are
absent in mathematics classes as well. In fact, Dutch primary school teachers, who teach all
subjects, use textbooks as their main guide for planning their teaching.
These findings about the marginal place problem solving has in Dutch primary school and,
consequently, the lack of models of how to teach it, set us on the track of searching for
ways to support students’ problem solving competence.
1.3 Helpful support in problem solving
The study described in Chapter 2 revealed that students’ difficulties in the presented
problems did not lie in performing the necessary calculations, but in grasping the relations
between the numbers or quantities involved in the problems. For example, in the Quiz
problem (correct answer 2 points added; incorrect answer 1 point subtracted; 10 questions;
` [     <        !     
score is not only determined by the number of the correct answers, but also by the number
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of the wrong answers. As a result, they claimed that the number of correct answers is
and did not consider the number of wrong answers or the total number of
questions. Therefore, we assumed that an environment where relations between numbers or
quantities become more explicit can offer students opportunities to experience the
interdependency of numbers or quantities. The environment that was developed for this
purpose was the computer game Hit the target, which is a simulation of an archery game. In
this environment the number of hits, misses, the rule of the game and the score are
dynamically linked; by manipulating the values of the hits and the misses or the game rule,
the student can observe the resulting changes on the score.
The game was first tried out by three students from grade 4. Based on these observations
some changes in the game interface were implemented. Next, we piloted the game in a
small-scale experiment with 24 high-achievers from grade 4. The students of the
experimental group worked in pairs following a pre-defined scenario including three
problem solving tasks and their work was registered by screen videos. The analysis of the
audiovisual data revealed that all pairs of students solved the tasks successfully by
generating and testing hypotheses and sharing ideas. Moreover, the students applied various
strategies and were able to generalize their solutions. However, the students demonstrated
different levels of problem solving activity. Some students were deliberately checking their
hypotheses with the game, while others were just trying out numbers at random. The results
showed that the experimental group gained slightly from the treatment. Because the data
were too few, it did not make sense to look for a possible effect of working in the ICT
environment on students’ learning.
Therefore, we replicated the study with a large sample of 785 students from grades 4, 5,
and 6 from ten primary schools in Utrecht. Because of the number of participants, we opted
for monitoring students’ work by log files. Compared to screen videos, the log files do not
require real-time analysis of the students’ activity. However, they are less precise than
screen videos, because they display students’ work in a more condensed way (Van den
Heuvel-Panhuizen, Kolovou, & Peltenburg, 2011;           l
schools were invited to log in the online environment at home and carry out a number of
problems. These problems varied from finding the pair of hits and misses that produces a
particular score to generating a general rule by systematizing all solution pairs. In
particular, we wanted to investigate whether the online environment could support students’
problem solving performance.
The students of the experimental group received a unique login account and a series of
eight problems split in three sets and were asked to solve the problems at home. The
intervention period lasted three weeks. At the end of each week the students presented their
answers in short follow-up discussions in class. The purpose of these discussions was not to
teach students how to solve the problems, but mainly to provide feedback on their answers
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and sustain their participation. Students’ engagement in the game-playing was quite
divergent. Some students did not log in at all, while others solved a part of the given
problems. This was an expected outcome, since we initiated the game-playing as a
voluntary homework activity.
The analysis of the data for grade 6 showed that the students of the experimental group
outperformed their peers in the control group. When we compared the group of logged-in
students with the control group, we found similar results. However, when we compared the
students who logged in with those who did not, we found no significant differences. A
reason for this could be that the number of students who did not log in was quite small,
which might mean that the statistical analysis lacked the power to yield significant results.
Another reason is more substantial. Because the students who did not log in were part of the
experimental group they were also exposed to the dialogues in class, which may have
contributed to an improved performance in the posttest.
The effort put into the online activity, indicating frequency, duration, and focus of the
online working, did not have a significant effect on the gain in performance. Although this
result is counterintuitive, it might be that the improvement in the problem solving
performance cannot be solely attributed to the amount of effort. For example, although girls
outperformed boys in some effort indicators, their achievement gains were the same as for
boys. It seems that the role of effort on performance is a complex one and is worthy of
further investigations.
To conclude, online computer tools, accessible at any time or place, might offer students
learning opportunities to develop sophisticated thinking skills. Furthermore, our results
showed that a homework assignment in which the students take the responsibility for
accomplishing it, can anyway contribute to positive effects on learning. Teachers should be
aware of this.
In a closer analysis of students’ work in the online environment we found that students
applied various strategies ranging from trial-and-error to strategies that imply exploring the
relations between the variables. As in the study on students’ strategies in written problems,
described in Chapter 2, trial-and-error also played a significant role in solving the problems
in the online environment. Furthermore, in line with the results of the small-scale study
described in Chapter 4, some students just tried out numbers without insight into the
relations between the variables, while others applied solutions that captured the general
relations. Nonetheless, trial-and-error is not a poor strategy per se. On the contrary, it is a
strategy with high potential, because it can support students in grasping the relations
between the variables and in general provide access into the solution of a problem.
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Taking into account the exerted effort and the applied strategies we furthermore defined three
levels of online working: free playing, just looking for answers and exploring relations and
structure. We found that the level of online working had a significant effect on the gain in
performance of the students in grades 4 and 6. In grade 4, the highest performance was found
for the students who were exploring relations and structure, while in grade 6 this was the case
for the students who were  !   ; <     
level of free playing had the lowest posttest performance in all grades. Although the students’
activity did not follow an overall trend in which free playing decreases and exploring relations
and structure increases from grade 4, to grades 5 and 6, there was a small increase in the more
advanced level of online working from grade 4 to 6. A problem with investigating trends in
the levels of online working is that the observations did not come from a cohort of students,
but was a cross-sectional sample from three grades.
In any case, the analysis showed that free playing did not support students in achieving a
better performance. Rather, it was the students’ working on a series of problems that might
have led to positive outcomes. A crucial aspect of the series of problems is the variation in
the numbers involved as well as in the given and unknown quantities. This variation elicits
the use of a solution previously found to formulate a rule that describes the relation between
the quantities. A prerequisite for generating a general solution though, is that students
understand that the involved quantities vary together. The students in our study might have
developed this understanding through the interactive dynamic character of the computer
environment. While playing the game, students may comprehend that the arrows, the score
and the game rule are related to each other so that a modification in the value of one of
these variables has a direct effect on the other variables. In this environment students are
continuously confronted, on a very natural way, with covarying variables.
To conclude, the interactive dynamic character of the computer environment and the
variation in the series of problems are significant elements of the support students need in
order to develop problem solving skills and mathematical reasoning necessary for dealing
with early algebra problems.

2 Suggestions for further research
In our experiments we used only one type of early algebra tasks, namely contextual
problems with interrelated values. Therefore, the operationalization of early algebra in this
study was quite narrow. The implementation of other early algebra activities such as
working with patterns, exploring functional relations and using graphs to represent change
might bring new insights into primary school students’ ability to reason algebraically.
Possible tasks might be exploring the relation between the length and perimeter of a square
or other geometrical figures and studying the relation between distance and time.
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Besides broadening the range of early algebra tasks, the development of early algebraic
reasoning could be also investigated in lower grades. Exploring patterns, studying part-whole
relations, and analyzing relations between quantities might be appropriate activities for
younger students. In addition, it would be interesting to investigate beginning secondary
school students’ solutions in early algebra problems. The examination of their approaches and
reasoning would reveal whether these students prefer algebraic methods over arithmetic ones
or vice versa, and how students’ reasoning develops as they are introduced to formal algebra.
Another issue that needs further deliberation is the role of writing down the solution steps
in problem solving. In particular, how does writing support students in solving problems
and what kind of notations assist students in understanding a problem and guiding their
solution process? With respect to the development of algebraic reasoning an issue that
could be investigated is how students’ notations could be further elaborated and developed
into more formal ones.
The PhD study focused mainly on individual students’ work on the computer outside the
classroom. It is necessary, however, to address the complexities and challenges that arise
when a technological tool is used in classroom. In particular, the role that the teacher can
play to make the game activity effective and the interaction that the game stimulates
between students should be further investigated.
In addition to studying the role of instruction given by the teacher, research on teacher
beliefs and attitudes towards problem solving and early algebra is also necessary. Acquiring
such knowledge not only can clarify aspects of students’ performance, but is also a first
step towards implementing problem solving and early algebra in the primary school
curriculum.

3 How can arithmetic education in the Netherlands become more
mathematical: A personal reflection to conclude
During these four years of intensive study of problem solving, some observations have
made a great impression on me. These observations are related to students’ written work,
their dialogues and log files while solving problems on the computer, and conversations
with teachers and other staff members at schools. In addition, an analysis of the textbook
series for grade 4 gave me a good picture of the content and competencies that different
textbooks endorse.
When students were confronted with non-routine problems, quite different reactions came
to the fore. While some students were trying hard to get through to a solution and were
dealing with the complex problem situations with relative confidence, others displayed a
remarkable aversion to them. They refused to solve the problems and complained that they
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were very difficult and unfamiliar to them. Exclamations of satisfaction as soon as a student
has cracked the problem he or she was working on contradicted with expression of
discomfort and unwillingness to make or sustain an attempt to solve the problems.
Far too often students’ reactions and engagement seemed to be in accord with their
teachers’ stance towards the problems. In the case were the teacher recognized problem
solving as an important skill and conveyed the notion that by trying out several ideas the
students might be able to find a solution, students were keener to accept the challenge of
solving an unfamiliar problem. By talking with teachers I also realized that the more a
teacher was feeling confident about his or her mathematical and didactical knowledge the
more he or she was willing to accept the importance of solving non-routine problems. More
often than not, teachers believed that these problems could only be solved by the more able
students. According to them the problems were much too difficult for the less able students
and could only cause them frustration.
While students’ mathematical competence did play a significant role on their ability to
solve the problems, we should not forget that most of the students do not encounter a single
non-routine problem. The textbook analysis revealed that in most textbook series these
problems have a marginal place. In general, the percentage of non-routine tasks in the
textbooks is too low and these tasks are often to be found outside the main textbook in
supplementary material meant for the more able students. In fact, the most widely used
textbook series does not contain any non-routine task at all. No wonder then, that these
problems are unfamiliar to students and are a source of serious difficulties. The same
situation is true for the so-called gray-area tasks that provide students with opportunities to
develop crucial problem solving skills and algebraic reasoning. Unfortunately, students
rarely get this opportunity. Most of the time, they are dealing with tasks that simply require
the use of algorithms.
My conclusion is that hardly any attention is given to problem solving and early algebraic
reasoning in primary school mathematics education in the Netherlands. Van den Heuvel% \QQ`[ \QQ) has sketched a similar situation and argued that primary school
arithmetic education should become more mathematical. This leads to the following question:
What should be done in order to bring about more mathematical reasoning in
primary school mathematics education in the Netherlands?
An answer to such a question is by no means straightforward. In my opinion, a change in
primary school mathematics education in favor of problem solving and algebraic reasoning
is a decision that should be taken at different educational levels. Nevertheless, I will try to
give some suggestions on the basis of the observations that stemmed from my PhD study.
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My first suggestion towards teachers is that they should be more bold in presenting their
students with non-routine tasks. By going through the solution process together with their
students, the students will come to see what it takes to solve a non-routine problem – among
others, a good deliberation of the situation and many steps back and forth until a solution is
found. More importantly, students will realize that a genuine problem cannot be solved within
a few minutes and will build up confidence in their ability to solve complex problems. The
positive impact of maintaining high expectations for students is enhanced as teachers
encourage students to deal with cumbersome tasks. Of course, the teachers are the ones to
decide when and how often non-routine tasks should be posed in their classrooms. They could
first implement more accessible tasks (i.e., gray-  !      
more advanced problems and see how far they can go with their classroom. It goes without
saying that such claims place also the responsibility on textbook authors to include more
challenging tasks in the textbooks and on teacher educators to support student teachers and inservice teachers in implementing such tasks in their classroom.
A second suggestion to teachers is to encourage their students to write down their solution
steps. Writing helps students monitor their solution process and work systematically
towards a solution. However, students do not necessarily know why and what is appropriate
to write down. For example, when I asked students to write down how they reached a
solution, some of them provided lengthy descriptions of their though processes, while
others just justified their solutions by checking the correctness of the result. Moreover,
students who found a correct answer very quickly often replied that they just knew it was
correct. These students did not just guess the answer; they indeed found a correct answer,
but it was difficult for them to capture or retrieve it. Apparently, the articulation of one’s
thinking in writing is not a simple task, especially when one is engaged in a complex
cognitive process like problem solving. This means that teachers should also be provided
with guidelines about how to support students in developing this skill.
Another suggestion to teachers is based on the intriguing observation that trial-and-error was a
strategy with a high potential to lead to a correct solution. However, in order for trial-anderror to be an efficient approach, students have to monitor their trials and use prior trials in
order to inform subsequent ones. Teachers should, therefore, provide support in this direction.
Besides trial-and-error students were also able to apply strategies that imply a focus on
structure, provided they had the opportunity to do so. This behavior brings me to another
suggestion that concerns the utilization of technological tools in developing algebraic
reasoning. My observations showed that a dynamic and interactive computer environment
can support students in making generalizations. Such tools are also accessible at any time
and any place allowing students to take control over their learning processed. My
experience is that an online homework assignment with minimal guidance can influence
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learning. Thus, designing and making available such tools to students and teachers should
also be high on the agenda of software developers, task designers, and publishers.
Another suggestion to the designers of mathematics tasks is to develop tasks with
systematic variation in the mathematical aspect that is to be emphasized. Based on my
observations, I argue that variation can play a significant role in supporting students
grasping the relations between variables in problems.
Besides what kind of tasks to include in the written curriculum, the assessed curriculum
should also reflect the importance of mathematical reasoning and problem solving.
Teaching, learning, and assessment are highly intertwined. Not only does assessment reflect
what is considered important to learn in a particular educational system, but it often defines
the content of learning as well. I recommend that problem solving becomes an explicit
objective in the curriculum and assessment documents in primary school. Moreover,
attention should be paid not only to the content but to the format of assessment as well. For
example, ICT enables the presentation of more complex tasks, but the assessment format
influences heavily the assessed competencies and the outcomes. This is made clear by
comparing students’ solutions in the online environment with their paper-and-pencil
solutions. Therefore, the role and consequences of ICT-based assessment in formative and
summative assessment are issues worth pursuing by the educational community.
The above mentioned suggestions involve all educational stakeholders. Teachers, parents,
textbook authors, publishers, developers, mathematics educators, and policy makers should
share the same vision: Do justice to the fundamental right of students to develop their
   ;   !        develop
appropriate tools for realizing this aim.
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Summary
The aim of this thesis was to provide insight into Dutch primary school students’
competence in solving non-routine number problems. In contrast to routine problems, such
problems cannot be solved by just applying a standard operation. An example of such a
puzzle-like number problem is the following. In a quiz you get two points for each correct
answer. If a question is not answered or the answer is wrong, one point is subtracted from
your score. The quiz contains ten questions. Tina received eight points in total. How many
questions did Tina answer correctly? The complexity of this problem is not due to the size
of the numbers and the calculations that have to be carried out. What makes this problem
perplexing for primary school students is that they have to understand the interrelatedness
of the numbers in the problem. Introducing such problems in primary school is important
for two reasons. These problems offer students opportunities to develop problem solving
and reasoning skills with numbers and they provide them with entry points for learning
algebra. Therefore, these problems can be called early algebra problems. In our study these
terms are used interchangeably.
The study addressed three research questions:
1. How able are Dutch primary school students in solving non-routine puzzle-like
problems?
2. To what degree do textbooks offer students opportunities to learn solving nonroutine puzzle-like problems?
3. How can we support students in solving non-routine puzzle-like problems?
To answer these research questions several studies were carried out, which are reported in
chapters 2 to 7 of this thesis. First, we investigated the ability of high-achieving students to
solve early algebra problems as well as the strategies that students applied. Next, we
examined the opportunities that students get to learn to solve these problems within the
current primary school curriculum. Finally, we developed an ICT environment for solving
these problems. Students’ activity in this environment was analyzed and related to their
problem solving performance. Both qualitative and quantitative analyses were carried out in
these studies.
Chapter 2 reports on the study that investigated strategy use and strategy flexibility and
their relations with performance in early algebra problems. The study was based on three
paper-and-pencil problems and examined the solutions of 152 high-achieving students in
grade 4. Two types of strategy flexibility were investigated, namely inter-task flexibility
;;<      -task flexibility (i.e., changing strategies
    ;                  
strategy. In the cases in which we could identify the use of a particular strategy, we found
that trial-and-error had the highest potential to lead to a correct solution. The two types of
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flexibility were seldom applied, yet students who showed inter-task strategy flexibility
performed better than those who persevered with the same strategy across problems.
Moreover, contrary to our expectations, intra-task strategy flexibility did not support
students in providing the correct answer. However, we found that this result was due rather
to the construction of an incomplete model of the problem situation than to the use of intratask strategy flexibility.
To shed light on the students’ low performance we investigated the opportunities that
students get to practice solving non-routine puzzle-like problems in classroom. Although
several factors influence instruction, there is much evidence that the curriculum and the
textbooks determine to a large extent what teachers teach and, consequently, what students
learn. Chapter 3 reports on a study in which the nature of tasks in six mathematics textbook
series for grade 4 was analyzed. The analytical framework that we used was designed
through an iterative process of classifying tasks according to their complexity. The final
version of the framework contained three main categories of tasks: straightforward tasks,
gray-area tasks, and non-routine puzzle-like tasks. Straightforward tasks require accurately
carrying out arithmetical calculations, while in non-routine puzzle-like tasks students have
to focus on the relations between the numbers or quantities included in the task. Gray-area
tasks may prompt students to do investigations and develop problem solving strategies. For
example, finding all possible combinations of given numbers and searching for a pattern in
a series of numbers. The analysis of the tasks in the six textbook series revealed that
challenging non-routine tasks are rare and are mostly found in the additional materials that
accompany the textbook series. In some textbook series these non-routine tasks are
completely absent. The results of our study raised questions and concerns about the
mathematical nature of arithmetic education in Dutch primary schools.
Subsequently, we investigated ways to support students in dealing with early algebra
problems. For this aim we provided them with an environment for experiencing
interdependency of values in a problem situation. A dynamic interactive computer game
called Hit the target was developed for this purpose. In this environment the students can
observe how the game score varies as they manipulate the values of the hits, the misses, or the
game rule. Chapter 4 reports on a pilot study that employed the ICT environment both as a
tool to support students’ learning by offering them opportunities to experiment, produce and
reflect on their solutions, and as a tool to monitor and assess students’ problem solving
processes. In total, 24 high achieving students from grade 4 took part in this study. The
students of the experimental group carried out a number of assignments in the ICT
environment in pairs. The analysis of their dialogues and actions provided us with a detailed
account of their problem solving processes. Students demonstrated different levels of problem
solving activity and some interesting processes were revealed, for example the so-called
bouncing effect. This means that the students first come up with a correct general solution that
captures the relations between the variables, but nevertheless later revert to an incorrect
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solution. The data of a written test on problem solving collected before and after this short
treatment did not form a sufficient basis for drawing conclusions about the potential of the
dynamic interactive computer game to improve students’ problem solving performance.
Therefore we conducted a large-scale study with a pretest-posttest control group design
with 785 students from grades 4, 5, and 6. The students of the experimental group were
asked to play the game at home online and to use it for solving a series of problems. The
students’ online computer activity was registered with special software. Before and after the
intervention all students’ problem solving performances were measured with a paper-andpencil test.
Chapter 5 describes the study in which we explored the role of feedback that was generated
by the game when solving the series of problems. This feedback neither diagnoses the
students’ solution processes, nor indicates whether their answers are correct or incorrect.
Instead, it bears information that students have to interpret in order to evaluate their
answers themselves. The analysis of the data for grade 6 showed that the game-generated
feedback supported students in detecting and correcting their errors. The students
performed better in the problems they had to solve in the online environment than in the
paper-and-pencil test where no feedback was available. Furthermore, in the posttest their
performance and the frequency of answer verification were higher than in the pretest. The
last finding suggests that game-generated feedback stimulated student-generated feedback.
Chapter 6 describes the study in which we investigated the differences in performance on
early algebra problems between the experimental group and the control group. Statistical
analyses on the data of 236 sixth graders showed a significant positive effect of the
intervention on the posttest performance. Furthermore, we neither detected a significant effect
of the amount of effort put into the online work, nor of the sex of the students on
performance. However, effort turned out to play a complex role in this study; although girls
put more effort into the online work than boys did, their gains in achievement were the same
as for boys. This finding might imply that boys are more efficient users of computer tools.
Chapter 7 focuses on the strategies that the students in grades 4, 5, and 6 applied when
working in the online environment. The analysis revealed that the learning environment
stimulated the application of various strategies and triggered the exploration of the relations
between the variables. Moreover, the online work was positively related with success in the
paper-and-pencil posttest and the gain between the pre and posttest was the highest in grade
6. The study indicated that the interactive dynamic character of the computer environment
and the systematic variation of the values in the series of problems had a significant role in
supporting students’ reasoning when dealing with early algebra problems.
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Chapter 8 gives an overview of the findings and provides suggestions for further research
and educational practice. Conclusions that can be drawn from this thesis are that Dutch
primary students have difficulties in solving non-routine puzzle-like problems and that the
tasks included in Dutch textbook series are an indication that hardly any attention is given
to problems that introduce students to algebraic reasoning. This situation calls for a
concerted effort from all educational stakeholders in order to include more mathematics in
primary school arithmetic education in the Netherlands. This thesis has provided ideas for
changing this situation. It has shown that computer tools can enable students to explore
concepts related to dynamic processes like covariation and thus can open up new
possibilities for familiarizing primary school students with early algebra problems.
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Het onderzoek dat in het kader van dit proefschrift is uitgevoerd, had als doel inzicht te
verwerven in de vaardigheid van Nederlandse basisschoolleerlingen in het oplossen van
niet-routinematige, puzzelachtige rekenopgaven. Kenmerkend voor deze opgaven is dat de
leerlingen voor het oplossen ervan geen standaardprocedure beschikbaar hebben. De
volgende opgave kan als een voorbeeld van dergelijke opgaven worden gezien. In een quiz
krijg je twee punten voor een goed antwoord. Geef je geen antwoord of is het antwoord
fout, dan wordt er een punt van je score afgehaald. Tina heeft na tien vragen acht punten.
Hoeveel vragen heeft Tina goed beantwoord? De complexiteit van deze opgave ligt niet in
de grootte van de getallen of in de berekeningen die uitgevoerd moeten worden, maar de
opgave is ingewikkeld omdat de leerlingen rekening moeten houden met de onderlinge
relaties tussen de getallen. De invoering van dit soort opgaven in de basisschool is om twee
redenen belangrijk. Ten eerste worden op die manier de ontwikkeling van de
probleemoplossingsvaardigheden en het kunnen redeneren met getallen bevorderd. Ten
tweede worden leerlingen door niet-routinematige, puzzelachtige rekenopgaven voorbereid
op het leren van algebra. Daarom worden deze niet-routinematige, puzzelachtige
rekenopgaven ook wel early algebra opgaven genoemd.
In het dissertatieonderzoek komen drie onderzoeksvragen aan de orde:
1. Hoe goed zijn Nederlandse basisschoolleerlingen in probleem oplosssen, d.w.z. in
het oplossen van niet-routinematige, puzzelacthige rekenopgaven?
2. In hoeverre bieden reken-wiskundemethodes aan leerlingen de mogelijkheid om
niet-routinematige, puzzelachtige rekenopgaven te leren maken?
3. Wat is een goede manier om leerlingen niet-routinematige, puzzelachtige
rekenopgaven te leren maken?
Deze onderzoeksvragen zijn beantwoord in een aantal deelstudies die achtereenvolgens
beschreven zijn in de hoofdstukken 2 tot 7 van dit proefschrift. Het eerste onderzoek
richtte zich op de vaardigheid van goede rekenaars in het oplossen van early algera
opgaven en de strategieën die ze hierbij hebben gebruikt. Vervolgens hebben wij gekeken
naar de mate waarin deze niet-routinematige, puzzelachtige rekenopgaven voorkomen in
de reken-wiskundemethodes. Ten slotte is binnen het project een ICT-omgeving
ontwikkeld voor het oplossen van dergelijke opgaven. Het werken van de leerlingen in
deze omgeving is geanalyseerd en gerelateerd aan hun vaardigheid om nietroutinematige, puzzelachtige rekenopgaven op te lossen. Hierbij zijn zowel kwalitatieve
als kwantitatieve analyses toegepast.
Hoofdstuk 2 vormt het verslag van het onderzoek naar het verband tussen strategiegebruik,
strategieflexibiliteit en de prestaties bij de early algebra opgaven. Het onderzoek is
gebaseerd op drie opgaven in een schriftelijk toets. In totaal zijn de oplossingsstrategieën
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van 152 goede rekenaars uit groep 6 geanalyseerd. Hierbij is onder andere gekeken naar
twee soorten strategie-flexibiliteit: inter-flexibiliteit (d.w.z., bij de ene opgave een andere
strategie toepassen dan   -flexibiliteit (d.w.z., het wisselen van strategie
;$           
hun strategieën noteerden. Onder de strategieën die wij wel konden identificeren, leidde de
trial-and-error strategie het vaakst tot een correcte oplossing. De twee soorten flexibiliteit
werden niet vaak toegepast, maar de leerlingen die bij de ene opgave een andere strategie
toepasten dan bij de andere, presteerden hoger dan degenen die aan eenzelfde strategie
vasthielden. Tegen onze verwachtingen in, hielp intra-flexibiliteit niet bij het vinden van
een juist antwoord. Dit had echter eerder te maken met het feit dat de leerlingen zich geen
volledig beeld van de probleemsituatie hadden gevormd dan met het wisselen van strategie
binnen een opgave.
Om de lage prestaties van Nederlandse basisschoolleerlingen beter te begrijpen, hebben we
daarna onderzocht in hoeverre de leerlingen ook werkelijk de kans krijgen om op school
ervaring op te doen met niet-routinematige, puzzelachtige rekenopgaven. Hoewel meerdere
factoren van invloed zijn op het gegeven onderwijs, zijn er voldoende aanwijzingen dat het
curriculum en de gebruikte reken-wiskundemethode in hoge mate bepalen wat er wordt
onderwezen en wat de kinderen vervolgens leren. Daarom hebben we een methodeanalyse
uitgevoerd. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt hierover gerapporteerd. In deze methodeanalyse is de aard
onderzocht van alle opgaven die te vinden zijn in zes reken-wiskundemethodes voor groep
6. Het raamwerk dat hiervoor is gebruikt, is in een iteratief proces ontwikkeld. De opgaven
zijn hierbij geclassificeerd op basis van hun complexiteit. De eindversie van het raamwerk
bevatte drie hoofdcategorieën: recht-toe-recht-aan opgaven, grijsgebied opgaven, en nietroutinematige, puzzelachtige opgaven. Recht-toe-recht-aan opgaven vereisen het
nauwkeurig uitvoeren van berekeningen, terwijl in niet-routinematige, puzzelachtige
opgaven de leerlingen eerst zicht moeten krijgen op de relaties tussen de getallen.
Grijsgebied opgaven liggen tussen de andere twee typen opgaven in. Ze kunnen de
leerlingen ertoe aanzetten verschillende oplossingen te proberen en oplossingsstrategieën te
ontwikkelen. Voorbeelden daarvan zijn opgaven waarbij de leerlingen alle mogelijke
combinaties van bepaalde gegeven getallen moeten vinden of patronen moeten zoeken in
reeksen getallen. De resultaten van onze methodeanalyse lieten zien dat het aantal nietroutinematige, puzzelachtige opgaven in de methodes zeer klein is en dat zij bovendien
vaker in het aanvullend materiaal van een methode te vinden zijn. In sommige methodes
waren deze opgaven totaal afwezig. De resultaten van deze analyse roepen vragen en ook
zorgen op over het wiskundige karakter van het Nederlandse rekenonderwijs.
Als volgende stap in het onderzoek zijn we nagegaan op welke manier leerlingen
ondersteund kunnen worden bij het leren oplossen van early algebra opgaven. Voor dit
doel hebben wij de leerlingen een omgeving verschaft, waarin zij ervaring kunnen opdoen
met probleemsituaties waarin getalwaardes met elkaar samenhangen en samen variëren.
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Deze omgeving bestond uit een dynamisch, interactief pijl-en-boogspelletje op de
computer, getiteld Hit the target. In deze computeromgeving kunnen de leerlingen
ondervinden hoe de behaalde spelscore kan variëren door het aantal rake en gemiste pijlen
en de spelregel te variëren.
Hoofdstuk 4 rapporteert over de pilotstudie waarin een ICT-omgeving op twee manieren is
gebruikt; enerzijds als hulpmiddel bij het leren van probleem oplossen – leerlingen kunnen
het spel spelen en zo experimenteren en zelf oplossingen bedenken en over hun oplossingen
reflecteren – en anderzijds als hulpmiddel om het oplossingsproces van de leerlingen te
volgen en op deze manier te meten. In totaal namen 24 goede rekenaars uit groep 6 aan dit
onderzoek deel. De leerlingen in de experimentele groep hebben in tweetallen in de ICTomgeving het spelletje gespeeld en als hulp gebruikt bij het oplossen van een paar opgaven.
De analyse van de dialogen en de handelingen van de leerlingen gaf een gedetailleerd beeld
van hun oplossingsprocessen. Er werd op verschillende niveaus gewerkt en enkele
interessante kenmerken van hun manier van werken zijn zichtbaar gemaakt. Een voorbeeld
hiervan is het zogenaamde bouncing effect. Dit houdt in dat de leerlingen eerst met een
correcte oplossing komen gebaseerd op een algemene regel en bij een volgende opgave
toch weer een onjuiste oplossing laten zien. Door het kleine aantal leerlingen dat heeft
meegedaan aan deze deelstudie konden we echter geen conclusies trekken over de bijdrage
van het computerspelletje aan de prestaties van de leerlingen.
Om meer robuuste resultaten te verkrijgen, is vervolgens een grootschalig onderzoek
uitgevoerd bij 785 leerlingen uit groepen 6, 7, en 8. Dit onderzoek is opgezet volgens een
voortoets-natoets-controle-groep design. Aan de leerlingen van de experimentele groep is
gevraagd het spelletje online thuis te spelen en met behulp van het spelletje een reeks
opgaven op te lossen. Speciale software zorgde ervoor dat de online-activiteiten van de
leerlingen tijdens het spelen van het spelletje werden geregistreerd. Verder werden de
probleemoplossingsvaardigheden van alle leerlingen met een schriftelijke voor- en
natoets gemeten.
Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft de deelstudie waarin de rol van feedback is onderzocht. Dit betreft
de feedback die het computerspelletje genereert. Als de leerlingen bepaalde oplossingen
invoeren in het spelletje geeft het informatie die de leerlingen zelf moeten interpreteren om
te kunnen beslissen of hun antwoorden goed zijn. Deze feedback levert de leerlingen dus
geen diagnose over hun wijze van oplossen en geeft ook niet aan of hun antwoorden juist of
onjuist zijn, maar laat de leerlingen alleen de consequenties zien van de waarden die ze
hebben ingevoerd. De analyse van de gegevens uit groep 6 bracht aan het licht dat de door
het spelletje gegenereerde feedback de leerlingen inderdaad heeft ondersteund bij het
ontdekken en corrigeren van hun fouten. Daarnaast hebben we ook gevonden dat de
leerlingen beter presteerden op de opgaven tijdens het online werken dan bij de schriftelijke
toets waar geen feedback beschikbaar was. Bovendien waren er ook verschillen tussen de
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scores op de voortoets en de natoets. Bij de natoets scoorden de leerlingen hoger en
controleerden zij hun antwoorden vaker. Dit laatste resultaat suggereert dat de door het
spelletje gegenereerde feedback ertoe kan bijdragen dat de leerlingen ook zelf feedback
gaan genereren, bijvoorbeeld door hun antwoorden te controleren.
Hoofdstuk 6 behandelt de deelstudie waarin de verschillen in prestaties tussen de
experimentele en de controlegroep zijn onderzocht. Statistische analyses van de data van
236 leerlingen uit groep 6 lieten een significant positief effect zien van de interventie op de
scores op de natoets. Er is echter geen significant effect gevonden van de manier waarop de
leerlingen in de online-omgeving gewerkt hebben. Meer inspanning (langer met het
  <    tot een hogere score. Ook het
geslacht van de leerlingen bleek geen direct effect te hebben op de prestaties. Maar we
vonden wel, dat de geleverde inspanning een complexe rol in dit geheel speelde. Ofschoon
de jongens minder inspanning leverden bij het online werken dan de meisjes, bleken de
jongens toch evenveel profijt van het spelletje te hebben gehad als de meisjes. Dit zou
kunnen impliceren dat jongens efficiëntere gebruikers van computerprogramma’s zijn.
Hoofdstuk 7 richt zich op de oplossingsstrategieën die leerlingen uit groepen 6, 7 en 8 in de
computeromgeving hebben toegepast. Uit de analyse bleek dat de online-omgeving de
toepassing van diverse strategieën en het verkennen van relaties tussen de variabelen
bevorderde. Bovendien hebben we een significante relatie vastgesteld tussen het online
werken en de mate van succes op de schriftelijke toets. De grootste toename in de
toetsscores vonden we in groep 6. Deze bevindingen suggereren dat een dynamisch
interactief computerspelletje in combinatie met een serie opgaven waarin de waardes
systematisch zijn gevarieerd, de leerlingen tot steun kunnen zijn bij het leren oplossen van
early algebra opgaven.
Hoofdstuk 8 geeft een overzicht van onze bevindingen en komt met suggesties voor
vervolgonderzoek en de onderwijspraktijk. Dit dissertatieonderzoek heeft laten zien dat
Nederlandse basisschoolleerlingen moeite hebben met het oplossen van niet-routinematige,
puzzelachtige opgaven en dat er tegelijkertijd in het Nederlandse reken-wiskundeonderwijs
waarschijnlijk weinig aandacht is voor opgaven die leerlingen voorbereiden op algebraïsch
denken. Dit is een situatie die zorgen baart en die vraagt om een gezamenlijke actie van alle
bij het onderwijs betrokken partijen om hier iets aan te doen door meer wiskunde in het
Nederlandse rekenonderwijs op de basisschool te brengen. Het onderzoek dat in het kader
van dit proefschrift is uitgevoerd, heeft hiervoor ideeën aangeleverd. Het heeft laten zien
dat leerlingen met behulp van ICT-tools ervaring kunnen opdoen in het exploreren van
dynamische concepten zoals covariatie en dat op deze manier de weg geopend kan worden
voor early algebra op de basisschool.
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